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Foreword

Currently there is a vibrant and passionate debate on seemingly
two contradictory positions of medical education establishments.
One group muses on how successful the medical schools have been
in recent years in cultivating society's best minds and transforming them into mature physicians. The other group's view is less
congratulatory. The principal argument of this group is that medical schools are remarkably resistant to adopting the science of
medical education. Medical schools are lagging far behind in the
advancement in the science of education management. This group
paints a gloomier future—either the medical establishment continues to adapt or face eventual atrophy. One may ponder how to
reconcile these two seemingly opposing views. It may be that both
viewpoints are true—medical schools are creating the best physicians but at the same time they are remarkably resistant to adopting
new changes in learning and teaching paradigms.
Many argue, reasonably so, that there is a necessity to be cautious in adopting the fast-paced changes. The stakes are much
higher and a false move is a move that we can ill- afford. Moreover,
new is not synonymous with superiority. But, most believe there is
a need to change—slow yet steady, cautious but determined at the
same time.
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Why are the medical faculty and medical schools so reluctant
to change? One of the most important factors is the fear of the
unknown—a substantial lack of knowledge about the science and
art of teaching and learning in medicine. Ignorance breeds fear and
fear perpetuates the collective inertia. The general lack of knowledge about teaching and learning among medical teachers is entirely understandable. Most medical teachers were taught in an era
when the concepts of medical education were developing. Teaching
was mostly teacher dominated, and there was very little emphasis
on life-long and self-directed learning. Teaching was more of an art
rather than a science without focus on empirical evidence to support the practice. But this cannot go on indefinitely.
Two of my colleagues and fellow medical education enthusiasts have completed the commendable task of bringing the teaching
and learning concepts in medicine to the realm of general medical
teachers. I am specifically delighted that the target reader of the
book is medical teachers, as this is the segment within the medical
establishment who needs the knowledge about medical education
most. Throughout the book, they have maintained a delicate balance between the 'why' aspects of medical education emphasizing
the needs for change and adaptation and the 'how' aspects demonstrating the way concepts and theories of medical education can be
of immediate benefit to the medical teachers.
Teaching and learning is a much cherished activity; understanding the science behind teaching and learning should be an even
more joyous and attractive pursuit. The book provides us with an
easy yet essential reading to medical education. At the same time, it
reminds us of the long journey that we eventually will be taking in
keeping up our good job of producing efficient healers for society
by gradually embracing what the rich and dynamic field of medical
education has to offer.
Professor Lee Eng Hin
Dean, Faculty of Medicine
National University of Singapore
December 2002
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Preface

Most ideas about teaching are not new, but not everyone knows the
old ideas.

Euclid. Circa 300 BC
Medical education, the science behind the teaching and learning
in medicine, has been firmly established as a separate discipline.
Parallel to the advancement in medical science, medical education
as a discipline has seen tremendous progress. We have reached a
phase where we are not limited to understanding what is at fault in
our education but we also know how to correct these faults. We have
progressed from the role of problem-identifier to that of solutionprovider.
The beneficial effects of such development are readily evident.
Teaching and learning have become more scientific and rigorous,
curricula are based on good pedagogical principles, and problembased and other forms of active and self-directed learning are no
longer viewed as an anomaly but are now considered to be the
mainstream. There is a strong emphasis on evidence-based education. This is a time of great excitement and opportunity for anyone
who is interested in teaching and learning in medicine.
ix
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Parallel to its spectacular growth, medical education, as a discipline, has become more specialized. The specialization has taken
shape in many forms. There are educators with exclusive interest and expertise in medical education. The discipline itself has
become further sub-specialized; there are experts in learning theories, curriculum planning, assessment and evaluation, and clinical education—just to name a few. In most of the leading medical
schools, there are autonomous medical education units that lead the
educational initiatives. There are several scholarly journals dedicated to medical education which are published regularly and enjoy
a good readership base. Moreover, most of the clinical professional
journals publish articles on medical education. There are also many
authoritative books on various aspects of medical education written
by renowned scholars and leaders.
Paradoxically, the rapid development and specialization in medical education has come with a price. The more developed the
discipline has become; the more specialized and fragmented have
become the books and publications on medical education. Many
books are too intimidating and esoteric to meet the needs of general
medical teachers. In contrast to the prolific publication trend in specialized aspects of medical education, there is a marked paucity of
books written for the general reader in medical education. More importantly, there are few books that are easy to understand, portable,
as well as affordable for the individual reader.
The issue of non-availability is evident from our interactions
with our colleagues. Frequently, we engage our friends and colleagues in a passionate discussion about medical education and the
benefits that they may get from knowing the science of teaching
and learning. When we have managed to instill enough interest,
our colleagues' response is typical—"It seems medical education is
interesting. Can you name a book where I can read more about
it?" Our defeat comes now. It is hard to recommend a book about
medical education that meets all three criteria of understandability,
portability, and affordability.
Therefore, in this simple non-intimidating hook, we promise to tell the
general medical teachers what they need to know about medical education.
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We strive towards making the book a readable, jargon-free, precise yet
complete guide to teaching and learning in medicine.

Medical Education as a Discipline
Although medical education benefits from the theory and practice
in the field of general education, the unique content, curricular philosophy, teaching and learning methods, and regulatory and social
obligation of medicine demand that general education philosophies
and practices are applied with careful consideration of these factors. Additional teaching and learning theories and methods are
also needed.
The broad discipline of medical education encompasses several sub-divisions including teaching and learning theories, instructional methodology, assessment and evaluation, clinical teaching,
and continuing medical education. Besides these, medical education also covers biomedical ethics, health care economics, medical
history, and other related fields.
Medical educators are usually medical scientists and clinicians
with special interest and expertise in medical education. A medical
educator may be someone who is (a) especially skilled in teaching,
(b) a person trained in the educational theory and practice in the
context of medicine, or (c) an administrator in education. The bulk
of medical educators are teaching faculty who have developed supplemental training in the field. The discipline is further enriched by
teaching faculty with primary training in education and who have
then developed interest in application of educational principles and
practice to medical education.

Reasons for Interest in Medical Education
Along with patient care and research, medical teachers are also
entrusted by society and medical schools to groom their students
to become successful physicians. Almost all medical teachers
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are given this very significant responsibility without any proper
training to become good teachers. Content expertise is a requisite
but is not sufficient enough to become good teachers.
Teaching is also a learnable skill; this is not an inherent quality
that we are born with. Most of us learn the craft of teaching by
an arduous, painfully slow and inefficient process of observation
of our peers or learning from our own mistakes. Thankfully, the
process can be easily improved with proper understanding of a few
educational principles and practice of the skills.
We also believe that teaching is a pleasurable and self-fulfilling activity. The joy of teaching increases as we master the skills.

Readership of the Book
The profile of the reader that we envision for the book is someone
who is interested to know more about medical education but lacks
a formal background in pedagogy. This is intended to be a core
reading in medical education; not an exhaustive and authoritative
reference to the topic.
The primary audience of the book is the general medical teachers
from all disciplines and specialties. Both basic science and clinical
teachers will benefit from the book. Junior and mid-level teaching
staffs will find the book useful as well. It can be used as a faculty resource book for medical teachers. Organizers of medical education
workshops may also use this book as a required text.
The book will be useful for teachers and educators from other
clinical and para-clinical disciplines including nursing, pharmacy,
occupational therapy, and physiotherapy. Although the book is
written for medical specialties, educators from other tertiary education will find some of the content relevant and useful to their
practice.

Benefits of Reading the Book
The book helps to develop a clear and basic understanding of
principles of teaching and learning in medicine. The readers will
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develop the requisite expertise and skill that are expected of a basic
or clinical science teacher including instructional module design,
teaching methods, student assessment, and clinical teaching. The
readers will also appreciate the changes that are taking place in the
field of medical education and the reasons behind the changes.
Most importantly, the book will help the reader to become an
effective medical teacher.

Our Approaches
Two discernible approaches are generally noticeable on books on
education. The first approach is to focus on the 'why' aspects—
a theory based exercise that promotes deep understanding of
the topic. The second approach is to target 'how' aspects—
demonstrating the practicality and illustrating how the theory is
translated into practice. We believe both approaches are valid and
have merits on their own and we have tried to strike a balance between the two. Thus, the book not only shows what is important to
do but also tells the readers why it is so.
To improve the readability, we have at times simplified the concepts and trimmed what we have thought to be redundant. We
recognize this to be a deficiency but a necessary step to keep the
content focused on the book's original purposes.

Organization of the Book
The book is divided into several inter-related sections. The preliminary sections provide broad perspectives on medical education including an overview of medical education, historical perspectives,
current trends and controversies, and teaching and learning theories. The section on curriculum examines the topic from the perspectives of individual teachers and provides a succinct discussion.
Subsequent sections are organized according to the 'Learning
Cycle'—an elementary concept in educational planning. The 'cycle' essentially demonstrates the relationship between the three key
elements of teaching and learning: learning objectives, teaching
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strategies to achieve the objectives, and assessment and evaluation
to determine whether the objectives have been fulfilled. The following sections elaborate on each of these elements and cover educational objectives, instructional methodologies including clinical
teaching and problem-based learning, and assessment and evaluation. Later sections elaborate on internet and research in medical
education.
Each chapter generally starts with a set of objectives. The content
evolves around the objectives. Tables and text boxes summarize
and reiterate important points. Each chapter ends with a set of key
points—a constellation of take-home messages.
The reference section at the end of the each chapter is intentionally kept brief. All the articles and books are easily available—either
on the internet or through the local library. Admittedly, there are
many more scholarly articles that we mentioned, but those that
are not easily available we have not included. The reference section contains two types of articles. The first category includes articles that we have referenced and the second category is 'further
reading'—articles that we consider important but not referenced.
In each of the chapter, we have used examples liberally to help
readers understand how the concepts may appear in real life. Most
of these examples were taken from our own teaching and clinical
encounters. But the basic message remains clear enough. There
are unavoidable but necessary repetitions in some of the chapters.
This is somewhat intentional so that a reader who wants to read a
particular chapter is able to do so without much difficulty. Readers
are also encouraged to refer frequently to 'Glossary' at the end of
the book.

Conventions
Several conventions merit further elaboration. The terms 'we',
'you', 'our', are used to denote medical teachers. We have
used the terms teacher, facilitator, faculty, instructor, and so on
interchangeably. Students and learners are used interchangeably
as well.
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To keep a gender-neutral tone and to avoid awkward use of
s/he we have used both male and female genders equally. Occasionally, we have also resorted to plural whenever we deemed it
appropriate.
The term assessment is used primarily in the context of student
assessment and evaluation is used for program evaluation.
We have developed a significant portion of the content from
general education resources especially sections on teaching and
learning philosophies and teaching strategies. There are convincing reasons for this. General educational resources are much more
endowed with rich literature on teaching and learning philosophies and their applications. Although many of these are yet to be
tested in medical education, this does not mean these are ineffective or inappropriate; but reflects the relatively new development
of medical education as a discipline. Among the general education
resources the most helpful was ERIC (Educational Resource Information Clearinghouse, www.eric.edu). Readers are urged to use the
resource as well.
We know that there are shortcomings and mistakes in the book
that we have not realized yet. If you happen to spot one, please
drop us an email. We will acknowledge your effort in the next
edition.
We are still learning to present the core themes of medical education to readers in a better way. We promise to take seriously any
suggestion that readers may have. Meanwhile, we take unconditional responsibility for the remaining lack of clarity and mistakes.
Completion of the book marks the beginning, not the end, of
your effort to know the subject. We are confident that you will continue to learn further about medical education, and join us for the
betterment of teaching and leaning in medical schools.
Zubair Amin; zubairamin@hotmail.com
Khoo Hoon Eng; bchkhe@nus.edu.sg
December 2002
Singapore
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1

Basic Competencies in
Medical Teaching

The Latin verb 'docere' for teach is also the root for the noun 'doctor'. So it would seem that teaching is part of being a doctor. In
reality, of course, there are at least three roles for staff in academic
medicine: clinical care, research and teaching. All clinical staffs receive training for clinical care in medical school and beyond. Sound
training in research can also be provided but is outside the purview
of this book. Good teaching also involves skills that must be learnt.
What are these skills? Are there any minimum knowledge base
or skills that medical teachers should possess before they become
teachers? It is now almost universally agreed that medical teachers should be trained formally in basic educational methods. What
has not been firmly established yet are the basic minimum competencies that they should possess. Professional medical or medical
education organizations have yet to come up with any firm recommendation in this respect. For example, a question was posed to
about 1,000 medical educators belonging to DR-ED listserv newsgroup "What should be the minimum pedagogical competency of
medical teachers?" (DR-ED is a forum for discussion and information resource for medical educators. It is maintained by the Office
of Medical Education Research and Development (OMERAD) at
3
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Michigan State University, College of Human Medicine.) The question although generated vigorous discussion failed to identify any
guideline from professional bodies in this regard (Amin, 02).
Encouragingly opinions are gradually forming and we have a
fair idea about the pedagogical competency of the medical teachers. Moreover, we can extrapolate from other professional higher
educational organizations to get a reasonable idea of what medical
teachers' pedagogical competency should be.
Therefore, we envision several domains of pedagogical competency and knowledge for basic functioning as medical teachers;
(a) a firm understanding of fundamental educational principles as
applied to medical education, (b) an understanding of the basics of
curriculum, (c) a competency in a range of instructional methodology, and (d) an ability to choose and administer proper assessment
methods. We propose that these competencies should be further
fine-tuned and be accepted as essential and universal requisites for
medical teachers. In the following discussion, we elaborate on each
of these broad domains and very briefly highlight the key innovations and essential concepts.

Educational Principles
Educational practice should be grounded on sound educational
principles. Educational practices that are without sound theoretical
construct are unlikely to be effective. While we acknowledge that
teaching and learning theories can be dry and boring topics, nevertheless medical teachers need to be conversant with them to understand the rationale for innovations and current trends in medical
education. They also need to be fluent in the common terminology
that surface frequently in medical education literature.
In a general sense, medical education has been transformed by
several powerful theories of learning including learner-centered
learning, experiential learning, self-directed learning and deep
learning. Congruent with the understanding of learning theories
is the better insight of the learning processes of our students or
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learners. The characterization of our students as learners leads to
the concepts of 'adult learner' or the field of andragogy. Finally,
another essential concept with practical implications is the skills of
learning or metacognition. These three broad fields—learning concepts, adult learning, and skills of learning—provide us the necessary foundation upon which much of the educational activities are
undertaken.

Curriculum Planning and Design
The majority of medical teachers spend most of their teaching time
directly engaged with the learners. Nevertheless, frequently they
are asked to contribute to curriculum planning and evaluation.
Thus, the medical teachers should possess a fundamental understanding of curriculum planning and evaluation including how to
set educational objectives and prepare and execute an educational
plan.
There are several curricular innovations that are of interest to
medical teachers. One of the criticisms of the traditional curriculum
is the excessive amount of information that medical students are
asked to "learn" due to the explosion in knowledge in biomedical
sciences. The burden is compounded by repetitions of content over
the years. Besides, a great deal of learned content remain unutilized
as the students fail to determine the connection between the content
and their practical applicability in dealing with patients.
The newer curricula integrate the various disciplines with welldefined objectives. The integration takes shape in various forms:
between basic science subjects, between clinical subjects, and between basic and clinical subjects. An immediate effect of such integration is the abandonment of separation between basic and clinical
science years. Besides, courses are designed around body systems
and functions. Thus, medical teachers' responsibilities include not
just imparting facts but also integrating them and making them relevant
to clinical practice. In addition, they are required to convey necessary
professional skills to students.

6
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Instructional Methodologies
The medical teachers' competency in the area of instructional
methodology includes effective communication of the course objectives to the students, knowledge and skills about diverse instructional methods, and the ability to choose correct methods of instruction to help students achieve the course objectives. Evidence for
effectiveness about specific instructional method comes from myriad sources and includes empirical research and personal and selfreflective research (STLHE, 02).
Thus, it is the sacred responsibility of the medical teacher to
maintain the pedagogical competency by taking active steps to stay
current regarding teaching strategies. Just as he engages in continuing medical education to remain competent professionally, he
should engage regularly in reading medical education literature,
attend workshops and conferences, experiment with a range of
teaching methods, and generally be able to vary his instructional
strategies to meet the demand of a specific situation or a particular
group of learners.
The response of medical education to the above demands in instructional methodology has resulted in several beneficial changes.
First, there are innovations and change in practice to improve already existing 'traditional' and well-established instructional methods such as lectures and other forms of expository learning. The
major shift is to make these forms of teaching more active and
learner-centered. Secondly, there is expansion of the repository
of teaching and learning methods that are available to medical
teachers. Medical teachers do not need to confine themselves to a
limited number of teaching and learning tools. Small group discussion, brain-storming, role-play, and many others are now regarded
as valid instructional methods. They bring variety and can be custom made to suit particular teaching needs.
Thirdly, along with the establishment of new curricula and
teaching/training settings, problem-based learning (PBL) and variants have emerged as a convenient and efficient way of delivering
learner-centered learning. PBL emphasizes small group and selfdirected learning on the part of the student. The content is also
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more integrated and in some schools where other health care professionals are being taught, training can also be multi-professional.
Thus, the medical teachers' competency in this regards include
understanding the core principles and educational rationale of PBL,
effective group facilitation skill, student assessment in PBL, and be
conversant with various options of PBL implementation.
The fourth area of innovation in instructional methodology is
clinical teaching. Unlike the other forms of teaching and learning
activities in medicine that share a great deal of similarity with those
of general education, clinical teaching is unique to medical education. It involves a number of variables that are peculiar to it including clinical reasoning, patient-based teaching, and a tripartite
interaction between students, teachers, and patients.
At the beginning of the early seventies, the predominant
hypothesis in understanding the reasoning process was that such
reasoning is the result of possession of general 'clinical problem
solving skills.' This hypothesis was proven to be wrong and it
is believed that generic clinical reasoning process is non-existent
(Norman, 2002). What is true is that clinical reasoning is greatly influenced by knowledge that is derived from both formal education
as well as from clinical experience. A corollary to this proposition
is that with greater understanding of the clinical reasoning process
the medical teachers would be able to promote clinical reasoning
more effectively.
The other area of improvement in clinical teaching comes in
the form of delivering teaching in a time-efficient manner, more
effective needs assessment of the learners, and teaching communication and procedural skills to the students. Several innovative
models, such as 'microskills', have gained rapid popularity particularly among office-based clinical teachers as an effective way of
conducting clinical teaching.

Student Assessment
Assessment is an immensely important activity that all medical teachers are intimately involved with. The stakes in student
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assessment are high—they are directly related to quality assurance
and accreditation of the program. Therefore, it is the duty of the
teachers to ensure students assessment to be valid, fair, and linked
with the course objectives.
The medical teachers' competency in students assessment
includes understanding the basic principles of assessment, recognizing the advantages and disadvantages of various assessment
methods, and the ability to choose and implement an assessment
instrument that reliably assesses what it intends to assess.
Major innovations that have reshaped student assessments are:
(a) more rigorous linking of assessment with program objectives,
(b) improvement in validity and reliability of assessment instruments, (c) emphasis on self-assessment and formative assessment, (d) assessment of attitudes and skills along with knowledge,
and (e) an attempt to sample actual application of the skills to
practice.
Parallel to these developments is a greater appreciation of the
limitations of student assessment. It is now recognized that tests are
snapshots of students' performance in a given time. It may or may
not detect the broader aspects of students' competency. To put it
more figuratively, it is like punch biopsies of a tumor—we are lucky
if we get to make a clear diagnosis with only one biopsy. Nevertheless, the chance of success improves with multiple biopsies and
incorporation of varied techniques. A realization that leads to the
abandonment of one-time testing and development of multiple assessment instruments each with specific strengths.
The range of student assessment instrument now regularly
includes multiple choice question, modified and short essay question, oral examination, objective structured clinical assessment, and
standardized patients. The student portfolio is being pioneered as
an authentic way of documenting students' attitudes and personal
attributes (Mathers et al, 1999) that are translated into practice.
When these are combined judiciously they are much more likely
to provide a comprehensive and accurate diagnosis of students'
competence.
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Conclusion
The introduction of new curricular structures and new methods of
teaching, communicating information and student assessment has
not been without resistance. Many critics feel that the 'old' methods
have worked for so many years, so why should there be any change.
Others feel that student-centered methods of teaching where the responsibility is on the student to learn are not viable because the
students are not well-prepared. These critics forget that when a
teacher teaches, there is no guarantee that the student learns. Thus,
the goal of all medical teachers should not be excellence in teaching but rather excellence in ensuring that their students are good
at learning. A basic competency in medical pedagogy ensures that
this goal is met and learning is meaningful, enjoyable, and usable.
In summary, we have learned that
• Content competency is not enough to become an effective
teacher
• The basic minimum competency of medical teacher includes
• Understanding and determination of application of learning concepts and philosophies
• Understanding the basics of curriculum planning and implementation
• Ability to plan and execute an educational program
• A competency in the range of instructional methodologies
• An ability to choose and administer proper assessment
methods
• The major innovations in medical education include
• Integrated and flexible curriculum models
• Problem-based and case-based leaning, greater use of small
groups, role-play and other forms of collaborative and
group learning
• Understanding of nature of medical expertise and clinical
reasoning
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• Development of assessment methods that are more valid
and reliable for the intended purpose
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Scientists, by reputation, are supposed to be open to ideas, as long
as those ideas can be—and are—tested. Let us find faculty who
are open to ideas about the management of medical education; let
us then test ideas in an atmosphere of mutual trust in our effort to provide the best educational program for the preparation of
physicians—which is after all the one mission unique to a medical
school.

Abrahamson, 1996
Prior to the 18th century, in Europe and America, the learned study
of medicine in the preparation for practice as a physician was limited to members of the social classes that had access to university
study. Their patients also tended to be from the same landed and
affluent classes. Medicine was studied in university based on the
classics of medicine and literature. Latin was predominantly the
language of instruction. It was not the same as the practical handson work of the surgeons, the pharmacists and other healers.
The situation changed towards the end of the 18th century as
advances in science led to the introduction of new subjects such as
chemistry, botany and physiology in the university. Even in the traditional medical subjects such as anatomy, materia medica and legal
13
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medicine, interest in natural science was increasing. The movement
toward practical training in medicine was also gaining momentum
and national languages were being used in addition to Latin.
Medical practice itself was also being transformed as medicine,
surgery, and therapeutics were drawing together to break down
the barriers between physician, surgeons and apothecaries. For example, Loudon wrote that by 1830 the new ideal of a physician
in Britain was an all-rounder or a "general practitioner ... who
could officiate in all departments of the profession and dispense
medicines as well as prescribe."
By the mid-nineteenth century, the programs of study in medical schools still varied from school to school and from country to
country but were beginning to show some similarities in structure.
The programs included lectures and perhaps demonstrations in
the newer sciences, traditional classes in the institutes of medicine,
surgery, medical practice, pharmacy, therapeutics and obstetrics
and some provisions for clinical or hospital instruction.
The early medical schools in America followed the European
model. For example, the first medical school launched in Philadelphia was modeled on the University of Edinburgh because the
teachers were graduates from the medical school in Edinburgh. As
more and more medical schools were set up in America, many provided excellent training. However, by the end of the 19th century,
many others had been set up for profit and standards of training
were questionable. As a result, reorganization of American medical
education was initiated in several fronts.
The most significant of these initiatives was by Abraham Flexner
who was commissioned by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. His epic report, 'Medical Education in the
United States and Canada', was published in 1910. Interestingly
enough, Flexner was not a medial doctor; he was a previously little
known headmaster from a private school of Louisville, Kentucky.
In his report, he pointed out many shortcomings of the American
medical education system and called for higher standard and quality control. He recommended that the medical schools to become
integral division of the universities, faculty to be actively involved
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in original research, and students to participate in active learning
through laboratory study and real clinical experience (Ludmerer,
1999).
This system advocated by Flexner included 1-2 years of preclinical basic sciences and 2-3 years of clinical subjects. This was
an improvement over the old ad hoc system of rather unstructured
apprenticeship. Many of the medical schools of lower quality were
closed while a new style curriculum was adopted by most of the existing schools. The proposed model was widely accepted in medical schools in North America and beyond and remained so for most
part of the twentieth century.

Asian Medical Schools
Colonial powers brought Western medicine to Asia in the 19th century and many Asian medical schools were established in the late
nineteenth or early twentieth century. Most of them borrowed and
adopted the Western model uncritically. In general, each country
had adopted the model from its colonial master. Thus India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Singapore, and Australia followed the
British system. Indochina adopted the French system of admitting
students after 12-13 years of primary and secondary school education. The medical curriculum was for 5-6 years with 2-3 years of
basic science training and 3-4 years of clinical training. The Indonesian medical schools were largely established after Dutch models
with Dutch being the language of instruction. The medical schools
in Thailand followed a mixture of both the American and British
systems while the Filipinos adopted the American model. The
Japanese adopted the German system in the 1860s but after World
War Two, came under American influence and adopted its medical
education system by introducing a one-year rotating internship and
a national licensing examination.
The first school of Western medicine in China was the International Medical School in Guangzhou in 1866. By 1949, there
were 56 medical colleges and faculties in China. Medical education
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was disrupted during the Cultural Revolution and colleges only
reopened in 1975. By 1982, there were 116 medical colleges with
approximately 30,000 new students each year enrolled in Western
medicine, traditional Chinese medicine and other health science
programs.
In Asia, most of the medical schools were established and maintained by the government. Although the government control has
hindered change and adaptation of newer innovations in the medical schools, arguably the control also has the salutary effect of
maintaining a certain degree of standards. In recent years, the central control has been gradually weakening in part due to establishment of many private medical schools. Many of these medical
schools are proprietary and profit-driven without any meaningful
link to reputed universities. Ironically this trend of establishing decentralized and often profit-driven medical school is remarkably
similar to situations that prompted medical education reform by
Flexner almost 100 years ago.
The challenges facing medical education in Asia are similar
across different countries. The learning process is still problematic
with large classes and limited opportunities for students to pursue
independent learning or electives. Assessment system is antiquated
and deficient in requisite validity and reliability. Medical schools in
many countries are still struggling to revitalize their medical education system and realign it with the needs and priorities of the
society. Encouragingly there is a positive trend towards systematic
approach to medical education with openness and eagerness that
was never seen before.

Deficiencies of the System
By the end of the 20th century, the Flexnerian system had been
adopted worldwide as one way of balancing a sound scientific basis
with clinical education. It established a standard in medical education with focus on quality control and served the medical schools
for over a century.
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However, in recent years it has been realized that the model
needs to be changed to meet the newer and changing roles of
medical schools. The criticisms are directed at several fronts. The
Flexnerian model has a clear and artificial separation between basic
sciences and clinical sciences. As a result, there is a lack of continuity and unnecessary repetitions of the contents. Much of the knowledge learned during the basic science years become lost in clinical
years as their practical applications remain unclear to the students.
The medical schools were also part of a university system with
strong orientation towards research. Such a system had led to
tremendous advances in medical research but not for medical education. Both basic and clinical sciences had become more focused
on research while the content of the curriculum had become more
specialized. Medical educational programs became more inwardlooking towards increasingly narrow disciplines. Overall, the end
result was a serious mismatch between the profile of the doctors
being trained and the needs of the community.

Basic science versus clinical training
Worldwide, in the medical schools following the Western style curriculum, the balance between acquiring scientific biomedical theories and learning clinical skills has been swinging back and forth.
Unfortunately, many medical schools do not appear to have a clear
educational mission. They have not clearly stated the answers to
several critical questions. What should the primary focus of medical education be? Should it be the needs of the patient or the demands for scientific rigor? Where should learning take place—the
library or the lecture hall or the clinic? Do the medical schools want
to train clinical practitioners or researchers or both?
The struggle between these conflicting and sometimes irreconcilable demands and the debate about what constitutes quality in
medical education has been between two groups. On one side
are those who believe that the quality of doctors would be jeopardized by a lack of scientific rigor. Therefore they have advocated
the strengthening of basic science in the medical school curriculum
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by increasing its content. As advances in biomedical knowledge
exploded exponentially, one of the consequences was therefore to
place emphasis on the teacher as the expert who transmitted information via didactic lectures. Curricula were often poorly coordinated as individual basic science departments sought to teach as
much as possible to the medical student without indicating the relevance of the science to clinical practice. By the time the student
reached the clinical disciplines, much of the basic science knowledge that had been memorized in the earlier years was forgotten.
On the other side of the debate are those who believe that medical education should serve the needs of the community and the
patient. Thus, emphasis should be placed in the training of medical practitioners by increased exposure to clinical training including
primary care and communication skills, ethics, preventive medicine
and health maintenance. These contradictions serve to emphasize
that medical school decision-makers have to be clear about what
type of doctors they want to train.

Call for Reforms
As criticisms became more widespread, curricular reforms were
instituted worldwide. Several international organizations such as
WHO, the World Federation for Medical Education and the Network of Community-Oriented Educational Institutions for Health
Sciences (now known as The Network: Towards Unity for Health)
publicized the need to reform medical curricula to fit the society in
which the medical school is situated.

Recommendations from UK
In 1993, the General Medical Council (GMC) in the UK recommended that the aim of the undergraduate medical course should
be to produce doctors with the attitudes toward medicine and
learning which would fit them for their future professional careers
and self-directed life-long learning. Thus, the medical curriculum
should include courses that emphasize compassion, communica-
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tion skills, and appropriate behavior and allow for independent
learning. The GMC identified two major reforms as critical factors
to achieve the goals: (a) reduction of factual overload and (b) promotion of self-education, critical thinking and evaluation of scientific evidence. The content of the curriculum should be defined and
limited while the teaching/learning processes should be changed
to a more active style. Many of the reforms should also target at
making the basic sciences more relevant to the practice of medicine.

Recommendations from USA
The Johnson Wood report in 1992 made several important recommendations that have been accepted by many medical schools
worldwide too. Some of these recommendations are similar to recommendations from other professional bodies. Firstly, it urged
more integration of the basic science throughout the entire curriculum rather than confining it to the first 2-3 years. So there should be
more interdisciplinary and interdepartmental courses in which students in their early years encounter clinical problems that require
knowledge of basic sciences. This should be carried forward to
their clinical training years when they learn to use their basic science knowledge to solve clinical problems.
The second recommendation was to incorporate the behavioral
and social aspects of health and disease including statistics, information sciences, and ethics into the curriculum. Familiarity with
these topics would prepare the medical graduate to practice health
promotion and disease prevention as well as allow the doctor to
access new medical knowledge as part of life-long learning.
The third recommendation involved the extension of clinical
training beyond the tertiary-care hospitals that had become the
main training environment of most medical schools. Thus, students
should be exposed to ambulatory care settings, community or rural
hospitals, general practitioner clinics, nursing homes and hospices.
Such training would allow the students to see patients in different
settings and understand the role and need for primary care.
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The fourth recommendation covered the area of assessment of
medical students. It was suggested that just as the curriculum
should be interdisciplinary and inter-departmental, methods of
assessment should also be integrated. Both basic science and clinical staffs should therefore be involved in preparing the same examinations. Methods used to assess students' achievements can
greatly influence their learning. Thus with the emphasis on active
and student-centered learning, evaluation methods should also be
congruent with these goals.
In order for curricular reforms to be successful, the last recommendation was to create a central coordinating authority within the
medical school for implementing the changes. Thus, this authority would be responsible for planning, implementing, monitoring,
evaluating and reviewing the curriculum, revising it as necessary
and rewarding teaching excellence.

What Is Being Done?
The best curriculum is the one that produces a graduate who
matches the mission statement of the medical school. For the 21st
century, who will be a good physician? There is no right answer
but most schools agree that h e / s h e should be someone who would
promote the health of all people, be aware of equity in health care,
deliver health services in humane and cost-effective manner, be able
to carry out his learning independently and throughout his professional life, and have high moral and ethical standard that is reflective of societal aspirations. With these realizations many medical
schools have re-visited at their existing mission statements and in
the absence of such mission statements forced to create one.
To achieve the stated mission statements or goals, most medical schools have also revised their curriculum. One of the most
evident and increasingly widespread innovation is the introduction of the problem-based learning method that was first practiced
at McMaster University in 1969. The use of standardized patients
for clinical teaching and assessment is another interesting development. Thus, the licensing boards in several countries have already
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introduced the use of standardized patients in their examinations.
A third trend is the increasing use of ambulatory-care settings for
medical students' clinical learning experiences. Finally, almost all
curricula now strive towards integration of basic science with clinical training.
For example, the Faculty of Medicine at National University of
Singapore has the following educational objectives for its new curriculum introduced in 1999. The graduate should be able to understand and apply the scientific basis of medicine to the diagnosis,
management and prevention of disease and to the maintenance of
health, develop skills for continual and self-directed learning, observe the professions' ethical obligations, demonstrate appropriate
behavior, and communicate effectively with patients, collaborators
and colleagues.
Several fundamental changes in teaching and learning experiences were necessary to achieve the stated objectives. The
old curriculum was highly teacher-centered, lecture-based and
discipline-oriented. The new curriculum has been changed to become more student-centered, integrated, interactive and facultydirected. The new five-year curriculum was integrated across the
basic science as well as with the clinical disciplines. The content
was reduced and special study modules were incorporated into the
first four years of the curriculum to allow for more independent
learning. Students were introduced to some basic elements of patient care in the first year. PBL was used as method for 20% of curriculum time. The time allocated to training in community health
clinics was increased. Determination of academic content and student assessment came under the aegis of a central curriculum committee chaired by a Vice-Dean rather than individual departments.
A medical education unit was also set up to institute faculty development and conduct research in medical education.

Role of Medical Education Units
Sustaining medical education is not a minor undertaking and
it takes professional educational expertise to accomplish the
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necessary tasks. Most medical schools that are serious about
medical education have established a medical education unit or
its equivalent. Among 130 schools of medicine in the USA and
Canada, 111 schools have a Medical Education Unit (MEU). Sixtythree of these 111 MEU have been established in the last decade
(1990-2000) (Anderson, 2000).
The MEU plays a major role in faculty development. It trains
staff in medical pedagogy, clinical teaching, student assessment,
and program evaluation. The MEU also participates in training
medical students in group dynamics, small group learning activities and PBL. MEU helps in the development and monitoring of
curriculum by providing appropriate design and innovations and
assists curriculum committees in instructional methods, clinical
teaching, and student assessment.
Last but not least, MEU plays a vital role in medical education
research and the search for evidence for better practices. Thus, the
MEU can function as a think-tank to lead research and scholarship
in diverse aspects of medical education. Participation in the activities of a medical education unit is a useful way for the keen basic
scientists or clinical staffs to contribute positively to medical education in their own medical school.

Conclusion
Medical education will evolve continually to become more relevant
for the changing needs of society and to adjust to the explosion of
biomedical scientific knowledge. Medical teachers should be more
proactive in their own training in educational methods that emphasize active learning and foster self-directed learning in the student.
In summary, we have learned that
• Modern medical curricula design has been a struggle between
the theory and the practice of medicine
• The model proposed by Flexner in the 1920s tried to strike
a balance with 2 years of pre-clinical basic science training
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followed by 2-3 years of clinical training and was adopted by
medical schools worldwide
• Flexnerian model has drawn criticisms for artificial separation
of basic science and clinical practice
• Recent reforms in medical education includes greater emphasis on active and self-directed learning, across the board integration of disciplines, and generally a more humanistic and
need-based approach to medical education
• Many such reform processes require professional expertise
from medical educators and strong commitment from the
medical schools for teaching faculty development
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Teaching and Learning
Concepts

With this chapter, we advance towards building-up a basic understanding of the relevance of teaching and learning concepts and
principles together with their applications in medical education.
While there are many such concepts, we confine our discussion to
a few selected and important ones. Other concepts are discussed
where relevant to enable us to establish a direct connection between
the concepts with their practical applications.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Discuss and explain fundamental educational principles behind learner-centered learning, deep learning, and experiential model of learning
• Determine and illustrate their applications in the context of
medical education
• Identify what is our current educational status and where we
ought to be
• Propose changes in the educational environment that are necessary to implement learner-centered learning, deep learning,
and experiential learning
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There are several compelling reasons to understand these
concepts. They are essential elements that explain the educational
phenomena in a scientific and logical manner. Most teaching and
learning models that we will be discussing in the subsequent chapters are based on these concepts and the terms will surface recurrently. Moreover, an appreciation of these concepts is required to
convince us of the need for changes in medical education.
We urge you not to view the concepts as competing theses.
They are valid in explaining elements and phenomena in education. Also, there is no 'unified' theory that can singularly explain
every aspect of teaching and learning.
Concepts are presented here in a simplified and abbreviated manner. At times, there are oversimplifications to keep the reading easy.
The concepts are based on the original work of renowned educational psychologists including Kolb, Gibbs and Habeshaw, Ashcroft
and Foreman-Peck, and Flavell. Interested readers are urged to consult their definitive works.

Learner-Centered Learning
Personally, I'm always ready to learn, although I do not always like
being taught.
Winston Churchill

Learner-centered or student-centered learning is one of the most
widely used terms in contemporary medical education. The influence of learner-centered learning is more far-flung than we realize. The learner-centered learning model has reshaped almost all
aspects of medical education. Curriculum planning, instructional
models, student assessment, application of internet technology,
even classroom design are inspired by this concept. The concept
is relevant to all players in medical education—students, teachers,
administrators, policy makers, and the public.
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Why is learner-centered learning so important?
The emergence of learner-centered approaches in medical education is, at least in part, a response to the explosion of knowledge
in medicine. The medical curriculum has grown tremendously
both in terms of depth and content coverage. Information is fast
changing—it is estimated that medical knowledge doubles in every
five years. What is being taught in medical school loses its relevance substantially during the practice years. Also, the complexity
of medical knowledge necessitates more than just factual knowledge retention. It demands more analytical ability and problemsolving skills throughout the doctor's professional life.
The traditional medical schools' curricula and instructional
methods are heavily teacher-dominated and student-passive processes. Students are often indifferent to their learning and unable
to carry out their learning independently. Independent learning
is a critical attribute needed for enhancing analytical and problem
solving abilities as well as to continue learning throughout life. Proponents of learner-centered learning believe that this method of
learning delivers what traditional curricula and instructional methods have failed to achieve. The learner-centered model nurtures
and prepares the learners to be independent and self-reliant in their
learning, efficient and more responsive to the needs of the fastchanging and ever-demanding field of medicine. It also emphasizes
the process of learning along with the content.

Theoretical foundation
Two dominant theories in education are crucial in our understanding of the learner-centered learning approach. The earlier model of
teaching and learning was proposed by Skinner and known as the
instructivist (from original verb 'instruction') theory. This model
emphasizes the role of instruction on students' learning—learning
is the direct result of instruction. Because instruction is a significant way of teaching and learning, students are dictated in their
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learning endeavor. The learning activities are provided with structured lectures, textbooks, and are progressively exposed to graded
difficulty of problems. Good results act as a stimulus for further
learning. Teachers reinforce learning by way of feedback, review,
and repeated practice (Fardouly, 01).
The newer model is known as constructivist (from original verb
'construction') theory that forms the basis of the learner-centered
approach. Constructivist theory emphasizes the importance of active and reflective nature of learning and the learner. This theory places
greater importance on the learners' internal mental state. Motivation for learning comes from the learners themselves. Learners decide on their own learning goals. Their pursuit for knowledge is
supported from interactions with others. Thus, learning is an individual as well as a social and collaborative process. The information obtained from the learning process is internalized and learners
transform the information in a way that makes new sense to them.
The teacher's role is mostly as a facilitator—he provides necessary
help and direction to the learners to learn. Strategies for learning
include case- and problem-based learning, projects, peer teaching,
and group work (Fardouly, 01). Learning activities greatly encourage the learners to develop the skills for learning—a term formally
known as metacognition (Flavel, 1970).
Learner-centered learning is a shared and collaborative activity between the teachers and the students. Teachers help the students
to learn. This marks a giant-step forward from the traditional assigned roles of teachers and students where 'teachers teach and students learn.' In learner-centered learning, teaching and learning are
a joint exercise that benefits from the combined responsibility.
The opposing paradigm of teacher-dominated versus learnercentered approach is eloquently expressed as 'push versus pull' approaches. In the traditional model, the learning contents are pushed
to the learners with little or no options of choice and selection.
Whereas in learner-centered learning models, the learners enjoy a
fair degree of autonomy that allows them to decide and choose the
necessary contents and other learning activities.
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Features of Learner-centered Learning
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Learning is active and self-directed
Active reflection and discovery enhance the learning
Motivation to learn is intrinsic
Learning is an individual as well as a social and collaborative activity
Teachers act as a facilitator
Learning is a shared and joint activity between the teacher
and student
Learner determines (with support from teachers) own
goals, methods of achieving the goals, and assessment process
Skills of learning improve the learning

Barriers to implementation
As learner-centered learning is a collaborative activity, both students
and teachers need education and training about the process. Teachers hesitate as they wrongfully perceive the concept as inherently
unstructured, disorganized, and a threat to their control over the
classroom. Moreover, teachers need to be trained to become effective facilitators—a role that many have not had prior experience
with. Students feel vulnerable, as they are not trained in the skills of
learning. They need to know how learner-centered learning works,
their expanded responsibility and role, and generally how to be an
effective learner in this context.
Opponents of the learner-centered learning model also argue
that many of the higher order cognitive processes that are championed by this concept are difficult to assess, or not assessed at all,
by the conventional assessment techniques. This is a valid concern
that can be addressed with incorporation of newer assessment techniques and improvement of existing ones.
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What do we need to do to promote learner-centered
learning?
Arguably, promotion and implementation of learner-centered
learning is an undertaking that is to be carried out at the medical
school level. But, while that is waiting to happen what can we do
at the individual tutor level to promote learner-centered learning? Is
it possible or practical?
Reassuringly, the practice of learner-centered learning does not
have to be a grand affair. Within the microcosm of the classroom
and clinical teaching, we can easily practice simple steps that would
go a long way towards the promotion of learner-centered learning.

Promoting Learner-Centered Learning at Individual Level
• Be less directive, be more facilitative
• Emphasize the process of learning along with content
• Encourage peer teaching, small group discussion, casebased teaching
• Make lecture interactive
• Help learners decide on need-driven goals
• Teach principles, not esotericism, with wider appeals and
applications
• Promote self-reflection and self-assessment
• Introduce variations to teaching and learning methods

Surface versus Deep Learning
The concept of surface versus deep learning parallels the development of learner-centered learning and is credited to Gibbs (1992).
Gibbs emphasizes the importance of outcome of learning in deciding what approach learners may take in their learning endeavor.
Surface learning is a form of superficial learning that is confined to knowledge acquisition only. The outcomes of such learning activities are primarily limited to memorization of the facts
and reproduction of these facts at the desired time. The process
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discourages the learner from venturing beyond knowledge acquisition and there is no attempt to obtain deeper understanding or
meaning of the facts. The motivation of surface learning is often
extrinsic—typically the desire to clear the hurdles of examinations.
The performance at such examinations is determined by the ability of the learners to reproduce the memorized materials. As such,
surface learning does not promote the desirable attributes of learning processes such as knowledge application, analysis, and critical
thinking (Gibbs, 1992; Ashcroft and Foreman-Peck, 1994).
In contrast, deep learning seeks to understand the deeper meaning of knowledge. It involves understanding the concepts, principles,
and their possible applications. As learners progress through the
process of deep learning, they interpret the newly acquired knowledge in the light of their prior experience and knowledge and typically assign new meaning to it. This process of internalization of
knowledge imparts permanence to it. The motivation of deep learning is often internal—self-satisfaction upon understanding a concept and the joy of discovering the applicability of the knowledge.
The process of deep learning helps promote many wholesome attributes such as application, analysis, and critical thinking (Gibbs,
1992; Ashcroft and Foreman-Peck, 1994).
Surface learning and deep learning are not mutually exclusive
and it is possible for the two to coexist. Which type of learning the
learners will pursue very much depends on the prior educational
experiences of the learners and nature of the educational tasks.
For example, prior success and satisfaction with deep learning are
strong motivating factors for subsequent choice of deep learning.
The teachers also play a vital role in the decision process by determining the nature of the tasks and setting up their expectations of
the students.
How do we promote deep learning in our students? Gibbs proposes several strategies for promotion of deep learning. Many
of these strategies are remarkably similar to suggestions that are
made for promotion of other desirable learning atmosphere such
as learner-centered learning and experiential learning. In essence,
deep learning is more likely to take place in situations where
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• The motivation for learning is intrinsic, as opposed to extrinsic
such as examinations and tests
• Personal development is valued and expected
• Active learning, such as problem- and project-based learning,
is practiced and promoted
• There are ample opportunities for group and collaborative
work
• Self-exploration is promoted
• Knowledge is presented in a whole and integrated fashion
rather than in fragments

Attributes that Promote Deep Learning
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intrinsic motivation
Personal and professional development
Active learning
Group and collaborative work
Self-exploration, discovery, and reflection
Integrated concepts and curriculum
Match between assessment and learning objectives

Barriers to Deep Learning
•
•
•
•
•

Extrinsic motivation
Learning and teaching for examination
Passive learning
Learning in isolation
Fragmentation of knowledge

Experiential Learning
Kolb (1984) in his landmark theory highlights the importance of life
experience in learning. His theory, experiential learning theory (from
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experience), is important in the understanding of adult learning
activities, continuing life-long learning, and many of the informal
learning activities in which we are engaged.
The experiential learning theory proposes that learning is the result of four inter-related activities that progress sequentially and
constitute a cycle. The central premise of the theory is based on
the observation that learning largely results from incorporation of
life experiences into one's own thinking. Thus, learning is determined by and benefits from assimilation and integration of lifeexperiences.
The first stage of Kolb's learning cycle is concrete experience.
The learners' responsibility starts with engaging in the life experience. Later, the learners observe and reflect on the experience to
understand the meaning of the event. The observation and reflection are essential to convert the experience into meaningful learning activities. With the help of reflection, the learners develop some
concepts and general principles. In the final stage, they apply the
general concepts and principles into new situations. And, the cycle
of experimentation, reflection, development of general principles,
and application into new situations continues (Fig. 1).
To illustrate and simplify the concept further, let us imagine
ourselves as physicians involved in treating hypertensive patients.
At the beginning, we engage ourselves with real experience (Step
One: Experience) by providing anti-hypertensive medications to
the patients. After treating several patients, we start the process
of observation where we collect data about the effects of the treatment. We realize that some of the patients benefited as expected
but others did not. We try to understand the reasons for success
and failure in the treatment. In other words, we engage ourselves
in reflection (Step Two: Observation and reflection). After some
brain-storming we may see a pattern and develop some general
principles with regards to the treatment. We may be able to identify
certain characteristics of the patients that predict the most suitable
modality of treatment for them (Step Three: General principles).
Once we are equipped with the new knowledge, we apply these
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Fig. 1. The Kolb's experiential learning cycle.

to new patients (Step Four: Testing in new situations). The cycle
continues and repeats itself.
How can we apply Kolb's learning model to our teaching and
learning? Two immediate and proximate applications of this model
are to improve (a) our own teaching and (b) our students' learning.
The experiential model is a powerful tool to reflect on and improve
our own teaching. Let us illustrate an example how we can apply
this model in our own context. Suppose, recently we have learned
about interactive lecturing and want to apply some of the recommendations. After several lectures, we realize that not all the tips
work in every situation. Sometimes, we are able to engage learners into an energetic discussion, while at other times we just fail to
spark a discussion. We may be able to recognize patterns of situations where the recommendations are likely to work and where
they generally fail. We may even develop some general principles
like 'Questions should be probing and interesting enough for the
students' or 'I should discuss what is important for my students
to learn, not what is easy to teach'. Equipped with these newly
learned general principles, we may restructure our lecture. And the
cycle repeats itself.
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In a similar manner we can apply the Kolb's learning model
among our students to improve their learning. The learning
principles behind self-assessment and portfolio-based learning are
substantially derived from experiential learning model. We will
elaborate on these in subsequent chapters.

The Common Themes
An intelligent reader can clearly detect common threads among the
learning concepts and principles. In the following scheme, we have
chosen several paired themes; the left-hand side represents less desirable ones, the right-hand side represents where we should be.
Look at the scheme carefully and think for a few minutes. For each
pair, where do you think your own situation is? Is it more towards
the left or towards the right? What kind of changes do you propose at the individual teacher's level that would move the situation
more towards the right? What kind of policy changes do you think
your medical school should undertake?

Teacher-Centered Teaching
Passive Learning

-—> Learner-Centered Learning
—->

Active Learning

Motivation: Examination

-->

Learning in Isolation
Fragmentation of Knowledge

-—> Group and Collaborative
Learning
-—> Integration of Knowledge

Predominance of Lecture

-—> Varied Instructional Methods

Rote Memory

-—• Comprehension, Application,
and Problem Solving

Teacher Directed Assessment

-—> Incorporation of Self and
Peer Assessment

Motivation: Learning

Learner-centered and other forms of learning models that we
have discussed are not unstructured undertakings. Neither are they
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a constellation of disjointed and random activities. On the contrary,
these models are based on sound educational principles that demand rigor in planning and execution. They bring rational order to
the way teaching and learning is pursued.
In summary, the important concepts that we have learned are
• Learner-centered learning is a form of active and reflective
learning that is initiated and maintained by the learners' intrinsic motivation to learn
• Group activity and collaboration enhance the learning
• Strategies for learner-centered learning include case-based,
project-based, and problem-based learning
• Development of skills for learning is vital for learner-centered
learning to be successful
• Surface learning is practiced in situations where motivation
for learning is extrinsic. Whereas, in deep learning, the motivation is internal—the desire of the individual to understand
and apply what he has learnt
• Experiential learning emphasizes sequential progression of
experimentation, observation and reflection, development of
general principles, and testing the principles in new situations
• Experiential learning can be applied to improve our own
teaching as well as students' learning
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^f- Understanding the Learner

In the earlier chapter, we have learned about the basic concepts and
premises in teaching and learning. In this chapter, we focus on the
practical implications of those in dealing with 'adult learner.' The
term adult learner, in this context, is used to denote the psychological and intellectual maturity rather than chronological age of an
individual. Thus, both we, as teachers, and the medical students
are adult learners and the principles apply to our own learning situations as well to our students.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Discuss the concepts of adult learners
• Recognize their special learning needs and characteristics
• Propose educational features that are more likely to be successful with them
The principles of adult learning evolve around the basic premise
that adult learners have special learning characteristics. It is believed that adults are not captive learners; if the contents, instructional methods, and evaluation processes do not conform to their
liking and needs they lose enthusiasm for learning (Imel, 1994).
41
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The concepts of adult learning, in large part, are credited to
revered educationist Malcolm Knowles who in the early fifties
proposed several learning characteristics to describe adult learners. Part of Knowles' theory builds upon the works of famous behavioral psychologists Piaget and Erikson. Knowles suggested a
new model of adult learning that distinguishes between teachercentered and learner-centered teaching and learning models. He
fervently advocated the learner-centered model as the preferred
learning strategy for adults. His proposed model is known as
the andragogical model and study of adult learning is known as
andragogy.

Conceptual Underpinning
The andragogical model underwent expansion and advancement around several key concepts. Understandably, fundamental
premises and assumption of these concepts are very much akin to
other learning models that we have discussed and there is substantial overlap.
• Self-directed learning: Self-directed learning proposes that
adults prefer to take control of their own learning. The process encompasses every aspect of learning in adults. Adults
set their own learning goals, locate appropriate material and
human resources, decide on the learning methods to use, and
evaluate their own progress. The teacher's role is that of a resource person and facilitator.
• Critical reflection: Critical reflection is believed to be uniquely
an adult learning phenomenon that is also bolstered by behavioral psychology. Critical reflection is the outcome of an
ongoing struggle where the adults deliberately explore a particular event with an attempt to learn and improve upon. In
the process adults constantly challenge, revise, and replace
older beliefs and develop an alternate viewpoint of life.
• Learning from experience: Life experience is crucial to adult
learning. Adults drawn into an educational process possess
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extensive experience. It is proposed that 'experience is the
adult learner's living textbook' and that adult education is,
therefore, 'a continuing process of evaluating experiences.'
(Lindeman, 1926). An extension of this theme is that adult
teaching should be grounded on adults' experiences and these
experiences represent valuable educational resources.
• Learning to learn: Adults thrive to know how to learn i.e. to
become skilled at learning in a range of different situations
and through a range of different styles. In broader terms, it
means that adults possess a self-conscious awareness of how
it is they come to know what they know. They ceaselessly
struggle to create an awareness of the reasoning, assumptions, evidence and justifications that underlie their beliefs
that something is true (Brookfield, 1995).

Implication of Learning Principles
The implications of adult learning theory in medical education
are far-reaching. It applies to medical students, trainee doctors,
and physicians in practice. All phases of teaching and learning—
content identification, objective determination, instructional model
planning, and program evaluation, can be shaped according to this
andragogical model. Although each individual adult is unique, certain generalizations are also possible that would help teachers in
effective planning of educational activities for adults.
Assessing learners' needs: A good education program starts with
defining the tasks that are directly linked with the learners' needs.
Needs assessment also helps in determining the quantity and the
extent of directions that the adult learners would require during an
educational program. Through the needs assessment, adults can
identify their problem areas among the course topics to determine
the starting point of their learning. Teachers should encourage the
adult learners to get involved in their own needs assessment as this
is more likely to result in meaningful partnership with the teacher.
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Creating an effective adult learning environment: A good adult
learning environment addresses both the physical and psychological needs of the learners. While physical needs are easily met,
psychological needs commonly assume complex dimensions and
are more difficult to address. Adults may feel threatened from the
educational process; they are often anxious learners who always remain vigilant for fear of appearing naive or exposing themselves.
Neutralizing their fear is one of the key tasks of the teachers. Conversely, they should not feel so safe that they do not question their
current assumptions or are not challenged in other ways (Imel,
1994). The trick is to create a balanced environment where adults
feel safe but intellectually challenged.
Promotion of participatory learning: Benefits of participatory
learning include capitalization of experiences and prior learning of
participants, breaking the monotony of routine classroom, and cultivation of self-directed learning. Well-designed group work is one
of the suggested strategies in participatory learning and achievable
in both small group and large group settings. Group activities are
possible in a short-term process such as brainstorming and can be
formed for ongoing longer projects as well.
Promotion of individual learning: Adults prefer problem or task
oriented approach to learning over subject oriented approach. This
stems from the fact that adults come to an educational program
with pre-defined needs of their own that they can relate to in their
real life. Whenever possible, teacher should support and nurture
opportunities for individual problem solving. They should assist and assign them with their own tasks and help them towards
achieving that.
Motivation: Adults attend an educational program either from internal motivation (e.g. needs to learn a new procedural skill) or
from influence of external factors (e.g. a rise in salary or prospect
of promotion). Internal motivations are much stronger and sustainable. The best way to motivate adult learners is simply to enhance
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their reasons (e.g. self-realization that a new skill is required) and to
remove the barriers. Instructors should also be aware of the motivating factors and be prepared to cultivate those during the program.
Assessment: Although many adult learning activities may not need
formal assessment, it is useful to provide adult learners ways to
identify and assess their own resources, abilities and knowledge.
When formal assessment is required suggested strategies include
de-emphasizing the traditional authority role and emphasizing the
learner's role as an autonomous, responsible adult (Kopp).
According to Rogers, 'Learning is part of a circuit that is one of
life's fundamental pleasures: the [teachers'] role is to keep the current flowing.' (Roger, 1989). Teachers are more likely to succeed
with adult learners if they take into account adult learning characteristics and apply those principles into practice. The key is to
engage the adults as partners by providing direction and support
during their learning.
In summary, the important concepts that we learned are
• Adults prefer learner-centered learning model as this provides
greater autonomy and control over their learning
• Adults learning is supported by proper utilization of reflective
process and development of learning skills
• Life experience is an important determinant of adult learning
• Adults need to feel safe but challenged in a learning situation
• Participatory and group learning are immensely beneficial for
adult learners
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Characteristics of Adult Learners
• Adults learn what they consider is important
• Adults tend to be self-directing
• Adults have a rich reservoir of experience that serves as a
resource for learning
• Adults prefer task- or problem-centered orientation to
learning as opposed to a subject-matter orientation
• Adults are generally motivated to learn due to intrinsic factors
• Adults like to be treated as adults and will demand so
• Adults generally want immediate applications of new information or skills to current problems or situations
• Adults want to determine not only what they learn but also
to identify and establish their own assessment techniques
(Developed in part and with modification from Susan Imel.
Guidelines for Working with Adult Learners. 1994. ERIC Digest.
Educational Resource Information Center. USA.)
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Building the Skills of
Learning

From the discussion of the earlier chapters, we recognize that the
skill of learning is a critical determinant of success of learning in learnercentered learning model. In formal educational terminology, the skill
of learning is known as metacognition.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Discuss the concepts of skills of learning
• Recognize the importance of the skills in learner-centered
learning model
• Propose ways on how the skills can be instilled among the
students
Flavell first proposed the concepts of skill of learning or
metacognition in the seventies. Since then metacognition has become a significant feature of intelligence. Admittedly, the term is
not in the common vocabulary of medical education partly because
of the long and abstract nature of the word. But the concept is really
simple. It is the knowledge of our own cognitive functions and the
thinking about our own thinking process. In other words, this is the
skill of learning how to learn.
49
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Concepts of Metacognition
According to Flavell, metacognition includes knowledge and regulation about the process. Metacognition refers to our acquired
knowledge about own cognitive ability and how such ability can
be applied to the cognitive process. Further expansion of the theme
suggests metacognition is related to person, task, and strategy. He
identified these as 'variables' that determine the learning skills
(Flavell, 79). Metacognitive skills are believed to be higher order
cognitive skills that are necessary for the management of knowledge and other cognitive attributes.

Importance of Metacognition
Newer learning models delegate considerable importance of learning to the learners. The learners are required to set their own learning goals and execute appropriate learning methods to achieve the
goals. The learners' responsibility also includes monitoring the
progress of learning and alters the strategies whenever necessary.
The empowerment of the learners to carry out their own learning is
the cardinal feature of many models of learning including learnercentered learning, self-directed learning, and adult learning. A major determinant of success in such situations is the development of
the ability and skills in learning.
Metacognition is also believed to be closely associated with intelligence. The learners who are better managers of their metacognitive skills are judged to be more intelligent and they are more
likely to be successful than their peers who do not have the skills.
Furthermore, direct instruction on metacognition is believed to improve learning among students (Scruggs, 1985).

Helping Students Develop Metacognitive Skills
What advice should we give to our students to be a skilled learner?
How do we instill a metacognitive culture among our students?
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For an individual learner, metacognition consist of the three basic simple steps very much analogous to the 'Learning Cycle' that
we will discuss in the subsequent chapters. The basic steps are
• Identifying the needs
• Developing and implementing a plan of learning
• Monitoring and evaluating the progress

Identifying the needs
The first step is the exact determination of the current situation of
an individual learner. The ideas are to identify the 'knowledge gap'
or 'learning gap' and to help decide the priority areas that need to
be addressed. The simple questions that help the learner in this step
are
•
•
•
•

What
What
What
What

do I already know about the topic?
do I not know about the topic?
is the knowledge gap?
is the most important topic that I need to address?

Developing and implementing a plan of learning
In this stage, a plan for the learning is developed based on the
known learning needs. The learning strategies are varied and
unique to each individual learner. The learning strategy that is successful with one learner may not be so with other learners. The
sample basic questions that need to be answered at this stage are:
• What learning strategy is most likely help me achieve the target?
• What alternative do I have?
• Is it the best strategy?
• What are the resources I need?
• Do I have prior success with this strategy?
• What is the type of monitoring and evaluation most suitable
for this particular strategy?
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Monitoring and evaluating the progress
Monitoring and evaluation of the progress is a continuous process.
This step goes beyond simple collection of data about the progress.
This also requires utilization of the data to amend and alter the
learning strategy. The basic questions at this stage are
•
•
•
•

What is the progress so far?
Is the time frame realistic?
Do I need to change the learning strategy?
What is the most important determinant of my success or failure?
• What have I learned from the process that would help me in
future?
Institution-wide implementation of metacognitive skills is also
possible with deliberate and conscious effort by the teachers. The
idea is to create a culture where such skills are expected and practiced.
Blakey and Spence (1990) suggested six basic strategies that are
to be implemented by the teachers to develop metacongnitive behaviors in the students. These are
• Conscious identification of what students "know" as opposed to "what they don't know"
• Development of a thinking vocabulary so that the students
can verbally describe their thinking processes
• Creation of a thinking journal or learning log for students to
reflect upon their learning processes
• Assumption of responsibility for regulating own learning
activities, including time requirements and organization of
materials
• Ability to review and evaluate these strategies as either successful or inappropriate, and
• Participation in a guided self-evaluation through individual
conferences and checklists focusing on the thinking process
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Learning to learn is an emerging concept in education. As we
advance towards implementation of learner-centered and other active and self-directed learning models, the skills of learning become
even more important.
In summary, the important concepts that we have learned in this
chapter are
• Metacognition is the skill of learning
• The skill of learning is an important element of learnercentered learning
• At individual learner level, the steps to promote metacognition include helping learner identify the educational needs,
developing and implementing a plan, and monitoring and
evaluation of the progress
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6

Curriculum Design and
Implementation

Discussions on curriculum are often limited to who 'covers' what,
an approach more suited to barn painting than to education.

Timothy Goldsmith, Science, 2002
Curriculum is an integral component of academic experience in
medical schools. The complexity surrounding the curricular planning and implementation demands that the supervision of the tasks
be entrusted to the experts who have the necessary expertise and
experience in this field. Nevertheless, individual medical teachers
are intimately involved in the curriculum planning and implementation as well and they are frequently asked to serve as a member
of the curriculum committee.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Define curriculum in the light of prevalent and contemporary
educational theories
• Discuss the basic steps in curricular planning and implementation
• Elaborate the systematic approach to curriculum planning and
implementation
57
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• Discuss the barriers to curricular innovations and ways to
overcome them

Definition
Definitions of curriculum are abundant. Unfortunately, the plethora of definition also creates confusion and misunderstanding.
Therefore, we have adopted a simplified and practical approach in
defining the curriculum. Essentially our approach is to view the
curriculum as an academic plan that is made up of several steps
that also explain the roles and functions of a curriculum. This approach to curricular definition seems to be the most relevant because, in addition to the concept, it also states clearly and concretely
the practical steps to take.
To begin with it is important to be aware of what is not a curriculum so as not to be confused. A curriculum is not a syllabus, a
timetable of lectures, or a listing of lectures by discipline. Similarly,
curriculum is not a teaching program written by clinicians or basic
scientists based on their own expertise and interest. A teaching program without room provided for feedback from peers and students
for revision does not qualify to be a curriculum.
Thus, a curriculum, defined as an academic plan or total experience, suggests that curriculum design and implementation should follow a series of steps that operates like a spiral that goes both upwards and
downwards with a feedback system for adjustment at every step. This approach is similar to the 'educational spiral' or 'learning cycle' which
has been proposed and implemented in health professional training
(Guilbert, 1981) that also highlights the importance of systematic
and sequential progression of goal settings, implementation, evaluation, and modification.
In general, curriculum, as an academic plan, contains several
key elements that include the goals of the program, content to be
taught and learned, the sequence of implementation, the teaching strategies to achieve the goals, description and allocation of resources, and a detailed plan for evaluation and adjustment (Stark,
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1997). Among a multitude of existing curriculum models, the Johns
Hopkins University Medical School adopted a six-step approach to
academic planning to address the design and implementation of
a medical curriculum (Table 1) (Kern et al, 1998). This curricular
model is based on learner-centered learning strategies and emphasizes proper consideration of the profiles of the target, namely the
students.

Step one: Identification of the faculty/institution's
mission and the needs of its stakeholders
The crucial first step in curriculum design is to formulate a mission
statement of the medical school. Frequently such mission statements are already in existence but need necessary updating. The
mission statement of a school of medicine is largely determined
by societal and national health care needs and priorities and aspiration. The mission of a faculty of medicine is to train doctors to deliver effective health care services based on these factors.
Consequently, the mission statement of medical schools varies considerably and it is strongly recommended that each medical school
develops mission statements of its own.
As the mission statements of the medical school are reflective of
larger societal and national needs, there are many stakeholders with
substantial interest in determining the profile of medical graduates.
The range of stakeholders may include students, faculty members,
university administrators, professional and regulatory bodies, and
the government. Faculty members involved in curriculum planning must be cognizant of these diverse groups of stakeholders and
be appropriately sensitive to their needs and recommendations.
In the late nineties, The Faculty of Medicine, National University
of Singapore embarked on a curricular reform process to realign
the faculty's mission. It also decided on the gradual adaptation
of newer paradigms in medical education. The reform process resulted in the creation of new mission statements that emphasizes,
in addition to the ability to practice medicine in a sound and effective manner, other qualities such as critical analytical ability,
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self-directed and life-long learning, good communication skills, and
compassion and ethical standard.
To achieve these missions, the medical curriculum was also redesigned. One of the elements was the creation of two main components in the curriculum: the core and the special study modules
(SSM). Inclusion of the SSM was based on the realization that a certain degree of flexibility and independence is necessary for the students to master the newer and broader missions. Therefore, the
core curriculum covered that part of the curriculum that all students
should study and master, while the SSM provided students with an
option to study an area in depth (Harden, 2001). The SSM also includes, in addition to pure medical subjects, other non-medical and
para-medical topics such as art, history, and social sciences.

Step two: Needs assessment of the learners
The second step in curricular planning involves comprehensive
needs assessment of the learners including learners' strengths and
weaknesses in order to develop more appropriate instructional
methods and assessment instruments.
The following are examples of needs assessment data that are
relevant for curriculum planning and implementation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entry level of competence
Prior educational experience
Exposure and success with self-directed and group study
Ability to meet the requirements of the program
Individual goals and priorities
Personal background including reasons for enrolling
Attitudes towards the discipline
Assumptions and expectations from the program

Step three: Establishment of the curriculum's goals
and objectives
Goals and objectives determine the instructional philosophy and
thus guide the selection of the most effective learning methods. Moreover, learning objectives are crucial for the design and
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selection of assessment instruments and procedures. Clear and
well-written objectives communicate the focus of the medical curriculum to all stakeholders. It also ensures that the ultimate educational experiences of the learners are in line with the faculty's
mission statements.
Curricular goals should be set according to the three domains
of education: knowledge, skills, and attitudes (Hendrie & Lloyd,
1990). Curricular goals should also take into account newer trends
and evidence-based practices in medical education such as reduction
of factual information, active learning, vertical and horizontal
integration of subjects, early clinical exposure, and balance between hospital and community-based medicine (Towle in Joly and
Rees, 1998).

Step four: Selection of educational strategies
The selection of educational strategies is based on three cardinal
principles. First, the educational strategy or instructional methods
must be congruent with the learning objectives. Thus, a program
objective that emphasizes the development of competency in interviewing skills must have a structured instructional method that includes interview with real or simulated patients. Other forms of
instructional strategy such as lecture and paper and pencil case, although important, are not sufficient without the actual practice of
interview.
Second, the use of multiple instructional strategies is preferable
to a single method and will be more likely to meet the demands
of the specific learning situations. Curriculum should be responsive and flexible enough to take into account the diversity and individuality of the students including their preferred learning style.
Finally, the curriculum designer and implementer must verify the
curriculum's feasibility in terms of material and human resources.

Step five: Assessment of students
Education is a process that brings changes in student behavior. If
a desirable behavior does not take place, the curriculum is largely
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considered a failure. Therefore, student assessment is one of the
measures of the intended behavior change that the curriculum is
entrusted to achieve.
Student assessment is of paramount importance in curriculum
planning. Assessment instruments need to be carefully pre-selected
and planned so that they meet the requisite reliability and validity
for the purpose. Despite efforts of medical educators to put emphasis on learning objectives as the driving force in a curriculum, a
good and congruent examination system is equally important as the
student's dedication to study is often triggered by this last factor. It
is strongly recommended that the student assessment be planned at
the inception alongside with setting of the learning objectives and
never left to be decided at the end.

Step six: Evaluation and monitoring of
the curriculum
Although evaluation of the curriculum is the last step in this practical approach, it is not necessarily the final action. The evaluation
data collected serve as a criteria for adjusting the curriculum according to the goals of the program or the mission of the faculty.
Importantly, it also convinces and reassures the faculty members
about the effectiveness of the new curriculum.
The most important message is that a curriculum is a dynamic
process. It must be evaluated, corrected, monitored and gone
through repeated levels of innovation and adjustment. Collection
of feedback from teachers, tutors and students must be ongoing.
The feedback should be given appropriate and serious consideration and the results should be communicated back to the faculty
members.
We realize that curriculum planning and implementation is
a detailed exercise that progresses sequentially with continuing
monitoring and modifications. As such, design and implementation of curriculum can be long. The planning phase of the
curriculum may take up to two years. Depending upon the pre-
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paredness and commitment of the faculty members and medical
schools, the implementation phase may require three to five years
(Kantrowitz et al, 1987).

A curriculum is an academic plan. It is a total blueprint for action
where
• The objectives, aims and outcomes of the curriculum are
clarified
• The processes to achieve these are identified
• A careful evaluation plan about the success in pre-defined
• Systematic review and adjustment are regularly implemented

Strategies for Implementation of Curriculum
Innovations
Recommendations for reform in medical education abound. The barriers to such reform are not a lack of educational imagination but
a lack of skills in clearly diagnosing the barriers to institutional
change and skills in mounting an effective strategy for overcoming
institutional inertia.

Stewart P Mennin and Arthur Kaufman, 1989
Historically, any change attempt in medical education has been
viewed with incredible suspicion and many were aborted prematurely due to outright rejection. Such resistance to change is almost
universal and witnessed in medical schools undergoing reform process. In most cases such innovations failed to come into reality not
because of the lack of robustness in the innovations but rather from
the inability of curricular planners to anticipate and plan properly
for the source of the resistance.
The resistance to change may come from many fronts. Potentially, every stakeholder in the curriculum may oppose curricular
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reform for a variety of reasons. Experience from the medical schools
with major reform initiatives frequently points out that the major
resistance originates in the faculty members (Mennin and Kaufman, 1989). The resistance from faculty members is especially
viewed with trepidation by the curricular reformers as the actual
implementation of the curriculum heavily depends on their buy-in
and active participation.
One of the most important reasons for the faculty members to
resist any curricular change is the fear of loss of control. A medical
school is like a complex social organization with many competing
departments and institutions (Bloom, 1989). During reform initiatives each department and individuals within the department often
tends to become territorial with the tendency to keep control over
their own turf. These usually translate into keeping check on the
content coverage, methods of teaching, and assessment processes.
In other words, every department tends to decide what is to be
taught, how much, what way, when, and by whom.
Fortunately and interestingly enough, this pattern of response is
rather generic and tends to take place all over the world (Mennin
and Kaufman, 1989). There is a remarkable degree of consistency
and similarity in the pattern for resistance despite the cultural, sociological, and organizational differences in medical schools. Thus,
it is possible to predict these resistances in advance and prepare the
reform process accordingly.
Mennin and Kaufman in their seminal treatise on the change
process suggested several strategies to facilitate reform process.
The importance of creation of broad-based ownership is indisputable. Curricular reform is unlikely to be successfully carried out
by a handful of selected individuals. Rather, a multidisciplinary
team made up of clinicians and basic scientists from different disciplines provides a dependable foundation of expertise that would
propagate the reform process.
Such a multidisciplinary team approach to curricular design
serves several critical functions. By bringing people from different backgrounds, the team members learn to interact with each
other and form a strong and coherent group that plays a crucial
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role at the implementation phase of that curriculum. Strategically,
early involvement of the faculty members guarantees the necessary
commitment and the participation of members in the project. The
faculty members are more likely to accept the new curriculum if
their opinions are proactively and prospectively sought, valued, and incorporated.
Besides the faculty members, the students are another major
group with substantial stakes in the curriculum. They are the most
immediate 'consumer' of medical education and all the curricular
initiatives are directed towards them. The chance of success in the
curricular reform greatly improves with active support from the
students. Faculty members are more likely to be receptive of curricular innovation if the students voice their support for the new
curriculum. The presence of a vibrant student group that actively
advocates, and rallies support for the new curriculum can have a
catalytic effect on the reform process.
The experience from the University of Airlangga, Indonesia
speaks favorably about the beneficial effect of students on curricular innovation. Recently, the university decided to implement
problem-based learning in medical school. During the early phase
of implementation, the university decided to send a selected group
of medical students to neighboring Singapore where PBL has been
successfully implemented for some time. The visiting students participated in the educational activities and received first-hand experience on the PBL process. After returning to their home institute
they have become the most vocal proponent for change. The faculty
members, who were incredulous and reluctant, are more receptive
to PBL now.
The tasks of curricular design are also boosted by the active presence of faculty members with background in medical education or
experience in curriculum planning. Curriculum design, innovation,
and changes are continuously practiced in many medical schools
with genuine interest in implementing an excellent program to train
future doctors. The experience from such medical schools is a valuable resource during curricular planning and implementation and
should be sought as well.
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Strategies for Curricular Reform
(Mennin and Kaufman, 1989)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building a broad-base ownership for change
Test and modify innovations frequently
Develop understanding through participation
Demonstrate ability to compromise
Describe new program as experiment
Share rewards

Finally, a strong leadership with a clear vision provided by the
dean of the medical school is an essential prerequisite to advocate
the necessity for changes in the existing curriculum. The dean can
greatly facilitate the implementation process by way of explaining
the relevance of changes and innovation in the new curriculum.
The Chinese character for 'change' has dual connotations to it:
on the one hand it means 'danger', on the other hand it also means
'opportunity.' During a change in an educational organization it
is up to the initiator of the change process to determine whether
the change would turn out to be an opportunity or a danger. With
clear understandings of the underlying principles of curriculum
and proper planning of the change during curricular reform, it is
more likely to be an opportunity for the medical teachers to create
a nurturing and supportive learning environment.
In summary, the most important points that we have learned
are
• Curriculum is a dynamic process that needs a systemic and
stepwise implementation
• Curriculum should have a built-in feedback system with
ample room for ongoing modification and adjustment
• Every curricular reform faces a predictable pattern of resistance
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• A broad-based consensus among the faculty members is crucial for successful implementation
• Support from the dean and the students has very valuable
impact on the reform process
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I

Learning Cycle

The design of an educational program—be it curriculum or a
course—is based on three essential elements: (a) learning objectives, (b) instructional methodology, and (c) assessment and evaluation. These three elements form the foundation on which the
entire educational program is structured. The three elements are
variously described as 'educational spiral' or 'learning cycle' (Guilbert, 1981).
The learning objectives convey the purpose of educational program. They succinctly and clearly describe what are to be learned
from the educational program. Instructional methods elaborate the
best possible way to achieve the learning objectives. The assessment process monitors the progress of the educational activities
and determines whether the objectives of the program have been
reached. Information from the assessment should feedback into the
cycle for further refinement and readjustment.
Let us use an analogy to describe the process. If we are to plan a
trip, the destination that we want to reach would be our objectives
of the travel. This would be described by the question 'Where do
we want to go?' A parallel question in educational planning would
be 'What do we want our learners to learn?' Once the destination
69
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Fig. 1. The learning cycle.

is decided upon, the next decision point is to decide on the mode
of the journey as exemplified by the question 'How do we want to
travel to the destination?' A parallel question is educational planning would be 'How do we want the learners to learn to achieve
the objectives?' Once these have been decided upon, the next two
important questions pertain to whether we have reached the destination and questions in this respect are 'Have we reached the destination?' and 'What have we learned from the journey?' The answer
from the last question would also help us better prepare for the next
journey. The analogous questions in educational planning would
be 'Have we met the learning objectives?' and 'How can we further
improve the education program?'
Although many suggest a linear relationship between the three
components—objective is the first step, then the method, and finally the assessment, an alternate and perhaps more logical way of
understanding the relationship between the three is that objectives,
instructional methods, and assessment are intertwined and rarely
separable from each other.
The concept of inter-dependency deserves further elaboration.
Firstly, the three elements of the learning cycles are inter-related and
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constitute three pillars on which the entire educational program is
structured. Weakening of any one component results in weakening
of the entire structure and makes the program vulnerable to failure.
Thus, good educational objectives alone without matching instructional methods and congruous assessment system are unlikely to
bring any meaningful result from the educational program. Similarly, a weakened instructional method, even if supported by good
learning objectives and assessment, corrodes the very basic foundation and is unlikely to succeed.
Secondly, the chance of success of the educational program improves if the three elements are determined and planned from the
very inception of the program. Early planning provides an opportunity for medical educators to think thoroughly and prospectively
about all aspects of educational activities. As these three elements
are inter-related and coupled with each other, early planning is vital
for keeping the three components in synergy.
We follow the theme of learning cycle in the organization of the
subsequent chapters. Thus, first we describe the learning objectives, including ways to write them. Subsequently, we progress to
instructional methods such as lectures, small group, and role-play.
Included here are clinical teaching and problem-based learning as
well. Finally, we describe various aspects of student assessment.
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Classification of Educational
Objectives

The first step of educational planning involves deciding and conveying the objectives of the educational program in a systematic
manner. Educational objectives are generally structured around
several classification systems known as taxonomies of educational objectives. Among these, the most commonly used classification system is Bloom's taxonomy.
In this chapter, we follow Bloom's proposed classification system and
• Describe and analyze three broad categories or domains of
educational objectives
• Separate and sub-classify these domains into a hierarchical
pattern
• Review examples of educational objectives within each domain and their sub-classification
Education is a broad umbrella term that encompasses many
complex and interconnected activities. In 1956, Benjamin Bloom
and his co-workers attempted to classify educational activities
based on the objectives of education. They proposed that such objectives fall into three broad categories or domains: (a) cognitive or
75
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knowledge, (b) psychomotor or skills, and (c) affective or attitudes.
This classification provides a useful structure and determines the
level of sophistication expected from the learners. Because assessment and evaluation is directly linked to educational objectives,
Bloom's classification is also used extensively in assessment and
evaluation. Another added advantage of Bloom's classification system, pertinent to medical science, is that this classification conforms
to the American Psychological Association's recommendations and
is commonly used in various psychometric testings.
Each of three broad domains of education (knowledge, skill, and
attitudes) is further sub-classified into a hierarchical pattern known
as levels. The higher levels in this hierarchy are more complex and
intellectually demanding than the lower levels. Generally, objectives at the lower levels are mastered first before higher level objectives are accomplished and the learners sequentially progress from
one level to the next. For example, typically the learners need to
attain certain factual 'knowledge' about a topic before being able to
understand the underlying concepts. And, once they 'understand'
the concepts well they are able to utilize or 'apply' the concepts into
practice. Thus, knowledge leads to understanding and understanding in turn is necessary for application.

Educational Objectives
I
Domains
I
Levels

Research and experience have shown that we, as medical teachers, tend to confine ourselves to a certain level within a domain and
conduct our educational activities from that level only. Most of the
time, this comfort zone represents lower levels of educational objectives. There is reluctance and resistance towards using higher levels
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during educational activities such as objective settings, questioning,
as well as during student assessment and evaluation. Much of this
reluctance results from unfamiliarity with this classification system
and perhaps also due to abstract sounding terminology associated
with it. In reality, the basic structure and logic in this classification
system are fairly simple and straightforward. Familiarity with this
classification system is crucial to overcome the psychological and
technical barriers and to help us construct meaningful educational
objectives.
Table 1. Understanding Bloom's proposed classification system.
Bloom's Proposed
Terms

What is it?

Examples

Substitution
of the Terms

Cognitive Domain

• Knowledge
• Intellect

• Decision making
• Understanding a
concept

Knowledge

Psychomotor
Domain

• Manual
dexterity
• Physical skills

• Ability to operate
equipment
• Laceration repair

Skills

Affective
Domain

• Behavior
• Attitudes

• Empathy towards
patients
• Respect for
individual

Attitudes

One fine morning, I decided to learn driving a car. I realized that
learning to drive a car is a constellation of several learning activities. First, I need to recognize and interpret the road signs.
This is knowledge (cognition). Second, I need to maneuver the
car properly and keep it on track. This is skill (psychomotor). Finally, I need to develop some road manners and courtesy for my
fellow drivers. This is attitude (affective). Thus, driving a car is an
educational or learning activity that comprises knowledge, skills,
and attitude.
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Cognitive Domain
The cognitive domain is demonstrated by knowledge recall and
intellectual skills. The preliminary levels in cognitive domain are
simple knowledge acquisition and utilization of memory. Subsequently, these progress towards understanding and comprehension
of the meaning of the newly acquired information. The next level
involves application of the knowledge. Higher levels require increasingly more complex mental processes and include analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation. Some educators associate the last three
levels of cognitive domain with problem solving.
In the subsequent sections, we will explore the various levels
within the cognitive domain. We will use a real teaching encounter
as an example to determine the educational objectives for each
level.

Clinical Scenario: You are conducting ward round with your
medical officers in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. The patient IK is an extremely premature baby with chronic lung disease. One of the medical officers proposes dexamethasone (a
steroid) therapy for IK. Although dexamethasone improves lung
function in chronic lung disease, you are aware of many side
effects of such therapy. Specifically, you are concerned about
several recent reports of adverse neurological outcomes that are
associated with prolonged dexamethasone therapy. You want to
promote critical thinking in your medical officers and decide to
seize upon this opportunity.

The six levels of cognitive ladder in Bloom's Taxonomy, from
lower level to higher level, are: (1) knowledge, (2) comprehension,
(3) application, (4) analysis, (5) synthesis, and (6) evaluation (Fig. 1).
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Evaluation
Synthesis
Analysis
Application
Compreh ension
Knowledge
Fig. 1. The cognitive ladder. (From Bloom, 1956)

Level one: Knowledge
Knowledge is the ability to recall or remember previously learned
materials without much understanding of the meaning. Examples
of knowledge level include ability to recall specific facts or common
terms and identify part of a diagram.
• Representative verbs: list, write, identify
• Illustration of objective: Medical officers will be able to list at
least eight side effects of dexamethasone therapy in premature
infants.

Level two: Comprehension
Comprehension follows acquisition of knowledge by the learners.
It is exemplified by the ability to understand the meaning of an idea
or a concept.
• Representative verbs: differentiate between, discriminate, interpret
• Illustration of objective: Medical officers will be able to explain the mechanisms of weight loss during dexamethasone
therapy.

Level three: Application
In the application level, the learner shows ability to use or apply the
learned concepts and ideas. Examples of these include application
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of principles in new situations and demonstration of correct use of
procedures.
• Representative verbs: apply, demonstrate, operate
• Illustration of objective: When provided with given formula
to calculate body surface area and a drug dosage handbook,
medical officers will be able to determine the correct dexamethasone dosage regimen for a particular patient.

Level four: Analysis
Analysis is the ability to separate a complex concept into component parts and establish relationship between the parts. Examples
include ability to determine the relevance and usefulness of information and correlate between the information.
• Representative verbs: analyze, categorize, diagnose, outline
• Illustration of objective: Medical officers will be able to outline
the components of a care plan to monitor for the anticipated
side effects of dexamethasone therapy.

Level five: Synthesis
Synthesis involves construction of new ideas or hypotheses and establishment of new relationship between the theories. Examples of
synthesis include ability to write a well-organized theme, write a
research proposal, and plan an experiment.
• Representative verbs: construct, synthesize, propose
• Illustration of objective: Medical officers will be able to propose a hypothesis that will explain the possible mechanism of
adverse neurological outcomes that are associated with prolonged dexamethasone usage.

Level six: Evaluation
According to Bloom's classification, evaluation is the highest level
of cognitive domain and is demonstrated by the ability to judge
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the worth of data against stated criteria. Evaluation level examples
include ability to judge the value of a research paper, compare
between treatment modalities, and select appropriate treatment
guideline for own patient population.
• Representative verbs: judge, compare, validate
• Illustration of objective: Using a set of criteria, medical officers will be able to rank the research papers on dexamethasone
therapy according to the strength of their evidence.

Psychomotor Domain
Psychomotor domain is demonstrated by physical skills such as coordination, dexterity, manipulation, strength, and speed. Examples
of common psychomotor domain in clinical medicine include setting an intravenous drip, airway intubation, and laceration repairs.
Psychomotor domain is therefore a combination of 'psycho'
(knowledge, cognition) and motor skills. In medicine, psychomotor domain has a strong 'psycho' or knowledge component. For
example, although airway intubation is a psychomotor skill, the
learners require significant background knowledge of upper airway anatomy and disease processes before being able to perform
the procedure.
Psychomotor learning is sequential and learners generally acquire the skills in the following order:

Imitation
This is the earliest level of learning a complex skill. At the beginning, the learner indicates his readiness to experiment with the skill
and reacts by imitating the skill that has been demonstrated or explained to him.

Manipulation
In this level, the individual learner continues to practice the particular skill or the sequence until it becomes his own habit and
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the action can be performed with some degree of confidence and
proficiency.

Precision
Skill is attained at this level and demonstrated by a quick, smooth,
accurate performance that requires minimum energy and effort by
the learner.

Articulation
The skills are well developed at this stage and the learner confidently modifies movement patterns to fit special requirements or to
meet a problem situation.

Naturalization
This is the final level of psychomotor learning. The skill is characterized by natural and effortless automatism. The learner demonstrates the naturalization by way of experiments or discovering new
motor acts by manipulating the materials based on an understanding of how they work.

Affective Domain
Affective learning is demonstrated by behaviors that indicate attitude of awareness, interest, attention, concern, responsibility, and
ability to listen and respond during interactions with others. Examples of affective learning include the ability to express empathy
with the patients and respecting the patients' privacy and confidentiality. This is the domain that is often, albeit in narrow sense,
associated with the meaning of 'professionalism' in medicine. This
domain relates to emotions, attitudes, appreciation, and values and
is expressed in a variety of ways such as enjoyment, respect, and
support. As these qualities are subjective and closely associated
with individual judgements and morality, affective domain is inherently difficult to evaluate.
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Characterization by value
Organization
Valuing
Responding
Receiving
Fig. 2. The levels of affective domain. (From Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia, 1956).

Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia proposed progressive levels of
learning and incorporation of affective domains that are somewhat
analogous to cognitive ladder (Fig. 2).
We will use a real teaching scenario to illustrate how the affective
domain can be applied to everyday teaching.

Teaching Scenario: You are conducting a session with the nursing personnel to improve medication safety and to reduce medication errors. Your aim is to inculcate high professional values
and eventual incorporation of certain behavior changes in your
staff that will lead to reduction of medication errors.

Receiving
This is often the first level in affective learning where the learner
is aware of something learnable in the environment. At this level,
the learner may listen to a lecture or presentation about the safety
models but she may or may not accept it.
• Illustration of objective: The learner will listen attentively to
the presentation about medication safety.

Responding
The learner is more aware and responds to the lecture or the presentation. Such awareness or responsiveness is manifested by various
actions of the learner such as answering questions, raising issues
related to the topic, or attentively writing lecture notes.
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• Illustration of objective: The learner will demonstrate her response by asking questions about the safety models.

Valuing
The learner shows some definite involvement or commitment. This
commitment may be demonstrated by discussing the issue with
fellow colleagues, urging others to attend the course, and advancing her education by incorporating some concepts from the
presentation.
• Illustration of objective: The learner will encourage her colleagues to learn and to make use of safety models in the prevention of medication errors.

Organization
The learner integrates the new value into her general set of values
by ranking it among her general priorities. This is the level at which
the learner organizes herself in making long-term commitments to
the newly learned model and incorporates the model into her own
practice.
• Illustration of objective: The learner will apply the new safety
model into her practice.

Characterization by value
The learner champions the new value and consistently acts according to the newly incorporated value. This is the highest level
of affective learning that is demonstrated by firm commitment
and willingness to advance the value. The learner becomes the
role model for others and organizes instructions or champions the
newly learned values.
• Illustration of objective: The learner will organize medication
safety courses for her colleagues on her own initiative.
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Table 2. Examples of verbs in cognitive domain. Note some of the verbs are used in more
than one level (Bloom, 1956).
Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Define
Identify
List
Name
Recall
Recognize
Record
Repeat
Underline

Choose
Cite examples of
Describe
Determine
Discriminate
Discuss
Explain
Identify
Interpret
Restate
Review
Recognize
Tell
Simulates

Apply
Demonstrate
Generalize
Illustrate
Interpret
Operate
Practice
Relate
Use
Utilize
Initiate

Analyze
Categorize
Compare
Conclude
Contrast
Correlate
Criticize
Debate
Detect
Determine
Develop
Differentiate
Examine
Experiment
Infer
Predict
Question
Relate
Solve
Test
Diagnose

Assemble
Compose
Construct
Create
Design
Develop
Formulate
Organize
Plan
Prepare
Produce
Propose
Predict
Reconstruct
Set-up
Synthesize
Devise

Appraise
Assess
Choose
Compare
Critique
Estimate
Evaluate

Judge
Measure
Rate
Revise
Score
Select
Validate
Value
Test

Table 3. Verbs applicable to psychomotor and affective domain. (Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia, 1956).
Psychomotor

Affective domain

Bend, grasp, handle, operate,
reach, relax, shorten, stretch,
write, differentiate (by touch),
express (facially), perform (skillfully)

Accepts, attempts, challenges,
judges, defends, disputes, joins,
praises, questions, shares,
supports, and volunteers

Tables 2 and 3 list some of the verbs that are commonly used to
describe cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains. We can
use these verbs to write educational objectives and to formulate
questions during teaching. These verbs are used for educational
assessment and evaluation as well. In the next chapter, we will
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discuss how to use the framework of Blooms' classification system
to write educational objectives.
In summary, in this chapter, we have learned
• Educational objectives are divided into three somewhat overlapping broad domains: cognitive (knowledge), psychomotor
(skills), and affective (attitudes)
• Each of these domains are sub-classified into different levels
that follow a hierarchical pattern
• The classification system is useful for many commonly performed educational activities such as developing learning objective, questioning during teaching, and assessment
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"Cheshire Puss," said Alice, "would you tell me, please, which
way I ought to walk from here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the
Cat.
"I don't much care where," said Alice.
"Then it doesn't matter which way you walk," said the Cat.
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"-so long as I get somewhere," Alice added as an explanation.
"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if you only walk long
enough."
(Carroll, Alice in Wonderland. As quoted in Health Care Education: A Guide to Staff Development. By Barbara K. Parker.
Appleton-Century-Crofts. Norwalk, CT, USA)
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9

Writing Educational
Objectives

If you are not certain of where you are going you may very well
end-up somewhere else (and not even know it).

Mager
In the earlier chapter, we have learned about Bloom's proposed
classification system and other fundamental aspects of educational
objectives. In this chapter, we will learn how to write good educational objectives that would convey our intentions in a meaningful
way.
Thus, in this chapter, our tasks are to
• Discuss the purposes of educational objectives
• Identify their components and characteristics
• Construct educational objectives to meet our own teaching
needs
Educational objectives are short, well-structured statements that
specify what the learners are expected to achieve at the end of an
educational program. They usually contain descriptions of specific,
short-term, measurable, and observable behaviors that the program intends to achieve in the learners. A related term, educational goal,
89
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on the other hand is somewhat broad, generalized statements about
the overall purpose of the program. Educational objectives are often referred to as learning objectives to emphasize that educational
objectives describe what the 'learners' should be able to achieve as
opposed to what the teachers want to teach.

The Purpose of Educational Objectives
As we have learned from earlier chapters, the three essential components of educational planning are (a) objectives, (b) instructional
methods, and (c) assessment and evaluation. Together they form
the foundation upon which the structure of an educational program
is built. Weakening of any one of the components is likely to jeopardize the educational program as a whole. As we move towards
writing good educational objectives it is essential that we constantly
remind ourselves of this relationship and the interdependence between these three elements.
Good educational objectives benefit both the teachers and the
learners. According to Paul Ramsden (1992), the most compelling
reason for using aims and objectives is to explain the intentions of the
teachers to the learners. He argued that at the beginning of any educational program there is uncertainty and confusion among the
learners regarding the purpose of the program. Without a clear
sense of direction they waste time and embark on many unproductive activities and are less likely to succeed. Finally, the lack
of success contributes to a decline in motivation for attending the
program. Good educational objectives help the learners to remain
focused during the educational endeavor and minimize wastage of
efforts and vastly improve their chance of success.

No educational objectives
I
Misdirected and unproductive activities
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I
Lesser chance of success
I
Unmotivated learners
While we tend to think, rightly so, that educational objectives
benefit the learners, many fail to appreciate the benefits that the
teachers gain too from good educational objectives. Teaching is a lot
about self-reflection. It involves ongoing and deliberate assessment,
reorganization, and planning of educational activities by the teachers. Ramsden again pointed out that we often do not pay adequate
attention during planning of an educational program and tend to be
reserved about self-reflection. The process of writing educational
objectives demands that we, as teachers, critically and consciously
reflect upon our teaching efforts and think about the learning activities and progress made by the learners. Thus, good educational
objectives act as an impetus for the teachers to think prospectively
about the program's effectiveness and ways to achieve the objectives from the very onset of the program.
Thus, the purposes of educational objectives are many
• To convey without ambiguity and with specificity what
knowledge, skills, or attitudes and behavioral change the
learners expect to gain from the program
• To clarify these items to ourselves as teachers
• To determine the appropriate instructional methods to achieve
the target
• To serve as the baseline upon which the assessment will be
based

Characteristics of Good Educational Objectives
As it has been discussed in the earlier sections, educational objectives are learner-centered and contain descriptions of what the
learners will be able to achieve at the end of the program. These
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outcomes should be measurable or at least observable and expressed without ambiguity.
Learner-centered educational objectives focus on the learners'
achievements from the educational program. Let us consider two
contrasting statements: (a) 'The objective of this chapter is to teach
the readers how to write good educational objectives' and (b) 'After
reading this chapter, the reader will be able to explain the guidelines for writing good educational objectives.' The first statement
conveys the objective of the writer. In contrast, the second statement emphasizes what the readers (learners) should be able to do at
the end of reading this chapter and hence is more learner-centered.
Educational objectives also specify desired learning outcomes in
the learners. The emphasis here is on the outcome and not on the
activity that the learners embark on during the program. An example of measurable or observable outcome is 'Students will correctly identify four out of five anatomical structures of the heart as
outlined in the figure.' In contrast, an example of non-measurable
behavior is 'Students will observe the video depicting the dissection
of the heart.' The term 'observe' is non-measurable and is therefore
an example of a poor educational objective. The first example also
highlights the degree of measure ('four out of five').
Educational objectives should be high in clarity and easy to understand. A statement like 'Students will know about the childhood vaccines' is faulty from the point of educational objectives.
The statement fails to convey what the examiners really mean by
'know'. In contrast, a well-constructed educational objective is 'Students will correctly describe the routine childhood immunization
schedules in Singapore.' Here it is easy for the learners to understand what they are expected to know. Also, it is easier to link the
assessment with the last objectives.
There are certain verbs that need to be avoided in writing educational objectives. These unsuitable verbs convey vague messages
and lack the specificity required for writing educational objectives.
For example, an objective which state 'student will realize . . . ' is
open to interpretation. Similarly, the term 'understand' communicates different meaning to different individual and doesn't specify
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Table 1. Strong and weak verbs in cognitive
domain.
Non-specific Verbs

Alternate Examples

Know
Understand
Appreciate
Encourage
Realize
Remember

Identify
Describe
Evaluate
Recognize

any particular action that needs to be taken by the learners. Verbs
that also need to be avoided include: know, appreciate, and think.
Thus, good educational objectives are
•
•
•
•
•

Learner-centered
Specific in describing the learning outcomes
Pertaining to measurable or observable behaviors
High in clarity and understandability
Directly linked to assessment

Components of Educational Objectives
Generally, educational objectives are written in a structured way.
Four essential components of that structure are:
• Target audience: Who are the learners?
• Observable/measurable behavior: What do we expect the
learners to achieve?
• Condition: What are the conditions? What are the prerequisites? How do the learners achieve their targets?
• Degree: What is the extent of achievement? How much should
they learn? Is there a specific criterion that we want our learners to meet?
The mnemonic for these four components is ABCD (for Audience,
Behavior, Condition, and Degree).
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Let us consider these examples:
'At the end of the two-hour tutorial and using the illustration,
first year medical students will correctly identify eight out of ten
anatomical structures of the heart.' In this example, 'first year medical students' is the audience, 'identify' is the measurable behavior, 'using the illustration' is the condition, and 'eight out of ten'
anatomical structures of the heart is the degree. This is also an
example of educational objectives for knowledge domain. For the
psychomotor domain, a parallel example may be 'At the end of this
skill station, the house officer will be able to accurately measure
blood pressure all the time using a right-cuff and right anatomical landmark.' In this example 'house officer' is the audience,
'measure' in the observable behavior, 'using a right-cuff and right
anatomical landmark' is the condition, and 'all the time' is the degree.
As we move up along the 'cognitive ladder' in Bloom's classification, it may become more difficult to specify the degree or the
extent by which educational objectives need to be met. Therefore,
a certain degree of latitude is permissible and may be necessary in
specifying the degree of the target with higher order cognitive objectives.

Pitfalls to Avoid
Frequently we try to write educational objectives that focus on measurable behavior only. This is more likely to happen when objectives are written for lower steps in the cognitive ladder. It is
rather enticing to choose verbs such as list and quantify the outcome (for example: 'Participants will be able to list all five bones of
the wrist.'). Although such objectives are relatively easy to write,
these can potentially narrow down the content coverage and may
inhibit the learners' desire to learn and explore.
We also tend to write objectives that describe the content that
will be covered in the course without specifying the target outcome.
It is not uncommon to encounter objectives such as 'At the end of
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the course, participants will know about the physiology of respiration.' These are false objectives with a description of content with
no specification about the learning outcomes. Therefore they do not
fulfill the criteria of educational objectives.
Educational objectives are integral components of instructional
planning and not to be seen in isolation. Good educational objectives have to be linked to instructional methods and assessment in
order to improve the learning outcomes. In addition, we need to be
aware of the relationship between higher order cognitive levels and
much-desired problem solving skills. We should consciously and
repeatedly practice to attain the skills necessary to formulate those
'higher order' educational objectives. Such educational objectives
not only challenge the learners into critical thinking and problem
solving but also force us to improve our teachings.
In summary, the important points that we have learned are
• Educational objectives are learner-centered, short, and precise
descriptions of what learners are expected to achieve at the
end of the program
• Good learning objectives include specifications about (a) target audience, (b) observable behavior, (c) condition, and (d)
degree
• Educational objectives are directly linked to instructional
methods and assessment and evaluation
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Overview of Teaching
and Learning Methods

I hear and I forget
I see and I remember
I do and I understand

Confucius, 551-479 BC
With this chapter, we begin to explore various teaching and learning methods that we can use to reach the learning objectives that
we have discussed earlier. We emphasize incorporation of learning
methods, alongside with more traditional teaching methods, in line
with the spirit and philosophy that we want to promote.

Range of Teaching and Learning Methods
There are many teaching and learning methods to choose from. For
our purpose we divide these methods into three categories: (a) expository, (b) exploratory, and (c) simulation. The expository method
is the unidirectional delivery or presentation of information to the
learner. The original verb is 'exposition', the literal meaning of
which is to showcase. Traditional lecture, reading a book, or reading from the web generally involve passive transfer of information.
99
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Exploratory methods prompt the learners to explore and discover by
way of interactions. In contrast to expository method of learning,
exploratory methods allow and encourage two-way exchange of information. Examples of exploratory forms of teaching and learning
activities include discussion, question and answer, and brainstorming. Other adaptations of exploratory form are case-based and
problem-based learning. Simulation is another category of teaching and learning method that allows practice of learned skills in
safe situations that closely resemble real life. Simulation allows the
careful and gradual transfer of learned skills into actual practice.
Role-play and standardized patients are examples of simulation in
medical education.

Type of Teaching and
Learning Methods

Dominant Features

Illustrative Examples

Expository

Passive transfer of information

Lecture, reading a book

Exploratory

Discovery and exploration

Discussion, question
and answer, case- and
problem-based learning

Simulation

Practice of learned skill
in safe environment

Role-play

Educational Effectiveness of Teaching and
Learning Methods
The differences in educational effectiveness of these forms of teaching and learning are striking. Expository forms of teaching and
learning methods, although generally more structured and allow
orderly transfer of large amount of information, are significantly restricted in their abilities to bring meaningful change in educational
experience. Information may be transferred efficiently but rarely
remembered or utilized. Thus, expository methods must be supported with other forms of teaching and learning activities.
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Fig. 1. Comparative effectiveness of teaching and learning methods. (Data from
Dale, 1969)

The comparative effectiveness of these various forms of teaching is evident from several studies (Dale, 1969; Joyce and Shower,
1981). Lectures and other passive forms of teaching and learning
methods are very inefficient in their ability to produce lasting impressions in the learner (Fig. 1). Without practice and opportunity
for discussion, the information obtained is rapidly lost. Thus, learners typically recall only 25% of the information presented in a traditional lecture after three hours and about 10-20% after three days.
In sharp contrast, participatory form of learning methods, such as
role-play and case-studies, results in retention of 90% information
after three hours and 70% information after three days (Dale, 1969).
The effectiveness of these various forms of teaching and learning
methods in skill attainment and transfer of the skills to actual practice differs greatly as well. For example, only 10-20% of the skills
that are taught in the form of theory are actually attained and an
insignificant 5-10% of the skills are actually transferred into practice (Joyce and Shower, 1981). Encouragingly, with gradual incorporation of demonstration, practice, feedback, and coaching almost
80-90% of the skills can be attained and transferred into practice by
the learners (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Comparative effectiveness of teaching and learning methods in skill attainment and transfer (Data from Joyce & Showers, 1981)

This vividly illustrates the critical need to transform passive
forms of teaching to more active and interactive forms of learning. The
importance of active and interactive form of learning is fittingly
described by the ancient Chinese proverb that is noted at the beginning of this chapter. We do not need to abandon more traditional
form of teachings, such as lecture all together. We can promote desired active and interactive forms of learning even in the traditional
teaching formats with simple but planned incorporation of various
techniques.
Thus, we should broaden our repository of teaching and learning methods. Medical teachers, most of whom are taught in
traditional paradigm and have very little exposure to many innovative teaching and learning methods, generally engage in few
selected methods which almost universally include passive lecture. But medical education encompasses complex activities that
are spread through all three domains of education: knowledge, attitude, and skills. The variation and complexity of learning objectives
necessitate incorporation of a diverse range of learning methods.
Teaching and learning methods vary in their ability for a particular task. There is no one single method that can meet the demands
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of all of our teaching and learning needs. Therefore, we should actively familiarize ourselves with many useful teaching and learning
methods that medical education has to offer and judiciously use the
most appropriate one for the learning objectives.

Organization of Chapters
The following chapters are organized as follows. The first few
chapters discuss the more generic teaching and learning methods
including lecture, small group, role-play, case-based teaching, questioning technique, and feedback. Subsequent chapters discuss clinical teaching including conceptual framework, effective delivery of
clinical teaching, clinical reasoning, and teaching procedural and
communication skills. Finally, there is a separate discussion on
problem-based learning including PBL processes and implementation.
In summary, the key issues that we have learned are
• There are many teaching and learning methods which differ
in their usefulness to achieve the demands of a particular task
• Traditional lecture and similar passive educational activities
produce short-lived impact on the learners
• Transfer of learning into real-life improves progressively with
active participation and practice
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Making Lecture Effective

If we are to be required to assess educational quality and learning
by virtue of how long a student sits in a seat, we have focused on
the wrong end of the student.

Laura Palmer Noone,
Testimony before Web-based Education Commission
Quoted in 'The Power of the Internet for Learning'
Lecture is the one of the most common forms of instruction in the
medical schools. The ubiquitous presence of lectures is deeply ingrained in the academic culture. It is practiced in classrooms, seminars, in-hospital teaching, and in continuing medical education
conferences. Recently, with growing popularity of learner-centered
approaches in education, several questions have naturally surfaced
regarding the appropriateness of lecture. Do lectures still have a
role in medical education? What modifications are necessary that
would make lectures more appropriate in the current model of
learning and teaching?
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Recognize the advantages and limitations of lectures
• Determine the situations where lectures are effective
105
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• Create conceptual framework of lecture
• Propose changes in the traditional lecture format to make it
more active and interactive

We make an argument that lecture can be effective and appropriate provided its limitations are recognized and lectures are made to
be more interactive. We demonstrate how to transform the students
from a state of captive listeners to active contributors.
Lecturing is one of the oldest forms of instruction. It is not
merely a collection of information that the teacher delivers to the
students. A series of well-constructed lectures represents an argument or a hypothesis. It is the teacher's effort to understand a large
body of knowledge and synthesize and present the knowledge in
a simplified manner to the students' level of understanding (Brinkley et al, 1999). Thus, the teacher's responsibility in a lecture also
includes analysis, synthesis, selection of relevant information, and
elimination of irrelevant ones. Properly done, the lecture is a creative and personal work by the teacher modeled upon his intellectual scaffolding. Few other forms of instructional method demand
such a high degree of originality from the teachers, making it both
challenging and rewarding for them.

Advantages
The most important advantage of lecture is the efficient and organized delivery of a large body of information. The lecture enables
the teacher to deliver an impressive quantity of information to a
relatively large number of students in a short period of time. These
factors probably explain the high popularity of lecture as an instructional method. The utilization of materials and human resources is
minimum compared to other instructional methods; making it especially attractive to administrators. Lectures also give a sense of
control to the lecturers—an attribute that is often favored by many.
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Advantages of Lecture
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery of large body of content
Addresses large audience group
Minimum time and resource utilization
Well structured and coherent
Empowerment and sense of control by teachers

Limitations and Concerns
The greatest concern of lecture in its traditional form is that it puts
the students in an inactive and passive role. Lectures, especially with
large groups, seem to be at odds with prevalent learning theories
and practice.
The behavior and role of the students and the teacher during a
lecture appear to be modeled after our social expectations and hierarchy. Attending lecture is analogous to attending to a play. The
audience's role is to enjoy the play and appreciate the actors and
actresses. The audience is not expected to interrupt the play nor
question the actors. A good play deserves applause when the actors play out their role properly. The style and showmanship often
receive more attention than the content or the message. Similarly,
the lecture can be viewed as a one-man-play with monologue by
the teacher. If the teacher is a good performer, the students listen
attentively but rarely interrupt to ask questions. The social expectations are not to raise issues that lead to discussion and clarification.
The passivity of the students during lecture contradicts the practice
of learner-centered learning approaches.
Passive form of lecture without students' participation is also
very ineffective and usually fails to produce any lasting effects on
the students. Very little information is remembered and most of
it is lost after a short while. Higher levels of cognitive functions
such as application, analysis and synthesis, are not practiced during lectures. Moreover, the lecture is not the most suitable method
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for teaching complex and advanced topics such as understanding
of disease processes, decision making exercise, and elaborate diagnostics and therapeutic modalities.
Nevertheless, interactive and effective lecturing is possible with
simple attention to planning and creativity.

Limitations of Lecture
•
•
•
•

Lack of active participation
Lack of long-term effects
Limited suitability to cultivate higher order cognition
Limited suitability for problem topics

Components
The fundamental organization of a lecture is similar to the familiar
structure of a scientific paper. A basic lecture is organized in three
main sections: (a) introduction, (b) body, and (c) conclusion.

Introduction
The first 5-10 minutes of the lecture is spent on introduction. Introduction is much more than outlining the contents of the topic. Introduction lays down the purpose, organization, and ground rules
of the lecture. A useful way of organizing the introduction is to seek
answers for the following questions:

• What are the most important features of the topic?
• What is the most important information that I want my students to know?
• What are the key concepts that I would like to share with the
students?
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• What are the questions that I would like to ask during this
lecture?
Answers to these questions lay down the scaffolding upon
which the rest of the lecture shapes up.
It is useful to prepare an introductory note to highlight the important points you have considered during this stage. For example, when preparing a lecture on diabetic ketoacidosis, you may
want to emphasize the key teaching points by this remark: "Today we will discuss diabetic ketoacidosis—an acute complication
of diabetes mellitus. Treatment of this life-threatening complication
requires prompt identification of the clinical features and institution of treatment based on patho-physiology. So, in this lecture we
will discuss the clinical features and the patho-physiological basis
of management of this complication." Such introductory remarks
help the students to concentrate on the important points of the lecture and grasp the core information efficiently.

The body
This is the major component of lecture when most of the information is presented. The body of the lecture contains, in addition to
facts, arguments or concepts that have been presented during the
introduction. The body may also contain illustrations with actual
patients' story, pathological slides or X-rays to further such arguments. The content in the body progresses logically and coherently
with clear sign-posting from one topic to another to bolster these
arguments and concepts.
The first part of the body provides a broad overview of the
topic—a simple concept for the learners to understand. Preferably,
this formative section should not contain any controversial aspects
or any premature qualifiers or conditions to the concept. The complicated and controversial topics, if necessary, are introduced later
when the students are comfortable with the fundamentals. Alternative and competing viewpoints are important but should be introduced carefully without jeopardizing the basic concepts.
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The conclusion
Every lecture contains a conclusion that includes a compelling and
carefully selected take-home message for the students to remember.
The take-home message is brief and succinct, yet powerful in content. A lengthy conclusion appears as another argument and erodes
the key message. Alternatively, instead of straightaway providing
them with the key messages, you may encourage the students to
write down few important points that they have learned during the
lecture and share those with the rest. The conclusion section should
also direct the students to future readings and set aside specific time
for question and answer.

Basic Organization of A Lecture
• Introduction
Purpose
Introductory comments
Ground rules of the lecture
• Body
Arguments and concepts
Key concepts first
Competing and controversial topics later
• Conclusion
Question and answer
Brief and succinct take-home message
Further reading

Ways to Make Lecture More Learner-Centered
As the major concern regarding lecture is the lack of audience participation; efforts are made to make lecture more participatory and
interactive without making the structure and orderliness of lecture
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atmosphere vulnerable. There are simple innovations that can be
adapted to individual lecture style.

Periodic pause and review
During the lecture, allow the learners with periodic short breaks
every 10-15 minutes interval. During the pause, learners work in
pairs to review, discuss, and revise their notes. Provision of such
breathing space during the lecture allows the learners to assimilate,
clarify, and strengthen their newly learned information (Bonwell
and Eison, 1991).

Carefully crafted questions and answer
Judicious use of questioning during the lecture helps to promote
active thinking. Questioning during lecture is done with specific
purpose in mind. The idea is not to test the knowledge but to identify students' weakness, bring their attention to specific points, and
generally encourage them into thinking. Questioning time does
not have to be at the end of the lecture; it can be done during the
lecture immediately before or after a key fact is presented as well.
To maintain the organization and cohesiveness of the lecture, such
questions need to be pre-planned and built around the theme of the
lecture.

Immediate test
A simple test at the end of the lecture allows students to comprehend and retain learned information more quickly. Such tests are
directly linked to the purpose of the lecture and highlight the important key points for the students to remember. The proximity of
such tests after the lecture is important. Studies have shown that
such immediate tests doubles the retention of information of the
lecture materials compared to tests given several weeks later (Bonwell and Eison, 1991).
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Study session
In this format, the main lecture is broken down into two more or
less equal segments with an interval in between. During the interval students form small study groups and work around a study
guide that contains several key questions. Students discuss the
study questions and create new questions for answer. The study
questions may include clinical problem solving exercises to determine the relevance and application of presented facts.
As we strive towards the learner-centered learning model, the
role of and emphasis on lectures should continue to evolve. Traditional lectures with one-way passive delivery of information are
almost sure to become extinct. The number of lectures should be reduced. The emphasis should be on making the remaining lectures
more aligned with the learner-centered learning model by incorporating more interactive and stimulating exercise.
In summary, the important topics that we have learned are
• Lectures deliver a large amount of information to a sizeable
number of audience
• A lecture is organized into basic sections of (a) introduction,
(b) body, and (c) conclusion
• Lack of active participation from the students is the major limitation of traditional lecture
• Lectures can be made interactive and participatory without
jeopardizing the structure and cohesiveness with simple innovations such as questioning and periodic pause and review
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Understanding Small
Group

From the earlier discussion on teaching and learning concepts, we
have recognized the importance of active nature of learning. We
have also identified that learning is also a social activity that progresses through collaboration and interaction. Small group method
is one of the ways to promote active and collaborative learning.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Identify the educational characteristics of small groups
• Discuss the advantages and implementation considerations
• Determine the role and responsibility of a small group leader
After completing the chapter, we will recognize the relevance
and importance of small group as an instructional methodology
and be able to function as an effective group leader.

Definition
A small group is a collection of several learners who interact and
work together to achieve common learning goals. Interaction in small
group is unrestrained and open and revolves around several norms
and procedures. Such norms and procedures are reached either
115
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spontaneously or by consensus. Having common learning goals
is critical for small group formation and is the major driving force
for proper functioning of the group. Common learning goals bring
structure and cohesiveness into the group and help in the development of collective responsibility among the group members.
The number of learners in the group varies. A minimum of three
to four learners is necessary for the proper functioning of small
groups. Two learners are inadequate to form a group and act more
like a dyad. The presence of a large number of learners in a group is
also detrimental to proper functioning of the group. Large numbers
encourage formation of smaller sub-groups within the group. Most
educators are probably comfortable with approximately five to ten
students in each small group.

Advantages
The most important advantage of small groups is the ability of the
small group to foster active and collaborative learning. These two
characteristics are very important components in learner-centered
learning approaches and supported by diverse theories such as constructivist theory, adult learning principles, and social learning theories. Active learning in the group is necessary to promote higher
order cognitive processes such as analysis and problem solving.
The formation of a group fosters shared responsibility and teamwork and brings individual expertise into the group. Thus, a small
group is able to execute more demanding and complicated work
that would not have been possible by working in isolation. A small
group creates an even playing field for the learners and eases the
distinctions between the better learners and the less efficient ones.
Small groups have been used to support a wide range of learning
activity. In line with the theoretical construct, small groups work
best for those kinds of learning activity that require significant collaboration and collective exercise that is beyond the mastery of an
individual learner. Examples of such demanding situations include
project-based and case-based learning, dealing with complicated
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clinical scenarios, and complex diagnostic and decision making exercises. Small groups are used extensively in the problem-based
curriculum.

Advantages of Small Groups
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production of higher quality work
Better decision-making than as individuals
Undertake more complicated tasks or projects
Integration of several learning processes such as talking,
listening, writing, and reading
Opportunity to experience and observe other group members
Expand the repertoire of learning strategies
Break down the isolation
Ease the distinction between tutor and learners

Adapted with modifications from Susan Imel. Small Groups in
Adult Literacy and Basic Education. 1992. EIRC Digest Number
130.

What is the advantage of using small group method over large
group? The question is difficult to answer as the nature and quality
of the group activity are more important factors that overshadow
the issue of the number of learners in a group. Practice-based literature and anecdotes support small groups, but empirical evidence
is scanty to support the notion that having small groups results in
definite improvements in learning when compared to large groups.
The general consensus is that small group does not have any overt
advantage over large group to achieve knowledge acquisition but
a properly functioning small group promotes active learning and
in turn may make a difference in fostering higher order cognitive
skills in the learners (Imel, 1992).
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Challenges for Small Group
Proper functioning of small groups requires recognition of several
important challenges and attributes of the group.

Variation of the learners
Group members differ from each other in their prior level of knowledge, educational interest, learning effectiveness, and ability to
work within a group. While diversity promotes varied and interesting opinions, it also has the potential of creating conflicts and
interfering with the proper functioning of the group.

Group leadership

skills

Proper functioning of the group depends on a good group leader.
Tutors vary in their ability to be a group leader which can be enhanced by proper training and practice.

Finding a common ground
Groups function properly when group members share common
learning goals and have common expectations and roles. Difference in finding a common ground is an obstacle that groups have
to overcome by negotiation.

Content and instructional

materials

Learning activities in small groups are driven by the learners. Apart
from text-books, a wide range of instructional materials are needed
to satisfy diverse learning activities.

Time
The small group tutorial is a relatively slow process. The preparation time for small group activity is generally longer than that for
other forms of tutoring.
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Assessment
It is customary to assess each individual member of the group. Assessing the group's collective knowledge or skill in an objective
manner has yet to find a place in the conventional curriculum.

Life Cycle of a Group
Small group formation and progression is a dynamic process and
passes through several phases during its life. The following stages
of life cycle are recognizable in a small group (Tubbs, 1995).

Orientation
This stage starts with the assignment of the problem. Group members familiarize with each other, identify their strengths and weaknesses. They start to formulate the learning goals and establish
group etiquette and ground rules.

Conflict
This is the stage of creative tension and is essential for the group's
productivity. Group members begin to test emerging hypotheses,
critically analyze and evaluate each other's proposals.

Consensus
Consensus stage is reached when members compromise and bring
an end to the conflict state. During the consensus stage group members judge alternative proposals and agree to a solution.

Closure
In this stage, the group consensus is further refined and crystallized
in the form of a final result. The group members forego their differences and assert their support for the decision.
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The life span of the group varies depending on several factors
including complexity of the task. Although it is possible to complete a simple task in one session, several sessions are necessary for
more complicated ones. The maturity of the group depends on the
stability of the composition of the group members. If the composition of the group remains unchanged, the group tends to mature
quickly and little time is spent in the orientation phase.
The phase of the group's life cycle has practical implications for
the group leader. It is often prudent for the group leader to be more
directive in leadership style during the initial stages of group formation. A more hands-off approach is better suited towards the
final stages when the group's norm and procedures are well established.

Types of Group
The mere formation of small groups does not necessarily equate to
proper functioning. The nature and scope of the task, clarity of the
instructions, leadership skills, and group members' contributions
are important factors in determining the functional ability of the
group. The interplay of these factors leads to emergence of several
recognizable categories of groups.
An ideal group is on-task where the group members are willing
to share meaningful information and ideas with each other. Such
groups maintain a sense of trust and function with a high level of
expectations (Imel, 1992).
Less desirable groups are also formed during small group activity. Groups may remain on-task but fail to talk and listen and hinder
exchange of meaningful ideas. A leader less group fails to exchange
ideas and does not progress towards the target. Sometimes, a completely dysfunctional group is formed with no participation from
the group members.
An ideal group rarely forms spontaneously in the first place.
There is a definite maturation process, self-reflection, and learning
from the errors before a group becomes seasoned and productive.
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Role and Responsibilities of Tutors in Small Groups
The role and responsibilities of the tutor in a small group assume
two basic dimensions: (a) ensuring social cohesiveness in the group
and (b) keeping the group on target. Both are important and connected with each other. Social cohesiveness and effective interactivity within the group ensure that the group remains on target and
achieves the learning goals.

Role and Responsibility of Tutors in Small Group
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determination of the purpose of the group
Delegation of responsibility
Help in maturation of small group
Development of group norms and etiquette
Resource identification
Crisis resolution
Promotion of reflection within the group
Assessment of group's function

Small groups support a variety of teaching and learning activities in medical education. It is the predominant mode of learning in
problem-based and project-based learning and complements other
forms of learning activities as well. It is unlikely that small groups
will completely replace lecture, one-to-one, and large group teaching. A more likely scenario is various forms of instructional methods will be in existence together, each addressing unique demands
of the individual learning situation.
In summary, the key points that we have learned are
• Small group is formed when there are common learning goals
• Small group supports active and collaborative learning
• Variation in learning needs, style, and pace among the learners
is a potential obstacle that needs to be overcome
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• Group matures in identifiable phases: orientation, conflict,
consensus, and closure
• An ideal group facilitates free exchange of ideas while remaining on target to fulfill the learning goals
• Tutors' responsibility in the group includes maintaining social
organization and keeping the group on target
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Case-Based Teaching

Case-based teaching is a common form of teaching and learning
method in medical education. This form of teaching is effective in
inculcating critical thinking, problem solving, and other higher order cognitive skills.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
•
•
•
•
•

Discuss the educational rationale of case-based teaching
Recognize the strengths and uses of case-based teaching
Identify various types of case
Determine the steps of selecting a suitable case
Construct a sample teaching script for case-based teaching

The focus of this chapter is to provide an overview of case-based
teaching. The case-based teaching in PBL and other specialized situations is discussed separately.

Definition
Simply speaking a case is a description of problem where the learners' task is to solve the problem. In medicine, case is often a description of patients' problem that requires analysis and interpretation
123
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of data and decision-making by the learners. The data of the problem may be submerged within the case or have to be gathered from
other sources. Such sources of data can be very varied and may
range from patients' story, physical examination findings, laboratory values, and even information obtained from published literature. The learners' tasks are to critically analyze the relevance and
usefulness of the data, decipher their meaning, and eventually propose a hypothesis. The hypothesis proposition generally includes
plan for an investigation, diagnosis of patient's problem, and suggestion for treatment.
Case-based teaching is one of the key instructional methods in
medicine. Although, patient-bedside is the most familiar place
for case-based teaching; with ingenuity and innovation case-based
teaching can be practiced in other situations with the help of real or
simulated paper-based cases. Paper-based cases are written casescenarios that may or may not be derived from real cases.

Educational Rationale
The value of cased-based teaching lies in exploiting 'the basic human capacity to learn from stories' (Schank, 1994). Learning from
stories is different from other forms of expository teaching such
as lecture, reading, or demonstration where the data are wellconstructed, unambiguous, and coherent in presentation. Learners
do not have to struggle hard to interpret the data. In contrast, patient's story or case exposes the learners to unstructured situations
characterized by ambiguity, absence of all information, and conflicting patients' problems. The challenges for the learners are to analyze and interpret the patient's problems and propose convincing
solutions or explanations for these problems.
In medicine, information processing is a much-desired attribute
of the learners. Learners are required to gather information, prioritize the information according to their importance and relevance,
and filter-out irrelevant and redundant information. Eventually
information processing directs towards solutions of the patient's
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problem or development of a management plan. In the process,
learners also establish connections between the specifics of that particular case and experiences with other patients (Irby, 1994). This
helps the learners to generalize the information learned from one
particular case to other patients' problems.
Many of these functions require assumption of the role of
decision-makers by the learners—a role often fought with apprehension and hesitancy. The feeling of apprehension is a major
deterrent for free-thinking and full utilization of their cognitive processes. If the learners can be freed from the feeling of risk and tension, the learning would become more spontaneous, decisions and
judgements would reflect their true thinking process. They are also
more likely to venture beyond their comfort zones and experiment
with challenging situations. Case-based teaching provides learners
with simulated low-risk situations, a safe-haven, where they can
assume the role of the clinicians and decision- makers.

Benefits of Case-Based Teaching
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of problem-solving skills
Identification and prioritization of important information
Identification of critical missing information
Formulation of concise, reasonable and consistent patient
management plans
Presentation and defense of own ideas
Influence and persuasion of others
Examination of multiple points of views
Creation of simulated situations
Generalization of patient-specific data to other situations

Concerns for Case-Based Teaching
Concerns for case-based teaching include its potential unstructured nature of instruction and the lack of direction in the learning
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process. Learners and teachers alike may feel overwhelmed by the
immensity of information and lose valuable time to sort out the details. Careful selection and planning of the case will mitigate some
of these problems.

Variations of Cases for Teaching
Cases in medicine can assume varied dimensions depending on
several factors. From the perspectives of teaching the most important of these factors are the goals of the session, and prior knowledge and level of understanding of the learners. Based on these
factors, cases can be simple that are suitable for beginners to more
complex descriptions of problem for advanced level learners.
Illustrative cases highlight fairly straightforward information
with specific teaching points. Background cases convey information, provide factual data, and emphasize specific points within
the case. More complex cases portray elaborate scenarios requiring
extensive problem solving exercises. Other complex cases include
such patient scenarios where main issues are submerged in a mass
of data (i.e. history, physical examination findings, and laboratory
investigations) and contain many external distracters. This type of
cases engages the learners to select, organize, and interpret data in
order to devise a decisive management plan.
Although, case-based teaching is generally conducted in one session, in selected situations and if time permits, the teaching can be
spread to several sessions and critical information about the case
may be revealed step-by-step to simulate real patient encounters.

Case-Selection
Careful selection of a case is an important first step that often determines the success of the session. Not every patient's scenario
is useful for case-based teaching; nor do all the scenarios contain
teaching points of interest. Several important decision points help
in selecting suitable cases during teaching.
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• The level of understanding of the learners: Ideal cases are
neither too difficult nor too easy for the learners. For a
group of learners who has just started clinical rotation a case
with important historical or physical examination findings
may suffice. For more experienced learners a case that demands complex diagnostic or decision making exercises is
more appropriate.
• Integration of concepts: Integration of concepts from different disciplines or specialties allows learners to reinforce their
learning and to develop broader perspectives about patient
management. Often a case provides unique opportunity to integrate basic science, clinical science, and psychosocial aspects
of medicine that are unattainable through textbooks. The possibility of integration of concepts should be explored in each
case.
• Open-ended: Some patient scenarios are problem oriented
with many unresolved and unsettled issues. This type of cases
allows the learners to reach multiple interpretations and propose an assortment of solutions. Such cases also provide opportunities to advance discussions of several disease processes
simultaneously.
The complexity and nature of the case vary with the need of
the session and learners' prior educational background and knowledge. In the next page, we propose a scheme for choosing a case
based on the level of the learners. The presented attributes may be
viewed as a continuous spectrum, the teacher's responsibility is to
choose the right 'color' that is best suited for the learner.

Preparing the Case for Teaching
Once the selection of the case is over, the case has to be prepared
for teaching. The process is greatly simplified by answering the
following questions:
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Table 1. Selection of a case.
Beginner Level Learners

Advance Level Learners

Illustration of specific points

Comprehensive patient management

Well-structured

Ill-structured

Selected information

Redundant information

Focused on single aspect
(medical or psychosocial)

Integration of psychosocial
and ethical perspectives

Information is provided

Information is gathered

What are the key issues of the case? What do I intend to
achieve from the case? Does this case fit my teaching objectives?
Every case has its own illustrative teaching points. It may be
an important historical information, a unique physical examination finding, or a complex treatment plan that we want our
learners to learn.
What are the critical information of the case that are lacking?
How can they be obtained (e.g. reviewing of old notes, contacting physicians)? Is the information complete enough to
reach a reasonable conclusion by the learners?
Often some pivotal information of the case is missing, making
the whole process precarious and entirely hypothetical. Careful review of the patient case prior to the session alleviates the
unwelcome surprise.
What are the ideal solutions of the case? What are the feasible
alternatives?
Rarely a clinical case will 'read the text book' and present in a
typical fashion. This is an opportunity to explore the ideal as
well as alternative and competing solutions (diagnosis, plan
of investigations, and therapy) of the case.
What information should be available to the students at the
beginning? What should be available to them in the later part
of discussion?
Some key information will help the learners to focus on the
case. Unless there are some specific pedagogical reasons such
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key information should be provided early in the session.
• What are the questions I am going to ask? When am I going to
use these questions?
The success of case-based teaching depends on carefully
crafted questions that should be thought of during the
development of the case. Questioning can direct the discussion and can keep the group on track towards solving the
problem. Conversely, poor quality questions may tempt the
students just to answer the questions deviating from their role
as decision-makers.
Based on the above questions and answers, we should be able
to create a script for case-based teaching. The script contains the
essential information about the case that directs the learning in the
session. Creation of such scripts brings organization and structure
into the session that greatly improves the success of the case-based
teaching.

Script for Case-Based Teaching
Minimum Information
Content area
Key learning issues
Opening statements explaining
• Reasons for choosing the case
• Ground rules
• Expectations from the learner
Key questions that are to be asked
A concluding remark reiterating
• What has been learned
• How the information can be applied to other situations
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Case-based teaching is a distinctive form of teaching and learning experience. Each case is unique and is capable of providing
valuable learning opportunities. Careful planning and preparation
improve the chance of success in case-based teaching.
In summary, the important points that we have learned are
• Case-based teaching inculcates critical thinking and problem
solving abilities
• Selection of a case is based upon the goal of the session and
learners' prior level of understanding
• Ill-structured cases are more suitable for advanced learners
whereas beginners benefit more from simple illustrative cases
• Script for case-based teaching provides direction of learning
and brings in structure to the session
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Role-Play

Education of the physicians is not limited to teaching and learning
about medical knowledge; it also involves development of correct
attitudes, behavior, and interpersonal and communication skills.
Conventional teaching and learning methods, including lectures,
are severely handicapped in teaching and learning of these essential attributes. Role-play is the preferred instructional method to
instill attitudes and behavior and to develop the aforementioned
skills.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Recognize the educational principles and rationale of roleplay
• Discuss the correct usage and implementation process of roleplay
• Critically review and analyze examples of role-playing scripts
After completing the chapter, we will be able to include role-play
in our repository of instructional methods and conduct role-play
session in an effective manner.
Role-play is a relatively unorthodox yet powerful teaching and
learning activity where the learners act according to a simulated
131
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scenario. Typically, it involves two students; one of them acts as
a patient and the other acts as a physician. Their play is based on
defined learning objectives and well-crafted scripts. The audiences
actively observe the role-play with predetermined criteria.

Advantages
The educational rationale of role-play capitalizes on several wellacknowledged principles. Role-play actively engages the learners in
their learning activities. The learners not only learn about the topic,
but actually get an opportunity to practice what has been learned.
The learners are able to practice in a safe environment without fear of
exposing their weaknesses and vulnerabilities. Thus, they are more
likely to experiment and practice diverse skills beyond their usual
comfort zones.
Role-play also empowers the learners to take control of the learning situations. It encourages generation of self-suggestions and
helps in behavior modification. The material resource utilization
during role-play is less as compared to other instructional methods.
Role-play brings reality to the teaching and learning. Learning
is more effective if it takes place in an environment that closely resembles what are being taught. For example, the preferred way of
teaching counseling techniques or interviewing skill is creating a
situation where learners can actually practice these skills. The likeness with the actual situation also makes the transfer of skills to
real-life much easier. Role-play is one of the ways of creating reality
in a safe manner.

Advantages of Role-play
•
•
•
•

Active participation of the learners
Practice of learned skills
Practice in safe environment
Generation of self-suggestions
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• Modification of behavior
• Taste of real-life scenarios
• Limited resource utilization

Applications
The major use of role-play in medical education is teaching and
learning of communication and counseling techniques. It is also
useful in situations where a desired behavior and attitude needs
to be modeled or an existing behavior needs to be changed. With
ingenuity, role-play can be utilized for peer-teaching and teaching
psychomotor skills.
Example of counseling focused role-play session includes teaching medical students how to counsel diabetic patients regarding
diet, medication usage, and recognizing hypoglycemia. Examples
of psychomotor skill teaching where role-play is effective include
demonstration of physical examination. In such scenarios, a pair
of students plays the role of a teacher and a student and may use
an anatomic model to demonstrate to each other the correct examination techniques. Scripts for these two specific scenarios are presented at the end of this chapter.

Examples of Usage of Role Play
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interview technique
History taking
Counseling
Negotiation of treatment
Breaking bad news
Peer teaching
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Implementation Considerations
There are several important factors to be considered before choosing role-play as an instructional method. The common uneasiness
is that role-play is a potentially unstructured activity. There are elements of disorganization that threaten the learning environ and can
create chaos. Teachers are particularly uneasy about the potential
disorganization as they believe this would lead to loss of control
over the situation.
Many medical teachers voice concern about using this method
for fear of inadequate coverage of content and insufficient training
of the teachers. These are genuine concerns but fortunately they are
surmountable with careful planning and preparation.
Learners' non-participation during role-play is another common
concern. Quite expectedly, not every student feels comfortable in
performing a role in front of an audience. But with encouragement
and repeated role-play the initial inhibition can be overcome and
learners' participation gradually improves.

The Process
The success of role-play depends on careful planning and implementation. The planning phase is especially important to bring a
desired level of structure and to make the process educationally
meaningful.
In a role-play there are two or more actors, several observers,
and a teacher. Actors role-play out according to scripts. In the
process, they also learn from each other and provide feedback to
the other. Observers actively watch the play usually with the help
of predetermined criteria and provide feedback to the role-player.
The teacher's responsibilities are to prepare the role-playing scripts,
keep the play in focus, and active observation. The teacher is also
responsible for targeted discussion at the end that includes a summary of the session, emphasis on what has been learned, how the
process can be applied to real-life situations, and what could have
been done better.
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The script of the role-play is organized into the following sections:

•

Content coverage and goals of the session

The script for the role-play should start by describing the content
area that is to be covered during the role-play as well as clearly
defined objectives.

•

Problem definition

This segment lays down the scenarios of the role-play for all the
players. This should include background problems, presenting
problems, and potential sources of conflicts.

•

Instructions to role-players

This section details the ground rules for the role-players including
how the roles should be played, what should be the emphasis of the
session, suggested time frame, and any other special instructions.

•

Instructions to the audience

Similarly, this section describes the audiences' role during and after
the role-play and the usage of check-lists (if any).

Tips on successful role-play
• Choose a case that simulates real-life scenarios that students are likely to encounter
• Inform learners beforehand that they are expected to roleplay
• Inform learners what they are expected to learn from the
role-play (objectives)
• Allow at least 3-5 minutes for players to read the scripts and
prepare for the role
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• Keep the instructions as specific as possible
• Instruct learners not to veer away from the focus of roleplay
• Unless there is a specific pedagogical reason, ask roleplayers to sit
• Instruct learners to stay in their respective roles until the
role-play is over
• Limit role-play to five to ten minutes. It can be exhausting!

Example of Scripts for Role-play: Counseling
Focused
Content Area: Adult diabetic counseling at discharge
Goals: At the end of the role-play the learner will be able to
(a) Create a contingency plan for the patient in case of hypoglycemia
(b) Demonstrate proper and safe use of anti-diabetic medications

Problem definition
Clinician's role: Dr. Adrian Tan is a family practitioner in Toa Payoh.
He knows the patient Ms Ang.
Patient: Ms Ang is a 46 year old widow who lives alone. Both of her
children are overseas pursuing their studies. She works as an office
secretary. She has been diagnosed with mild diabetes for the last
five years and is controlling her diet as per her doctor's advice. She
has never taken any anti-diabetic medications. Recently she had a
bout of pneumonia and was admitted to the Tan Tock Seng Hospital. The doctors in TTSH suggested that she should start taking
oral-hypoglycemic medications. She learned from the Internet that
such medications have many side effects. Her greatest fear is low
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blood sugar and the possibility of 'passing out'. She is afraid that
nobody will recognize this problem and she may die from that.

Focus of the role-play (to be read out to the roleplayers and audience)
The focus of this role-play is on the counseling technique of the
doctor. The doctor needs to assess patient's understanding of the
disease process and knowledge and possible misconceptions about
oral hypoglycemic agents. The doctor needs to explore the extent
of the social support system that the patient has. The doctor needs
to discuss the signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia and suggest a
plan detailing what should be done in case of hypoglycemia.

Role of observers
Please carefully observe role-players and focus on following questions.
(1) How did Dr. Tan approach Ms Ang? How effectively did he
use questioning techniques to obtain Ms Ang's history?
(2) How effective was Dr Tan in explaining signs and symptoms
of hypoglycemia? Did he consistently use terms that are understandable by a layman? Did he stop sufficiently and ask
about Ms Ang's understanding? Did he propose a reasonable
plan?

Example of Scripts for Role-play: Clinical Skill
Practice
Content Area: Female pelvic examination
Goals: At the end of role-play the students will be able to
(a) Examine the female pelvis according to the prescribed procedure in a manikin
(b) Identify the common anatomical landmarks in female pelvis
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Scenario:
First student: You assume the role of a clinical supervisor for the
fourth year medical students. Today's topic is examination of
female pelvis. You recognize this is a sensitive issue. You are sufficiently conversant with the anatomy and were taught about the
examination procedure by your clinical tutors. Your role today is to
be a clinical teacher and you will teach students the correct procedures of female pelvic examination.
Second student: You will assume the role of a student and follow the
instructions of the tutor. You will also practice yourself the examination process and return the demonstration to your tutor.
Note: Role reversal is an additional teaching technique where students will take turns to be a tutor and students. You may ask the
students to conduct the examination just like they are expected to
do in real life: introduce themselves, explain the procedure and
findings to the patient, and maintain patient's privacy and confidentiality.

Role of the observers:
Please observe the role-play and focus on the following issues.
(1) Did the tutor introduce himself and the student to the 'patient'? Did he explain the procedures to the 'patient'?
(2) Did the tutor adequately explain and demonstrate the examination process to the students? Were the steps accurate?
In summary, the key concepts that we have learned in this chapter are
• Role-play actively engages the learners and empowers them
to take control of their own learning
• Role-play is especially effective in learning counseling and
communication skills
• Lack of structure and direction in learning are major barriers
that needs to be addressed during role-play
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• A script for role-play includes description of content coverage,
purpose, problem definition, instructions to role-players and
observers
• Teachers' responsibilities in role-play include keeping the play
in order, active observation, and feedback
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Questions and
Questioning Technique

To question well is to teach well. In the skillful use of questions,
more than anything else, lies the fine art of teaching.

Earnst Sachs
Good questioning is an excellent aid to teaching that is seldom utilized to the fullest extent. Most of us use questioning solely to assess
students' knowledge and are less aware of its expanded value as an
important teaching and learning tool. Good questioning is a major
determinant of teaching and learning outcomes.
In this chapter, our tasks are to:
• Recognize the importance of good questioning
• Discuss various types of questions with examples
• Determine the necessity of wait-time during questioning
After completing the chapter, we should be able to diversify our
questioning techniques and seize the many unexplored advantages
of good questioning.
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Teaching scenario: You are about to precept final-year medical students in a pediatric inpatient ward. You have chosen
Anna for case-based discussion. Anna is a four-month old Down
syndrome patient with presenting symptoms of respiratory distress. You have already decided the principal goal of the session:
students should be able to generate the differential diagnosis of
respiratory distress in a four-month old child and differentiate
between these conditions.

A question refers to any sentence, regardless of grammatical
form, intended to elicit an answer (Caesin, 1995). Consider these
two examples: 'What is the commonest chromosomal abnormality in Down syndrome?' and 'List the common causes of respiratory distress in the newborn.' Regardless of the difference in
grammatical construction both sentences share a common intention
of generating a response from the students—i.e. an answer—and
therefore qualify as questions. Thus, an answer is defined as any
response that fulfills the expectation of the question (Caesin, 1995).
Closed-ended questions require selection from a limited range of
choices, whereas, open-ended questions allow students more latitude to choose answers.
The purpose of questioning in medical education is manifold.
Good questions during teaching (a) help students to participate actively in lessons, (b) provide an opportunity to students to express
their ideas and thoughts, and (c) allow students to hear divergent
opinions from fellow students. They draw attention to and highlight important points in the teaching and develop confidence and
feeling of success in the students leading them beyond the conventional patterns of thinking. Good questions also help teachers evaluate their students' learning and thus revise the lessons as
necessary.
Despite the fact that good questioning effectively improves
learning, studies show that proper questioning is seldom practiced
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in teaching. Two main reasons for this lack are based on mistaken assumptions that questioning distracts the students from the
lessons and creates undue anxiety for both students and teachers.
On the contrary, proper questioning techniques help teachers to remain focused and create a conducive learning environment.
On the positive side, however, physicians are generally wellversed in questioning techniques. We use questioning every day
with our patients that often starts with a few open-ended questions
to elicit a range of responses. Questions like "How have you been
in the last couple of months?" or "What can I do for you today?"
are used to open the interview. Progressively, the questioning becomes more probing to seek clarification, broadening, or justification of prior issues and may involve selective use of close-ended
questions. This pattern of progression and selection of different
types of questions are analogous to many questioning techniques
during teaching.

Types of Question
From educational viewpoint, several different types of questions
are recognizable based on the intentions of the questions and nature
of the anticipated answers.
1. Factual questions are used to get information from the students
and often test rote memory.
Example: "What is the commonest chromosomal abnormality in
Down syndrome?"
2. Clarification questions intend to provide clarity to both students
and teachers. Such questions have important clueing effects and
help students to revisit their earlier statements with alternative perspectives. We may use any of these as clarifying questions: "What
do you mean by ..?" "Can you give me an example?" "Can you
rephrase what you have just said?"
Example: "You mentioned possible thyroid problem contributing to Anna's symptoms. What do you mean by 'thyroid problem'?
Can you give us an example?"
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3. Broadening or extension questions enlarge the existing theme,
explore implications of the response and can be useful in opening
up further possibilities. Such questions can be used to assess
additional knowledge of the students.
Example: "Do you know of any other chromosomal abnormality
in Down syndrome?"
4. Justifying questions probe for assumptions and explore reasons
for particular answers. These questions require significant comprehension and reasoning skills on the part of the students.
Example: "You mentioned respiratory tract infection as the most
likely cause of Anna's breathing difficulty. What are your reasons
for such a diagnosis?"
5. Hypothetical questions are used to explore students' understanding of complex situations beyond the scope of a particular encounter by creating hypothetical scenarios. Hypothetical questions
often come in handy during the later part of teacher-student interactions when the basic facts and concepts are already established.
Example: "Suppose Anna has a ventricular septum defect and
is taking diuretics to control her symptoms, how would you revise
and rearrange the differential diagnosis of Anna's respiratory distress?"
6. Questions about questions probe for reasons for the question
that students ask patients or teachers. This allows the students to
verbalize their reasoning and understanding of the events leading
to their own questions.
Example: "You asked Anna's mother whether Anna is taking
any thyroid medications. Why did you ask that particular question?
What are you thinking of?"
7. Redirected questions address the same question to several students and distribute responsibility. The benefits of such questions
include generation of a wider variety of responses and allowing
the students to evaluate each others' contributions. This technique
shifts the focus from teacher-student interactions to student-student
interactions.
Note that several of these question types, especially justifying
questions, hypothetical questions, and questions about questions,
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encourage the students to engage in critical thinking and utilize educational objectives with higher cognitive values.
As we recognize the various question types and reflect upon our
own teaching we may be able to identify that many of our questions
during teaching are in fact 'list questions' that require recall of previously memorized information. We seldom utilize the full range
of question types. Unfortunately, list questions are relatively easy
to formulate and curricula sadly over-emphasize factual information over critical thinking. Such low cognitive level questions limit
students' learning by not helping them to acquire a deep, elaborate
understanding of the subject matter. List questions often start with
'when', 'where', 'who' and similar words that generate a closed
response. In contrast, higher order questions require synthesis of
information, force the students to reflect critically on the topic, develop reasoning skills and thereby, instill much deeper understanding of the topic. One simple way of avoiding questions that will
lead to mere repetition of facts is the careful selection of words and
verbs including some selected verbs from Bloom's classifications
(Table 1). Examples of such words include: why, how, justify (as
in 'justify your statements'), describe, defend, elaborate etc. Let us
compare and contrast these examples:
• "What is the commonest cardiac abnormality in Down syndrome?"
• "Suppose Anna has the cardiac problem that you just mentioned, can you discuss the anticipatory advice that you would
provide Anna's mother?"
Both questions are important, but the second question requires
students to think deeply beyond recall of simple facts and is pedagogically sounder.

Dealing with Students' Wrong Responses
It is to be expected that during question and answer sessions, students will answer incorrectly, make wrong assumptions, and may
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Table 1. During questioning
Use less of

Use more of

What
When
Where
Who
Which

Why
How
Suppose
Justify
Defend
Elaborate

not be able to answer the question at all. Frequently students fail to
answer the question not because they do not know the answer but
because the question itself may be unclear to them. In such cases,
rephrasing and simplifying the question is all that is needed to elicit
correct answer.

When students fail to answer any question, ask them the following:
•
•
•
•

Is the question clear to you?
Do you want me to rephrase the question?
Which part of the question did you not understand?
Is the question too difficult for you?

Teachers are responsible for correcting mistakes and guiding the
students in the proper direction. These are delicate moments in
teacher-student interactions and deserve to be dealt with carefully.
The teacher's dilemmas in these situations vary from inclination
to favor discovery learning in the form of continuing guided questioning to adopting a more humane stance by maintaining silence
or responding in a neutral manner. With careful probing and guiding questions it may be possible to elicit the correct response, but
there are risks of potential embarrassment and eventual damage
to the teacher-student relationship. Adopting a more humane approach, although more compassionate and sympathetic, is unlikely
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to correct the students' wrong responses and is pedagogically inadequate. Ende et al explored teachers' strategies of correcting
wrong answers during clinical encounters and identified four possible strategies to deal with incorrect responses (Ende et al, 1995):
• Providing 'opportunity space' for revisions by not responding
immediately and thus allowing the student time to come up
with another answer
• Asking subsequent questions in a manner that contain clues
to the first question leading the student to the correct answer
• Re-framing the questions so that the wrong answers become
correct, and
• Treating the wrong answer as plausible but in need of further
elaboration and consideration
These are useful approaches for the teachers to deal with situations when the students answer wrongly. Careful utilization of
these approaches improves the chance of getting a correct answer
from the students without jeopardizing the treasured harmony of
teacher-student interactions.

Use of Silence
Some call it laziness. I call it deep thought.

Garfield©
Good questioning skills should also incorporate proper use of silence.
As busy teachers we tend to interrupt the students right after a
question is asked. The interruption may come in many forms: providing answers for the question, asking another question, providing own opinion, or even worse, outright criticism of the students'
silence. It is rather illuminating to know that during typical teacherstudent encounters, teachers rarely wait for more than 1.5 seconds
after asking a question before interfering! (Tobin, 1987). As we promote and practice higher order cognitive questioning the use of silence becomes even more crucial. Unlike rote memory based ques-
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tions, these higher order questions require significant mental processing by the students before any meaningful answer can be provided. So the period of apparent inactivity or 'wait time' is much
needed.
Studies have documented that if the students are provided with
even a modest increase of wait time, the length and correctness of
their responses improve. They tend to be more forthcoming in providing answers, and the number of 'no answers' diminishes. Students are also more likely to produce high quality answers that
commensurate with their higher cognitive abilities (Tobin, 1987).
Wait time benefits the teachers as well. With wait time, questioning strategies tend to be more varied and flexible and the number
of questions decreases in quantity and increases in quality.
While we have discussed the benefits of wait time after the question is asked, a period of silence is also valuable after the students
have answered the question. A brief period of silence at this point allows the students to reflect on what they have just said and permits
us to consider their points thoroughly. It also conveys the important
and much-needed message to the students about our attentiveness
to their contributions.

The Benefits of Silence
For the students
•
•
•
•

More meaningful answers
Improved accuracy
Improved length
Fewer 'no answers'

For the teachers
•
•
•
•

Higher order questions
Precise formulation of questions
Varied and flexible questions
Convey teachers' attentiveness
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Conscious effort is needed on our part to make use of silence
as a part of routine questioning strategies. Although there is no
prescribed length for the wait time, depending upon the complexity of the question and the students' expected level of understanding, 10 to 15 seconds of silence seems to be adequate. This time
corresponds roughly to three complete breaths or slowly counting
from one to ten or fifteen.
Question Cycle
Ask the question

I
Period of silence

1
(No response

I
Simplify the question)

i
Students answer

I
Period of silence

I
Discuss the answer
Needless to say, bad questioning is detrimental to learning. The
effectiveness of a question is determined by both the content and
the way the question is asked. Thus, questions that commensurate with students' level of understanding, are high in clarity, and
when accompanied by a period of silence, are likely to be successful. As we consciously practice these simple questioning techniques
we will be able to create a learning environment where higher order
thinking is expected and practiced.
In summary, we have learned that
• Good questioning is a major determinant of the success of
teaching
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Justifying questions, clarification questions, hypothetical
questions, and questions about the questions are better in promoting higher order thinking skill
Failure of the student to respond to a particular question is
often due to the lack of his understanding of the question
A period of silence after a question is asked and after a response is given is essential

Tips on Effective Questioning During Teaching
• Phrase questions clearly and succinctly
• Ask questions with specific intention
• Allow ten to fifteen seconds of wait time after asking a
question before requesting a student's response
• Encourage students to respond even if they are wrong
• Probe students' responses to help them clarify ideas, reasoning process, or expand on their thinking
• Do not make automatic assumption that failure to answer
the question is due to ignorance
• Acknowledge correct responses from students
• Make conscious efforts to ask higher cognitive order questions
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Providing Effective
Feedback

During teaching and learning activities information is obtained
about performance, strengths, and weaknesses of the students. This
information needs to be transmitted to the students in a manner that
will bring the intended changes in their behavior. Feedback allows
the transmission of information in an effective way.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
•
•
•
•

Discuss the importance of feedback as an educational process
Differentiate between praise and feedback
Highlight the characteristics of good feedback
Demonstrate with examples how these characteristics can be
applied to teaching
• Discuss feedback in group situations

Feedback is a communication technique in which the teacher
provides information to the students about their progress in mastering certain skills or achieving learning objectives of the course.
In the setting of clinical education, feedback refers to information
describing students' or house officers' performance in a given activity that is intended to guide their future performance in that same
or in a related activity (Ende, 1983).
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Despite the well-known association between effective feedback
and improvement in learning, studies have shown it is seldom
practiced. Moreover, often feedback is provided, unwillingly, in
an ineffective and inappropriate manner. The paucity of feedback
and its improper delivery are detrimental to teaching and learning.
It leaves undesirable behavior uncorrected and even worse, may
reinforce wrong and unacceptable behavior.
The reasons that are cited for the reluctance on providing
feedback are many. One often quoted argument is that feedback
potentially damages the rapport between the students and teachers,
especially if such feedback involves negative ones. On the contrary,
feedback that is provided with the intention of improving learning
and in an appropriate manner is rarely misinterpreted by the student and actually strengthens the teacher-student relationship.

Educational Rationale
Feedback is an essential component of teaching and learning that
connects instruction and assessment. During teaching and learning
activities, students are continually assessed on their performance
and the teacher's observation and interpretation of their performances have to be conveyed back to them systematically. The process ensures that they know what is right about them and what
needs to be improved. Thus, feedback is about reinforcing and reiterating commendable behavior as well as correcting and improving
the wrong ones.

Distinguishing Feedback from Praise and Criticism
Praise and criticism are not equivalent to feedback. From an educational viewpoint there are distinct and important differences.
Praise and criticism are more like general comments about the person. They lack the description of specific behavior and its salutary
or detrimental effects on the student.
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Let us consider this example. You have noticed your student
has gently escorted an elderly lady to the clinic during clinical encounter. A comment like "You did a good job" is more like praise.
A proper feedback, on the other hand, would go beyond this simple praise and describe the specific behavior, its effects, and how
it can be utilized in future. With this understanding it is easy to
rephrase the praise and reconstruct it to a proper feedback. Following message is more likely to be effective and constitutes an example of proper feedback: "I noticed that you have volunteered
to escort the lady to the room. This will definitely put the lady at
ease. Remember this is exactly the kind of behavior that builds the
essential rapport between the doctor and the patients." Note 'volunteer to escort' is the description of the behavior and the outcome
of the behavior is 'put the lady at ease'. The next sentence with '...
builds the essential rapport between the doctor and the patients'
demonstrates to the students how they can utilize the specific commendable behavior in future.

Three Essential Elements in a Feedback Statement
Good Behavior
1. Description of the behavior
2. The salutary effects it has
3. How this can be utilized in future
Bad Behavior
1. Description of the behavior
2. The negative effects it has
3. How this can be avoided in future

Nature of Good Feedback
If we remember that the aim of the feedback is to improve and help
students' learning, it is possible to agree on some general guidelines
on the nature of good feedback (Stewart, 1995; Ende,1993; Kaprielian and Gradison, 1998).
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• Good feedback tends to be descriptive rather than evaluative.
It describes what is being observed. It is not aimed at entailing any judgement as to the performance or knowledge of the
student.
Example of descriptive feedback: You have obtained a
good history of this patient with chest pain; but I noticed that
you did not explore the cardio-vascular risk factors such as
smoking, dietary habits or lifestyle.
Avoid: You are rather weak in your interview skills.
• Good feedback is also specific rather than general. A good
feedback points to the specific behavior or action on the part
of the student. When the students recognize such specific behavior, they are more likely to incorporate that behavior. Conversely, a vague ambiguous statement sends mixed messages
and creates confusion in the student.
Example of specific feedback: You did rather well in obtaining details about family support but came short of asking
the patient about his expectations on home management.
Avoid: You have to improve on your patient management
skills.
• An effective feedback technique addresses the behavior or action rather than the trait or character of the student. The students are more likely to be receptive if they understand that
they are not the target of the feedback.
Example of behavior or action focused feedback: I have observed that you did not introduce yourself or greet the patient.
These prevented her from telling you much important information about her depression.
Avoid: You were not interested in your patient.
• Feedback involves two-way information exchange between the
teacher and the student. It is more of a dialogue where information is shared and common grounds are agreed upon.
Thus, the teacher should frequently prompt the students who
are encouraged to express their own views.
Examples of prompter: What do you think about the interview that has just finished? Would you like to elaborate how
the interview technique can be further improved?
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• Good feedback ensures that students understand the purpose of
the feedback. Thus, the teacher should frequently clarify the
nature and objective of the feedback and actively solicit students' view about their understanding of the issues involved.
Examples: Do you understand why I have given you the
feedback? Is there anything that I can make clearer?
It is useful to set-aside specific time for feedback during a teaching session. This allows the teacher and the student to prepare adequately for the feedback and ensures feedback is conducted in a
structured manner and with due seriousness. If possible, the time
should be soon after the encounter between teacher and student so
that a more detailed analysis of the events is possible when it is still
fresh in memory.
A good habit is to write down in exact verbatim the key phrases
and issues of the feedback and practice these beforehand. This
is particularly helpful during difficult situations when unintended
and careless words would make significant negative impact on students' learning.
Guidelines for Giving Feedback
• Feedback should be undertaken with the teacher and
trainee working as allies with common ground
• Feedback should be well-timed and expected
• Feedback should be based on first-hand data
• Feedback should be regulated in quantity
• Feedback should be limited to those aspects of behavior
that are remediable
• Feedback should offer subjective data and be labeled as
such
• Feedback should deal with decisions and actions, rather
than assumed intentions and interpretations
Adopted with minor modifications from Ende J. Feedback in Clinical
Medical Education. Journal ofAmerican Medical Association. 1983. 250 (6):
777-81. Copyright © (1983), American Medical Association. All rights
reserved. Used with permission.
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Feedback in Group Settings
Feedback in a group situation can be precarious, as there is a risk
of exposing individual student's vulnerability to others. This can
be alleviated by careful incorporation of self-assessment and selfsuggestion first and then progressively probe for the deficiencies.
The recommended sequence involves the following steps:
(1) Ask the student what she thinks she did right
(2) Ask the remaining students in the group what they think the
student did right
(3) Ask the student what she did not do right. Ask how she can
correct herself
(4) Finally ask the remaining students in the group what they
think the student did not do correctly and solicit their opinion how the student could have done better
Following this sequence in exact order allows the students
to explain their own strengths and provides opportunity of selfcorrection without exposing them to harsher criticism. This creates
an ambience of greater receptivity and reduces embarrassment of
the students.
Regular practice of all these specific attributes and recommendations is possible and practical. Good feedback comes naturally
during teaching encounter with better understanding of the educational rationale of feedback and conscious incorporation of the
aforementioned characteristics.
In summary, the important concepts that w e have learned are
• Feedback is an educationally sound way of communicating
teachers' observations to the students
• Feedback differs from criticism and praise and is more specific
and descriptive
• The focus of feedback is behavior change and not judgement
• Feedback in group situations should include soliciting selfassessment and self-suggestion first
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Conceptual Framework
for Clinical Teaching

Clinical teaching is the mainstay of teaching and learning in
medicine. Close to 50% of teaching and learning activities during
the undergraduate clinical years take place in the context of clinical
teaching.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Identify the educational characteristics of clinical teaching
• Discuss precepting model in the context of clinical teaching
• Demonstrate a framework for needs identification and targeted teaching
• Define the attributes of an effective clinical teacher

Educational Characteristics of Clinical Teaching
How does clinical teaching differ from other forms of teaching?
What are the special attributes of clinical teaching that are educationally important? The general principles of teaching and learning are applicable in clinical teaching as well; but there are a few
important differences that have significant bearing on its effective
delivery.
163
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• Patient-centeredness:
Clinical teaching evolves around
patients who form the basis of the 'content' of clinical teaching. The patient-specific discussion leads to development of
general principles that can be applied to other similar situations. This is the most important attribute of clinical teaching
and singularly distinguishes clinical teaching from topic- or
subject-based teaching.
• Encounter specificity: Clinical teaching is mostly specific to a
particular encounter and the discussion and teaching are directed to that encounter. The implication is that the learning
cycle needs to be completed for each encounter and this may
pose a significant challenge for the teacher and learner.
• Unpredictability:
Unlike the other forms of teaching and
learning experiences where the content and methods of teaching can be predetermined, clinical teaching is a rather episodic
activity; there is little opportunity for continuity from one
patient to another. Often the nature of patients' complaints
or purpose of the visit is not known to the learner or the
preceptor and the teaching has to be conducted without prior
preparation.
• Constraint of time: One of the major challenges during clinical teaching is the limitation of time. This is especially true in
teaching in the out-patient clinics where a typical encounter
lasts for only about 15 minutes. The teacher is responsible to
observe the students actively, assess their performance, provide feedback, and direct towards further learning. All these
activities need to be completed within that stipulated time.
• Clinical reasoning: Clinical reasoning, the process of making
decision about various aspects of disease and health of the patients, is an explicit goal of clinical teaching. Clinical teaching
provides a certain degree of realism, ingenuity, and magnitude of patient data that are not easily available in other educational interactions. To promote clinical reasoning among
the students, the teachers need to understand fundamental aspects of clinical reasoning process and target the instruction
accordingly.
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If we examine these factors critically, we realize that clinical
teaching can be a very demanding task. The clinical teacher's
or preceptor's chance of success very much depends on recognizing these challenges as well as understanding the learner's need
quickly and efficiently and broadening the knowledge base of clinical teaching. Effective delivery of clinical teaching further improves
with regular practice of a few selected 'skills' that specifically helps
in situations where time constraint is acute.

Precepting in the Context of Clinical Teaching
Precepting is a dyadic educational interaction between the learner
and the preceptor. The preceptor's role is to guide and train the
learner in a way that gradually promotes the development of the
beginners. As the precepting advances, the learner builds up selfconfidence and trust to carry out the newly acquired skills or behavior independently and without supervision. In clinical teaching, the
preceptor's role also broadens to include the role of clinical expert.
The physician, being the expert in the field, provides the requisite guidance that would groom the novice to become a competent
physician. The success of this crucial transition depends on the interest of the expert preceptor in providing teaching and direction.
The precepting process assumes that the teachers have some form
of tangible or intangible interest in the success of the novice. In the
absence of this interest the precepting process falters and the relationship does not mature to become meaningful.
The factors that promote the precepting process include mutual understanding between the expert and the novice, the willingness of the preceptor to provide the novice with space and
opportunity to practice, validation of the novice's efforts, regular
encouragement, and feedback. In clinical teaching, these translate
into developing an insight into the present educational needs and
expectations of the learners and helping to redefine the needs as
necessary; a process that will be dealt with in the immediate next
section.
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Success in Precepting
•
•
•
•
•

Expert's interest in novice's success
Mutual trust and respect
Opportunity and space for practice
Validation and encouragement
Feedback

Determining the Learners' Needs
As the success of precepting critically depends on identifying the
learning needs of the learner, is there an easy way that would help
us in the process? Let us broaden the precepting model and consider clinical teaching as a form of social interaction. In any social interaction, each individual approaches the interaction with a
predetermined set of values and prior experience and expectations.
The outcome of the interaction vastly improves with a systematic
approach to understanding of these factors.
Similarly, during clinical teaching the teacher and the students
come in contact with each other with a prior set of knowledge, experiences, and expectations. For the learners these determine the
learning needs. But, it is erroneous to assume that learners know
about their needs and deficiencies exactly. This lack of insight into
their learning needs may not be necessarily limited to learners, as
the preceptor may not be aware of the learners' needs and deficiencies as well. This creates a unique situation where learners may not
know what they need to know and the preceptor may not know
what the learners know. Based on these observations, we can devise
four possible scenarios that may arise during interactions between
the preceptor and learners (Whitman and Schwank, 1984).
The first situation is shared knowledge when the preceptor knows
about the learners' knowledge. This is the knowledge and skills
that the learners already possess. Nevertheless, the preceptor can
further enhance the learning by way of reiteration, validation, and
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identification of key learning issues. The hidden knowledge exists
when the preceptor does not know the learners' existing knowledge. The preceptor's role in such a situation is explorative; that is
to determine the learners' prior experience, interest, and strengths.
It is easier for the preceptor to prioritize the objectives and direction of the instruction with proper identification of hidden knowledge. The known need is what the preceptor knows about the lack in
learners' knowledge and skills. Unknown need arises when neither
the preceptor nor the learners are aware of the lack in the learners'
knowledge and learning needs.
Therefore, the preceptor's role in effective delivery of clinical
teaching is to explore the learners' preexisting knowledge and experience, and identify the known and unknown needs. The strategies
for exploration include targeted questioning and review of the students' record. Educational interventions such as feedback, demonstration, and other forms of teaching aim to increase the shared
knowledge and minimize the 'unknowns'.
Although the framework of social interaction is applicable for
other learning situations, it is especially useful in clinical teaching
because of the limitation of time and unpredictability. The challenge for the preceptor is to help learners learn the most important
and most relevant topic in that short period of time.

Knowledge Base for Clinical Teaching
If we view clinical teaching as a form of social interaction between preceptor and learners with a defined educational goal that
originates from and revolves around patients' problems, then the
preceptor's roles, in addition to promotion of knowledge of the
subject matter, include application of the knowledge within the
broader context of the patients and their unique physical and psychological needs. The inculcation of such comprehensive knowledge and skills in the learners requires that the clinical teachers are
knowledgeable in the subject matter as well other environmental
and social contexts of their practice. The environmental and social
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aspects of practice that have important bearing on clinical teaching include knowledge about the demographics of the patient population, unique characteristics of the site, and prevalent nature of
practice. The clinical teachers who possess these comprehensive
knowledge bases are judged to be more effective.
The pioneering works of Irby and his co-researchers have identified the knowledge bases of successful clinical teachers (Irby, 1994).
The following discussion summarizes the key findings from their
studies.
• Knowledge of the subject matter: Effective clinical teachers
have the requisite knowledge base of the subject matter. They
are regarded by their peers and learners as erudite individuals. They are also able to reorganize and restructure the knowledge of the subject according to the needs of specific teaching
purpose.
• Knowledge of the context: Effective clinical teachers possess
insight and knowledge of the contexts about the patient and
practice. Examples of such patient and practice related contextual knowledge include the nature of the patient population served by the hospital, the social characteristics of the patients, and the historical perspectives of therapeutics practices.
• Knowledge of the patients: The good clinical teachers should
have elaborate understanding of the patient who is being discussed during clinical teaching. They should also have general
knowledge about the patients served by the hospital.
• Knowledge of the learners: Effective teachers possess extensive knowledge about the learners. They are aware of the
learners' needs and deficiencies and able to identify their
strengths and misconceptions. Their experience allows them
to anticipate in precise manner when, where, and what mistakes the learners are most likely to make and how to rectify
the mistakes efficiently.
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• Knowledge of the general principles of teaching: Effective
clinical teachers are conversant with the general principles
of the teaching and learning and able to capitalize on those
principles. They regularly practice several effective teaching
strategies such as active involvement of the learners, focusing
attention to the specifics, broadening the scope of patient specific information, meeting individual needs, regular feedback,
and assessment.
• Knowledge of case-based teaching scripts: Teaching scripts
are short clinical vignettes that teachers are able to deliver
within a few minutes. These are developed by repetitious
teaching of similar cases. The teaching scripts contain internalized information about the goal of the session, key points
to cover, specific instructions (e.g. analogies, examples, minilectures), common misconceptions and ways to address these.
The teaching scripts help the teachers to anticipate learners'
action in advance and enable them to respond quickly during
the clinical teaching.
Thus, during clinical teaching the clinical teachers are engaged
in two parallel and simultaneous processes. Firstly, the teachers assume the role of astute clinicians and listen to and assess the case
presentation, interpretation of the data, and management plan by
the learners. Secondly, they quickly identify learners' needs, anticipate their misconceptions, use selective teaching strategies to address these needs, and organize the session based on the learners'
level of understanding.
Clinical teaching is a distinct form of educational activity with
several important characteristics that have significant effects on the
way teaching and learning should be conducted. As we develop
greater understanding and appreciation of these unique characteristics we can develop more appropriate teaching strategies that
specifically cater to the needs and demands of clinical teaching.
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In summary, the important points that we have learned are
• The educational characteristics of clinical teaching include
patient-centeredness, encounter-specificity, unpredictability,
promotion of clinical reasoning, and time constraints
• Precepting is analogous to social interaction that benefits from
recognizing the other party's needs and expectations
• The successful preceptor has an interest in the learners' success
• The effective clinical teachers possess comprehensive knowledge base that goes beyond the knowledge of the subject
matter
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Delivery of Clinical
Teaching

A feature of medicine is that decisions have to taken frequently on
the basis of uncertainty. ... Training in medical school is therefore
expected to instill both the knowledge necessary to solve problems
with clear cut answers and the capacity to reason and act in situations which do not have only one solution.

Benbassat and Cohen, 1982
In the earlier chapter, we have discussed several important concepts in clinical teaching including its educational characteristics,
constraints, precepting models, identification of learners' needs
and deficiencies, and the knowledge base for clinical teaching. In
this chapter, we progress towards more practical aspects of clinical
teaching and discuss how the concepts can be applied in real situations.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Learn about a useful model of conducting clinical teaching
• Discuss how clinical reasoning process can be taught effectively during clinical teaching
• Recognize the common mistakes that we make during clinical
teaching
171
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Models of Delivery of Clinical Teaching
We recognize that clinical teaching can be a potentially unplanned
and chaotic activity. To compound the matter further there is a significant time limitation during clinical teaching which can be very
acute in situations where the patient turnover is faster. For example, in out-patient clinics the typical time for a physician-patient encounter is 10-15 minutes. The actual time spent to deliver teaching
can be as low as one minute per case (Rnudson, 1989).
Thus, for clinical teaching to be effective within the limited time,
it has to be highly organized and structured. At the same time it has
to be based on sound educational principles. The learners' needs
must be identified quickly and the instructions have to be targeted
accordingly. Besides, the teachers' observations about the learners'
presentation, clinical examination, clinical reasoning process, and
management decisions have to be relayed back to the learners in
the form of feedback. This vast array of seemingly unachievable
tasks can be delivered with prior planning and with a certain degree of organization. There are several teaching models that can
bring about the desired structure and effectiveness during clinical
teaching.
One of the better-studied models is the 'microskill' model
(Neher et al, 1992; Irby, 1992 & 1994; Gordon and Meyer, 1999;
Furney et al, 2001). This is a step-wise and sequential model
that progresses from diagnosing the learners' needs and deficiencies, teaching general rules, providing feedback by highlighting the
learners' strengths and then correcting the mistakes. The following
sections describe the microskill model based on their works with
some modifications. We encourage the interested readers to read
the original paper that is available on the web as well (Gordon and
Meyer, 1999).
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Five Steps in Microskill
• Step One: Get a commitment—ask learner to articulate his
diagnosis or plan
• Step Two: Probe for supporting evidence—evaluate learners' knowledge and reasoning
• Step Three: Teach general rules—teach some general rules
that can be used in future cases
• Step Four: Reinforce what was right—give positive feedback
• Step Five: Correct mistakes—provide constructive feedback with recommendations for future improvement
Adapted in part from Furney el a\. Teaching the One Minute Preceptor:
A Randomized Control Trial. ]ournal ofGeneral Internal Medicine. 2001.

16: 620-4.

Step one: Getting a commitment
This is the first step after the leaner has finished presenting the case.
The preceptor's response is to prompt her to commit to a diagnosis
or plan on her own. The cue often comes in the form of a short silence after the presentation when she expects some interference or
guidance from the teacher. The teacher's response should be to resist making any preemptive comment and urge the learner to make
a commitment. The rationale is that the process diagnoses the learners i.e. determines their learning needs and deficiencies. Without
this proper diagnosis the learning is misdirected and valuable time
is spent in discussing issues that the learner may already know or
are irrelevant to their needs.
The questions that may help in this stage include:
• What are the likely possibilities in this patient?
• What is the most important piece of information you have obtained?
• What is the additional information you may want to know?
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Step two: Probe for supporting evidences
Once the learner commits to a specific diagnosis or plan on her own,
the next step is to probe for that assumption. The rationale is that
it is worthwhile to explore the reasoning process in the learners'
mind that leads to this assumption to identify the knowledge gap.
The learner's usual response after making the earlier commitment
is to seek validation from the teacher. The teacher's appropriate
response is not to offer any comment yet, but probe for making the
assumption.
The questions that may be asked in this stage are
• Why did you consider this as the most important diagnostic
possibility?
• How is this information going to help you narrow down the
diagnostic possibilities?
According to the precepting model that we have discussed in the
earlier chapter, these two steps essentially target to identify learners' needs and deficiencies and reduce the boundary of unknown
needs.

Step three: Teach general rule
Each patient is unique yet each provides a learning opportunity that
can be applied to other patients' situations. The learner needs direction and guidance to connect the episode-specific learning experience to other situations with the help of some general principles.
Teacher's responsibility is to teach some transferable and reusable
rules about the patient that commensurate with the learner's level
of understanding. The educational rationale is that instruction is
easily remembered and transferred if offered as general principles.

Step four: Reinforce what was right
This is a form of positive feedback to the learner about the clinical
encounters. The learners may not recognize the positive contribution that they have made during the teaching interaction or may
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underestimate the importance of their reasoning process. A good
response by the learner may be out of pure luck and thereby easily
forgotten. Reinforcement of such correct responses will improve the
chance of permanent retention of the information. Providing positive feedback before correcting the mistakes preserves the learner's
ego and self-respect and makes the next step more acceptable.
• You have considered 'A' as your first diagnosis based on the
following reasons: ...Your reasoning process is correct because of these facts: —

Step five: Correct mistakes
It is expected that the learners would make mistakes and wrong
assumptions that might have impact on their future learning and
patient care. If the mistakes are left unattended, they risk being repeated. The process of correcting mistakes is easier than it appears,
as the learner may well be aware of the mistakes from the prior discussion and only needs reinforcement. The process becomes even
more acceptable for the learners if they are allowed to correct themselves first. This is discussed in greater details in Chapters 15 and
16.
Thus, during clinical teaching this model progresses sequentially from identification of the learner's needs and deficiencies,
then to provide general principles that are transferable, and finally
to give feedback to the learner about her performance.

Teaching Clinical Reasoning Process
Clinical reasoning promotes critical thinking and problem-solving
skills in the learner and is one of the major goals of clinical teaching. Teaching clinical reasoning process can be greatly enhanced
from the understanding of the nature of reasoning process in clinical context and modifying and targeting the teaching accordingly.
Clinical reasoning is the process of making a series of inferences
about the state of health or disease in the patients. The inferences
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are based on a multitude of patient data (history, physical examination findings, laboratory values, and therapeutic responses) and are
interpreted in the light of existing knowledge and experience of the
physician. An erudite physician is skilled in making connections
between the apparently dis-jointed data. He is selective and efficient in data gathering, and able to make decisions with limited
information, and proficient in recognizing patterns (Kassirer, 89).
Clinical reasoning usually follows several recognizable and
overlapping patterns. We choose three common approaches to clinical reasoning and demonstrate how such reasoning process can be
promoted during clinical teaching.

Probabilistic reasoning
This depends on determining the 'probability' of the event (e.g.
likelihood of a disease, chances of successful treatment, and prognosis after the treatment) and is based on known prevalence of the
disease and other statistical data. In an informal manner, probabilistic reasoning is exemplified by ubiquitous usage of qualifying terms
such as 'likely', 'most likely', or 'rare'. More rigorous and desirable
probabilistic reasoning thrives on critical examination of available
data and application of that data to clinical reasoning. This method
parallels the approach in 'evidence-based medicine.' Probabilistic
reasoning may be exemplified by the question "What is the likelihood of vesico-ureteric reflux in a child with a first episode of urinary tract infection?"
The critical factor that determines the success of inculcating
probabilistic reasoning among the learners is the formulation of
precise and answerable clinical questions. Such question originates
in the patient problems and should be answerable after reasonable
efforts by the learners. This distinguishes itself from hypothetical
questions or research questions that may not be of immediate relevance to patient care. The assessment of the reasoning process in
this model depends on the quality of the question and the process of
finding the answer. A good quality answer is desirable but not always necessary. What is of importance is the process the learners
engage in while they search for the answers.
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Casual reasoning
The casual reasoning process establishes relationships between two
or more observed events. Thus, it examines whether the occurrence
of event A can be explained by event B. This model relies on the understanding of physiologic, pathologic and therapeutic knowledge
to explain the clinical event in the patients. Casual reasoning also
narrows down the probable range of possibilities to a manageable
few and categorizes them according to their importance. For example, during clinical teaching the learners may generate a wide range
of diagnostic possibilities for a given patient's condition. The teaching strategy is to narrow down the possibilities by encouraging the
learners to explain these possibilities in the light of known pathophysiological processes. This would eliminate those that cannot be
explained while validating a few other plausible ones.
Frequently, during the process of casual reasoning, 'clinical
models' are generated that comprehensively explain multiple clinical scenarios at the same time. Such a model is beneficial as they can
be applied to other similar clinical situations with minor alterations
and incorporation of a few other clinical variables. In other words,
models help to create 'general rules'—a set of clinical dictum that is
usable in other situations.

Deterministic reasoning
Deterministic reasoning is a categorical decision making model that
depends on the generation of a set of clear unambiguous decision
points. Frequently, such diagnostic reasoning evolves around 'if
and 'then' conditions that we set for a variety of clinical situations.
For example, the statement "If a newborn baby presents with symptomatic hypoglycemia then the treatment is rapid administration of
intravenous glucose," is based on deterministic reasoning as there
is very little ambiguity about the action to be taken. More elaborately, deterministic reasoning model is encountered in the form of
various clinical algorithms and flow charts.
Two factors are important during the teaching of deterministic
clinical reasoning. First, the teachers should not only familiarize
the students with the decision model, they should also explain the
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underlying reasoning for the decision. In the example of hypoglycemia, clinical teaching should include an explanation of the rationale for prompt administration of intravenous glucose. Secondly
the teachers should also emphasize possible ambiguous situations
where such a deterministic approach is not practical or feasible.

Common Mistakes During Clinical Teaching
During clinical teaching even experienced and good teachers make
mistakes. The mistakes follow a consistent pattern and may originate anytime during the planning, teaching, and post-teaching reflection phase (Pinksy and Irby, 1997). An experienced teacher is
fully aware of his own vulnerability in making such mistakes. The
factor that differentiates an effective teacher from a novice is the
effective teacher's ability to learn from the mistakes. An effective
teacher takes each teaching encounter as an opportunity to reflect
and learn. He recognizes/az'Zure is as important as success in the process
of learning to be a good teacher (Pinsky and Irby, 1997).
In the following table, there is a list of common mistakes that are
recognized by distinguished clinical teachers during their own clinical teaching. Do we make similar mistakes? If yes, how frequent
are they? How can we learn from these mistakes?

Mistakes During Clinical Teaching
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Misjudging the learners' strengths and weaknesses
Lack of preparation
Teaching too much content
Lack of purpose in the session
Inflexibility with teaching strategies
Selecting wrong teaching strategies
Inappropriately using certain strategies

Adopted in part from Pinsky and Irby, 1997
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The other serious form of mistake that frequently occurs during clinical teaching is overemphasizing unusual and esoteric aspects
of patients or the disease processes (Featherstone et al, 1984; Elstein,
1995). Physician educators tend to over-emphasize rare conditions
ignoring the more plausible ones. During clinical teaching rare conditions tend to be over-represented, unusual anecdotes are used to
bemuse the students, and there is a tendency to 'cover' even the
distant possibilities.
Some of these are inevitable and may have reasonable pedagogical basis. Selective and judicial reference to anecdotes may be useful to highlight specific points during teaching, focus the attention
of the learners to specific facts, and provide connection between the
case in question and future cases. But indiscriminate and careless
use of anecdotes and other clinical oddities jeopardizes learning
during clinical interactions. The learners may possess immensely
impressionable mind. They are easily gullible and tend to retain
information in their memory for a long time even if the information is critically judged to be unsound. Unusual clinical cases or
anecdotes have the potential for producing inaccurate and irrelevant impressions in the learners. Their use should be consciously
curtailed during clinical teaching.
Although clinical teaching may appear to be a chaotic and unplanned activity, it is possible to render structure and organization
to it to make the process effective. Many of the educational principles that we have discussed here are applicable to teaching and
learning in general but they are remarkably helpful during clinical
teaching.
In summary, we have learned that
• 'Microskill' model brings structure and logic in clinical teaching
• 'Microskill' sequentially progresses from identifying learner's
needs, providing general principles, and rendering feedback
• Promotion of clinical reasoning is an important goal of clinical
teaching
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• Each of the clinical reasoning process requires somewhat different teaching strategies
• Unusual patient stories, anecdotes and other clinical oddities
may actually harm the learning process
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Assessment of Clinical
Competence

Assessment of clinical competency is a multifaceted process as this
involves measurement of multiple and complex traits and behaviors that essentially include components of knowledge, skills, and
attitudes (Carraccio et al, 2002).
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Define clinical competency and related concepts
• Propose a framework for assessment of clinical competency
• Discuss criterion-referenced testing and its use in competency
assessment

Concepts of Clinical Competency
The terms competency and clinical competency are used increasingly in medical education. Many definitions of clinical competency are proposed. Simply speaking, competency is 'the ability
to carry out a set of tasks or a role adequately or effectively' (Burg
and Lloyd). From the perspectives of education, competency denotes a trait different from knowledge acquisition and comprehension. Competency is more related to the ability of the learner to
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apply the knowledge and comprehension appropriately in relevant
situations.
A related term is performance. Performance is defined as 'actual
carrying out of the task or role' (Burg and Lloyd). Thus, although
competency is a much valued attribute, it does not necessarily
mean that the learner would perform the task in real situation. Further extension of the theme includes the concept of 'competent
performer'—a learner who performs the task or the role in a competent manner.
In practical terms, a learner is considered to be competent if
he is able to carry out a set of defined tasks that is considered
by the professional body as a necessary requisite to function as
an independent physician. Thus, a competent physician is able
to provide medical care and / o r other professional services in accord with practice standards established by members of the profession and in ways that conform to the expectations of the society
(Whitcomb, 2002).
At a more micro level, competency is frequently used for a selected task or a group of tasks. Thus, a learner can be assessed to
be competent for a specific task, such as endo-tracheal intubation,
or for a specific role, such as an able diabetic counselor or for other
intellectual processes such as problem solving and data interpretation.
Competency based education places greater emphasis on attainment of required competency and practice of skills in the real environment. It matters less how much time is spent and how the
teaching and learning is being conducted. This represents a significant paradigm shift from the structure- and process-based models
of medical education which define the training experience by exposure to specific contents for specified periods of time. A competency
based education system, on the other hand, defines the desired outcome of training, the outcome drives the educational process (Carraccio et al, 2002).

Assessing Clinical Competence
Clinical competence is the end result of attainment of many
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complex tasks and behaviors. Thus, during the assessment of clinical competence, students reactivate their past knowledge, elicit and
analyze patient-related data, and carry out specific tasks. They are
required to solve the problem embedded in the data and make the
most appropriate clinical decision for patient's management.
The practical implication of these is that the assessment of clinical competence is unlikely to be achieved by a single test and there
is a need to set up a battery of tests that would assess these intermingled parameters at the same time. Similarly, the assessment instruments have to be valid or authentic, resembling the actual tasks.
Moreover, the assessment system has to be objective and there has
to be sufficient build-in provision for formative assessment if necessary (Carraccio et al, 2002).

Elements of Competency Based Assessment
•
•
•
•
•

Authentic assessment tools
Multiple objective measures
Direct observation
Criterion-referenced evaluation
Elements of formative assessment

Adopted in part after Carraccio et al, 2002

In the 70's, Harden introduced an assessment procedure, known
as OSCE (Objective Structured Clinical Examination) that incorporates many of the above principles. OSCE has been accepted as a
valid, reliable, and practical way of assessing clinical competence
based on student's performance in history taking, physical examination, medical procedure, communication, data interpretation,
laboratory test or X-rays. Clinical reasoning and problem-solving
can be assessed as well (Harden and Gleeson, 1979).
OSCE has been used to assess clinical competence at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels (Kramer, 2002). It has also been
used in licensing doctors in many places. More recently, OSCE has
been validated as an efficient teaching tool (Brazeau, 2002).
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The format of OSCE
In a typical format, the OSCE comprises several stations. In each
station the students are asked to complete a specific task such as
demonstration of a specific clinical examination skill, completion of
a short written assessment or interpreting clinical or laboratory test
results. Thus, the stations can be of two types: the 'procedure' station and the 'question' station (Harden and Gleeson, 1979). In the
procedure station, students may be asked to do a specific physical
examination or to take history of a patient with clinical symptom. In
the question station, students have to answer multiple choice questions related to the interpretation of test results or management of
the patient seen in the previous station. Each station is time-limited
which is generally between 5 to 10 minutes.
Harden suggested a system of mark allocation that can be
adapted according to specific training program:
• History taking
30%
• Physical examination 30%
• Laboratory test
20%
• Interpretation station 20%
An examiner is present at each procedure station where he observes and scores student's performance. He may also ask the student some questions to test his skills. In the question station the
student answers on an answer sheet.

Possible Range of Competencies Assessed by OSCE (Harden and
Glesson, 1979)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interpretation of patient's chart
Interpretation of investigation tests
Patient education
Interpersonal skills
Surgical or medical instruments
Examination of specimens
Examination of plastic models
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Criterion-Based Assessment
The normal curve is a distribution most appropriate to chance and
random activity. Education is a purposeful activity and we seek
to have students learn what we would teach. Therefore, if we are
effective, the distribution of grades will be anything but a normal
curve. In fact, a normal curve is evidence of our failure to teach.

Benjamin Bloom; questioning the logic of norm-referenced
based curve in educational assessment
Once the data from the assessment test are generated, the learners need to be certified as competent or incompetent. Generally
speaking, assessment data from educational measurements are
analyzed and interpreted as either norm-referenced or criterionreferenced based format. We put forward an argument that
criterion-referenced based format is more applicable to competency
assessment.
Norm-referenced testing is based on the assumption that the
score of a test result in a given student population follows a
normal distribution (for example: the blood pressure profile in a
community). The passing level and grades are pre-determined.
Commonly, such levels and grades are either arbitrarily set or derived from the prior performance profile of the student population.
The criticism for norm-referenced testing is that this type of testing often compares one student's general level of competence with
that of the others. In other words, norm-referenced testing doesn't
factor each individual student's specific capability or achievement
against the stated criteria. There is always a chance that a particular
student will be judged as excellent if the rest of his peers happen
to be poor students. Similarly, a student may be judged unfavorably even if his performance is of acceptable level when his peers
happen to be of superior quality.
In the assessment of clinical competency, such approach of comparison of one's performance over the others and deciding the
grades are obviously at fault as the crucial question is whether
the individual learner has attained a minimum level of compe-
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tency. Learners have to meet certain minimum criteria before being
judged as professionally competent and not by mere comparison
with others.
Criterion-based test is based on clearly defined test goals and
standards of performance in the test. The strength and the weakness of a particular student are based on the proportion of those
preset criteria that has been successfully met. The predetermination of the performance standard vastly improves the test validity
(Calhoun, 86).
In summary, the key points that we have learned are
• Competency is the individual ability to carry out a particular
task
• Clinical competency involves amalgamation of many different
traits and abilities
• The assessment of clinical competency includes multiple objective tests, valid tools, and direct observation
• Criterion-referenced is the preferred way of interpretation of
data from competency assessment
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Teaching Procedural
Skills

Clinical teachers are frequently required to demonstrate and teach
procedures to medical students and junior doctors. Generally, such
teaching is done without much forethought and incorporation of
educational principles. Procedural skill teaching can be modeled
upon sound educational principles to make the process more meaningful and effective.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Discuss the educational principles of procedural skill teaching
• Classify procedures according to the requirements of the program and student
• Justify reasons for abandoning multitude of obsolete ways of
teaching procedures
• Discuss various effective methods of teaching procedures and
analyze their rationale
• Identify the barriers to teaching procedural skills and ways to
overcome those barriers
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Teaching Scenario: You are precepting a group of house officers
in the emergency room. This is their orientation week. Your task
is to teach them airway intubation in a safe and efficient manner. You recognize this skill is very important for the learners to
master. You also want them to build a sound understanding of
the knowledge component of the skill. Accordingly, you have decided the goal of the session; the house officers should recognize
the indications, contraindications, and necessary precautions of
the procedure and they should be able to perform intubation in
a competent manner.

Educational Principles
According to the American Board of Internal Medicine a procedural skill is 'the learned manual skills necessary to perform diagnostic and therapeutic procedures within the domain of the [internist]'
(Bensen, 1984). Procedural skills are not unique to surgical specialties only; they are of immediate interest to most branches of
medicine. Procedures are commonly practiced in ambulatory care
sites, emergency rooms, pediatrics and internal medicine and other
surgical and non-surgical disciplines.
The complexity and scope of procedural skills range from simple procedures such as laceration repair and lumbar puncture to
more complex and comprehensive procedures such as surgical operations. Although the basic principles of teaching procedural skills
are applicable to procedures with all levels of complexity, the average clinician-educator is more concerned about teaching commonly
encountered and relatively simple procedures to medical students.
We will concentrate our discussion on teaching these commonly
performed procedures.
Conceptually, the procedural skills belong to the psychomotor
domain in Bloom's classification. In reality, the skills required to
perform procedures are complex and involve knowledge, attitude
as well as psychomotor skills. In clinical medicine, knowledge is an
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absolute prerequisite to performing procedures in a safe and effective manner. Similarly, attitude and behavior are key components
of procedural skills as well. These affective components primarily
involve communicating with the patient about the nature, needs,
and potential risks of the procedures, and understanding of and
empathy to patient's problems. Although, the relative importance
between knowledge, attitude, and skill varies depending on the nature of the procedures and the patients' contexts, all three are important to teach and learn.

Broad Categories of Procedural Skills
The number of procedures that are performed in medicine has increased dramatically with rapid advancement of medical science.
Not surprisingly, physicians face the dilemma in deciding which
procedures to teach and which are the priorities. Perhaps even more
important is to decide which procedures not to teach to a given
group of learners. Generally, such decisions are already made by
the Faculty or certifying authorities who also determine the minimum number of procedures for the medical students to learn.
It is convenient to classify the procedures into three broad categories: (a) essential, (b) elective, and (c) not required, not recommended based on the demand and requirement of a given specialty
and teaching and learning needs of the learners.
Essential procedures include both commonly encountered procedures (e.g. intravenous line insertion, lumbar puncture) as well
as critical life saving procedures (e.g. cardio-pulmonary resuscitation). These are the procedures that every learner should be able to
perform flawlessly and competently.
The nature of elective procedures varies depending on the curricular goals of the program for the given group of learners and
available human and material resources. The number of procedures
in elective category has increased parallel to the rapid rise in the
number of procedures and tendency towards specialization.
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Procedures which are not required and not recommended are
deemed to be not suitable a n d / o r not safe enough to teach and
learn to the given group of learners. This again depends on the program goals, specialty requirements, and needs of the learners. For
example, most programs do not allow renal biopsy to be performed
by medical students, although this procedure may be considered as
an elective skill for doctors pursuing career in internal medicine.

Less Desirable Way of Teaching Procedural Skill
Before we begin our discussion on sound methods of teaching procedures in the next section, it would be useful to revisit some of the
older and near-obsolete methods of teaching procedures in medical
science. The widely condemned 'trial and error' method appears
to directly contradict the age-old guiding adage of medicine—'do
no harm'. While as a clinician and educator we may not have any
objection to supervised trial, we should question seriously the justification of 'error' that puts the patients at jeopardy. The other popular method 'see one, do one and teach one', appears to be more
appealing, but there is a serious concern that such an approach results in passing inaccurate information and skills from one group of
trainees to the next (Powers and Draeger, 1992). Finally, the concept
of 'natural evolution' of psychomotor skills has never been substantiated by research. Procedural skills, like many other aspects
of medicine, require active learning and training and do not result
from passive evolution. Thus, even trainees from highly reputed
programs may fail miserably in performing procedural skills if they
are not properly trained (Wigton and Steinmann, 1984).

Structured Approach to Procedural Skill Teaching
The failure of the above methods calls for more scientific methods
that are built on sound educational principles and are easily applicable. The idea is to teach and learn procedural skills in a more
structured and effective manner without compromising patients'
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safety. It is also recognized that such teaching and learning methods
should not be time consuming and should be easy to implement by
a busy clinician.

Fragmentation of the main procedures
into component parts
Sometimes procedures are complex and present with formidable
challenges for the students and the teachers. The students feel overwhelmed by the complexities and are not able to follow all the steps
in correct sequence and with acceptable standards. In such scenarios, it is useful to separate the principal procedure into component
parts and allow the students to master one step at a time before
progressing to the next stage.
The fragmentation of complex skills into component parts is often referred to as sub-skills or micro-skills method and is practiced
in other situations such as counseling and clinical teaching. This
method has been used successfully by several clinician educators
especially in office settings (Barrett, 1984).

Complex Task

Component Tasks

The rationale for this approach is that complex procedural skills
represent an aggregation of separate and discrete skills that, when
combined in a proper sequence, collectively form the actual skills.
These individual sub-skills represent varying degrees of difficulty
for the students and may demand adaptation of multiple learning
strategies. The students are more likely to succeed in performing
the procedure if the main procedure is broken down into convenient small steps for them to understand and practice. When the
students attain mastery of a specific step it bolsters their confidence
and motivation to perform the subsequent steps. The sub-skills
method is also convenient in teaching those technically complex
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procedures that the students may not need to master entirely.
For these procedures, there are identifiable sub-skills that are still
worthwhile for the students to learn.
As an example, airway intubation can be broken down into
several component sub-skills: (a) recognition of the indications,
(b) identification and arrangement of equipments, (c) safety precautions and monitoring, (d) positioning of the patient, (e) identification of the correct anatomy, (f) introduction of artificial airway,
(g) ascertainment of the position of the tube, and (h) stabilization
of the artificial airway. As the students become efficient in one step
they are allowed to progress to the subsequent steps. Such a graded
approach ensures that each step is done correctly and the students
know the steps before moving to the next.

Teaching procedures as a whole but with lower levels
of efficiency
In this approach, the procedure is preserved as a whole and taught
and practiced without breaking down into component parts. The
rationale is that the learners are not expected to master the skill entirely right from the onset. Thus, the expectation of accuracy of performance is lower at the beginning and with time and practice this
becomes more demanding until the desired level of performance is
demonstrated.
There are situations when keeping the wholeness of the procedures is important. Such situations may arise when it is critical to
maintain the correct sequence of each step and the steps are too interrelated and dependent on preceding steps.

Teaching skills backward
In this method, the end result of the procedure is demonstrated and
taught first. Such back-to-front approach allows visualization of the
final product of the procedures. The approach is particularly useful
when the learners lack sufficient motivation or are not sure of the
needs of the procedures. Thus, in certain selected situations and
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with unmotivated students it may be worthwhile to demonstrate
the last step first and progress backward (Robertson, 1980).
The obvious disadvantage of such a method is that the time requirement for mastery of the skills is much longer and it appears
counterintuitive for the preceptor to follow and teach a procedure
backward.
Another convenient framework of teaching procedural skills
is based on the principles of taxonomy of educational objectives
(Fig.l) (George and Doto, 2001). This sequential model emphasizes
the learning of the cognitive component of the skills first (step 1).
Subsequent steps include, in sequence, the preceptor demonstrating the procedure to the learners and narrating the descriptions of
the steps involved (steps 2 and 3). In the final two steps (steps 4
and 5) the learners describe the procedure to the preceptor and perform the procedure under preceptor's observation. Table 1 details
the steps, the rationale, and preceptor's and learners' role for each
step.

Learners learn the cognitive components

I
Preceptor demonstrates the procedure

I
Preceptor narrates the procedure

I
Learners describe the procedure

I
Learners perform the procedure
Fig. 1. Educational taxonomy based model. (After George and Doto, 2001)

The choice of the methods depends largely on the students'
needs and nature and complexity of procedures and has to be individualized. It is our personal preference to use sub-skills and educational taxonomy based methods for teaching procedural skills.
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Table 1. A psychomotor domain based model (George and Doto, 2001) for teaching procedural skills.
Steps

Rationale

Preceptor's Task

Step One: Students master the cognitive components of the skills such as
indications, contraindication, and precautions

Understanding the necessity of the skills motivates the learners

Teaches the knowledge
components of the procedure

Step Two: Preceptor demonstrates the exact way
the procedure is done
without verbal descriptions

Learners develop visual
impression of the procedure

Demonstrates procedure
to the learners with or
without the help of mannequins

Step Three: Preceptor repeats the procedure and
describes each step

Learners' chance of success improves if they are
able to narrate the procedure
Allows learners to clarify
their doubts

Repeats the procedure
again
Narrates the steps

Step
Four:
Learners
sequentially describe the
steps to the preceptor

Builds up the memory of
the procedure
Allows preceptor to correct the learner

Listens to the students
describing the procedure
Corrects and reinforces if
necessary

Step Five: Learners perform the procedure

Learners are ready to
demonstrate the procedure

Preceptor observes and
provides feedback
Allows the student to repeat the procedure until desired proficiency is
achieved

Barriers to Learning and Teaching Procedural Skills
Many of the commonly encountered problems or barriers for teaching procedural skills are easily recognizable and correctable. If
learners lack motivation it is most likely due to an incorrect
perception or inadequacy of knowledge about the importance of
the procedure. Proper knowledge build-up alleviates the problem. Sometimes, learners may have strong and long-lasting wrong
images of a procedure in mind. Repeated reinforcement and feed-
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back help the learners to erase the wrong images of the procedure
and practice the correct one. Learners' trait inability refers to the inherent incapacity of the learners to perform a task. This may be due
to a lack of proper neuromuscular or visual coordination (George
and Doto, 2001). Recognizing the learners' limit of performance is
crucial to preserve self-esteem and morale and to guide them to the
directions where their chances of success are higher. Sometimes,
learners face difficulty in transferring skills from practice to reallife situations. This is more likely to happen when practice or simulated situations are vastly different from actual scenarios where the
skills are expected to be practiced. This is alleviated by practicing
the skills in real situations (if feasible) or by graded transfer.

Barriers to Procedural Skill Teaching
•
•
•
•

Lack of motivation
Wrong images of the procedures
Learners' inherent inability
Difficulty of transferring the skills

Because procedural skills are a combination of cognitive (knowledge), motor, and affective domains, teaching procedures are
intellectually challenging and stimulating. The methods that are
described here initially may appear to be time-consuming and unsuitable for busy physicians. With repeated practice required time
can be reduced to fit the teaching within the schedules. The time
saved from correcting wrong procedural skills and satisfaction of
preserving patients' safety are good enough reasons to teach procedural skills in an educationally sound manner.
In summary, we have learned that
• Procedural skills teaching involves comprehensive engagement of knowledge, attitude, and skill
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• For teaching purposes, procedures are classified as (a) essential, (b) elective, and (c) not-required, not recommended
• Many conventional ways of teaching procedural skills are not
scientifically sound
• Procedures can be taught in various ways depending upon the
nature of procedures and students' own interest and ability
• Usual barriers for learning are lack of motivation, wrong image of the procedures, inherent inability, and difficulty of
transferring skills to real situations

Tips on Teaching Procedural Skills
• Advance from known to unknown as new knowledge and
skill are constructed upon pre-existing knowledge and skill
• Emphasize the knowledge and attitude component of skills
• Practice and teach safer aspects of the procedure first
• Allow learner sufficient time to be familiar with the equipments
• Determine the end points of the each procedure based on
students' and programs' needs and requirements
• Be cognizant of learner's ability and needs
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Teaching
Communication Skills

Communication between the doctor and the patient is one of the
key determinants of the patient-related outcomes in medicine. It is
an essential component in the training of medical students that has
been neglected in the past. Fortunately, this is changing with most
leading medical schools incorporating formal communication skill
training in their curriculum.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Highlight the importance of communication skill training
• Discuss the educational principles behind communication
skill training
• Identify the important components of these skills
• Critically review examples of communication skill teaching in
the curriculum

The Magnitude of Poor Communication in Medicine
Communication with patients is an integral part of the physician's
daily activities. It is one of the key components that differentiate
201
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'good' physicians from their lesser-loved peers. The onus is on the
physician to be a good communicator. It is a general expectation
that physicians themselves are responsible for communication with
their patients and such responsibility cannot be delegated to others.
The magnitude of the problem in poor doctor-patient communication is well recognized. It has been estimated that over half
of the time doctors fail to elicit patients' complaints and concerns
(Strafield, 1981). Doctors also tend to vastly overestimate the time
they spend with their patients (Makoul et al, 1995), and there is often disagreement between the patients and the doctors about the
nature of principal problems.
Miscommunication with the patients is recognized as a cause of
poor health-related outcomes in the patients. Poor communication
results in non-compliance with the medications and prescribed regimen that directly contributes to unnecessary hospital admissions,
additional visits to doctors, laboratory tests, and even increase in
premature and avoidable morbidity and mortality. In the USA
alone, the economical burden of non-adherence exceeds more than
100 billion dollars each year (Berg et al, 1993).
The quality of communication is also a major determinant of litigation and patient complaints against the care-provider. A study
of malpractice deposition has identified communication problems
in 70% of the cases (Beckman et al, 1994). Often times the intention to sue the doctors is present even before the occurrence of the
bad outcome. Interestingly, but perhaps not surprisingly, the quality of medical care per se is poorly correlated with occurrence of
lawsuits. The quality of treatment as judged by peer review is not
different between never-sued versus frequently-sued doctors (Entman, 1994).

Effects of Good Communication
Just as bad communication results in poor outcomes in the
patient, empirical evidences have shown repeatedly that good
communication substantially improves many health outcomes and
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results in better doctor-patient relationships. Good communication
directly improves physical parameters such as better blood pressure profile, pain control, symptom resolution, and improvement in
overall health and functional status. The psychological benefits include, among others, anxiety resolution and better emotional health
(Stewart, 1995).
Good communication also generates richer and more informative data. The better quality and greater quantity of the data
improve the diagnostic accuracy. The social benefits of good
communication are numerous and include better patient satisfaction, better physician satisfaction, and reduction of litigation and
complaints about the physicians. At an individual learner level,
the beneficial effects of improving communication skills are pronounced. As the learner develops better skills in communication
he develops more positive attitudes and is more likely to become a
willing communicator.

Teaching Communication in Conventional Ways
Unfortunately, there are very few structured instructional modules
and sessions for teaching communication skills in medicine. Most
medical students and physicians learn communication skills by a
variety of ad hoc, unstructured, and informal activities. Often, the
primary intention of these activities is not to teach communication but something else; communication skill teaching is seen as
an added agenda of the session.
One of the common modalities of communication skill teaching
is the observation of 'bedside manner' of the preceptor or the peers.
None of these is evidence based and on rigorous examination fails
to demonstrate noticeable effect in inculcating desirable skills in the
learners.
The failure of the above modalities stems from many factors.
Firstly, communication skill learning should be a structured educational activity that has to be supported by multi-modal instructional
strategies (Kurtz, 1998). Observation or learning from one's own
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failure is only a part of this strategy. Secondly the knowledge
component of communication skills is grossly under-represented
in these informal activities. Thirdly, although casual encounters between preceptors and students contribute to role-modeling, studies have shown that such learning is a slow and inefficient process.
Moreover, there is a real danger of modeling wrong attitudes and
skills. Finally, in the passive observation models, there is no chance
for the learner to practice the learned skills and receive feedback
from the preceptor.
The need for a well-structured and formalized module in communication skill is now well-recognized and strongly advocated by
virtually all professional bodies including the Association of American Medical Colleges, the Liaison Committee on Medical Education, and the General Medical Council of the UK.

Communication is a Learnable Skill
There is increasing realization that teaching and learning communication is a learnable and teachable skill. This represents a significant
paradigm shift in our prior thinking that communication represents
a person's fixed behavior and attitude. Good communication is an
inherent quality of the person and therefore good communicators
are born and not trained. Current evidence proves that the earlier assumptions were wrong and that communication is a learnable
skill. Such skills can and should be taught.
Proponents of the skill-based approach warn against using experience alone in teaching communication skills because 'experience alone can be a poor teacher in communication skills. That is,
without guidance and reflection, experience tends to reinforce communication styles and habits regardless of whether they are good
or bad.'

Educational Strategies for Teaching Communication
Skills
Teaching and learning of successful communication skills involve
simultaneous implementation of several educational strategies
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(Kurtz, 1999). Such educational interventions are more likely to be
successful if they are offered and built-in within the main curriculum rather than developed as an isolated module.
The knowledge component of communication skill teaching provides the learners with the essential theoretical and conceptual
frameworks of communication. It helps the learners identify the
problems associated with poor communication and demonstrates
the many benefits of proper communication skills. Therefore, good
knowledge component in communication skills is essential to motivate them in learning.
The knowledge or the cognitive components of communication
skills deserves adequate attention. There are many practical ways
to build-up the requisite knowledge including several simple instructional strategies such as didactic teaching and provision of
reading materials.
The demonstration of communication skills is important as it
highlights correct communication attitudes and behaviors to the
learners. The learners can also benefit substantially by observing
the less desirable ones. Besides, the learners should be shown
examples of the actual physical set-up conducive of good communication, samples of recommended verbal language to use in
communication, and desirable body languages. Examples of appropriate instructional strategies include demonstration of live encounter by way of one-way mirror, and video-taped encounters
with actual or real patients, and case-studies.
Simulation and practice of specific skills in a safe and sheltered environment is of paramount importance in adopting desired skills.
It is unrealistic to expect that learners would develop the right
skills immediately after the observation. Therefore, learners need
to practice freely and repeatedly in safe situations first. The specific
instructional strategies that would allow practice in safe environment include role-play and dealing with simulated patients.
Self-assessment and reflection are powerful components of learning communication skills. Reflection is an active and deliberate process whereby learners critically think about a specific encounter to
identify the mistakes that have been made and self-suggest future
remedial measures. Communication skills teaching is relatively
difficult and often a sensitive issue for preceptors as it entails
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changes in personal idiosyncrasies, modification of own attitudes
and behaviors, and incorporation of new ones. Reflection and
self-suggestion minimize embarrassments and unwillingness in the
learners and increase the chances of success.
Presence of supportive role models allows continuous nurturing
and ongoing modeling of the desired communication skills beyond the teaching sessions. Medical schools and hospitals act as
a 'moral community' and exert significant influence on the learners (Sulmasy, 2000). The cultural and moral values including traits
of physician-patient relationship are transferred to the students.
Moreover, supportive faculty members can validate good communication skills, encourage and motivate the learners for continual
improvement.
Assessment is an essential part of learning and regular assessment of communication skills may promote the importance of communication skills within the medical schools' curricula. Good
assessment reports justify inclusion of such teaching modules in the
curriculum, reward and motivate the faculty members who have
contributed to the efforts, and prove the importance of teaching
such skills.
Admittedly, assessment of communication skills is difficult and
appropriate tools with good validity and reliability are yet to see
widespread usages. The tools that have reasonable validity and
reliability to assess communication skills include observation and
standardized patient. Fellow medical students, nurses, or the faculty can be trained to become skilled observers. Standardized patients, if properly trained, in addition to being a good observer, can
provide feedback to the learners as well.
In appendix A, there is an example of actual communication
skills observation guide (Calgary-Cambridge Observation Guide;
Kurtz et al, 1998) that incorporates educational strategies that are
discussed here.
Teaching and training communication skills require development of comprehensive faculty development plan to educate and
train faculty on specifics of communication skills. The goal of
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such faculty development is the creation of 'education community'
(Reynolds, 1994) in which a core group of faculty explicitly spearheads the teaching of communication skills and other aspects of
professional behaviors.
In summary, we have learned that
• Good physician-patient communication improves patient related outcomes and benefits physicians
• Communication is a learnable and teachable skill
• Observation of 'bedside manner' is an inefficient way of teaching communication skills
• Successful educational interventions require multi-pronged
strategies including building up knowledge, demonstration,
feedback, reflection, self-assessment, repeated practice in safe
and simulated environment
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Problem-Based Learning
(PBL): Concepts and
Rationale

True learning is based on discovery guided by mentoring rather
than the transmission of knowledge.

John Dewey
In this first chapter on problem-based learning (PBL) we lay down
the fundamental concepts and educational rationale of PBL.
Our tasks are to
• Define PBL in the context of medical education
• Discuss the historical evolution of PBL
• Elaborate on the educational rationale and benefits of PBL

Definition
The principal idea behind PBL is that the starting point for learning
should be a problem, a query, or a puzzle that the learner wishes to
solve.

D. J. Boud
PBL is an instructional method that challenges the students to 'learn
to learn/ working cooperatively in groups to obtain solutions to real
213
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world problems (Dutch et al, 2001). The problems are used as a trigger factor to raise their curiosity and activate their prior learning.
As such, the problem acts as an initiator of their learning. These
problems simulate actual problems that are likely to be faced by
the students in their professional life. Thus, the learning is contextual. Students engage in group activity and discovery learning and
develop problem solving and critical thinking skills. Students also
develop lifelong learning habits that include the ability to find and
evaluate appropriate learning resources.
PBL differs from other problem-centered learning methods as in
PBL the problem is presented first before the students develop substantial knowledge about the subjects. Typically, the PBL is introduced during the preliminary years (basic science years) in medical
schools to integrate the basic and clinical science. As the problems
in PBL are based on clinical scenario, they have a certain degree of
realism and challenge by obscuring or 'hiding' the data from the
learners.
The term PBL is used both as a curriculum option and a teaching
and learning method. PBL as a curricular option replaces systembased or process-based curriculum as it emphasizes integration and
consolidation by breaking down the artificial boundary between
human body systems and subjects. In typical system-based approach, the curriculum is organized according to body system or
functions such as cardio-vascular system or homeostasis function.
Whereas, such separation is not present in PBL and a PBL case integrates learners' knowledge and enquiry in basic science, clinical
science and preferably incorporates the psychosocial, moral, ethical, and legal aspects of medicine.
The perceived intellectual benefits of PBL are many and include
problem definition, problem identification, data gathering, data interpretation, problem solving, critical analysis, and proposition of
management plan. PBL cases are also believed to improve myriad
of other traits such as communication skills, empathy, and altruism. Learners develop a 'broader perspective' of the case and acquire an ability to integrate psychosocial, ethical, and legal aspects
of medicine.
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Historical Overview
The inception and propagation of PBL in modern medical education is rightly credited to McMaster University Faculty of Health
Sciences in Canada. PBL was first introduced in 1969. The factors that prompted the medical educators to take up such a revolutionary step were many. They were disillusioned with many ills
of traditional medical curriculum, particularly the highly lecturebased and strictly discipline-oriented approach in medical education. They believed such approach hindered advance on medical
education as the learner groups were passive, they failed to correlate basic science information during clinical years, and lacked the
ability to transfer the learned knowledge into practice. The motivation of learning was external (clearing the hurdles of examination).
There was little internal motivation and preparation for life-long
learning.

Educational Rationale of PBL
The theoretical underpinnings of PBL are solidly grounded on several contemporary educational and psycho-behavioral theories. Albanese argued PBL process is supported by many theories such as
information-processing theory, cooperative learning theories, selfdetermination theory, and control theory (Albanese, 2000).
For example, let us elaborate how the information-processing
theory can be applied in PBL. Information-processing theory involves three major elements: prior knowledge activation, encoding specificity, and elaboration of knowledge (Albanese, 2000 and
Schmidt, 1983). Prior knowledge activation refers to the concept
that students use their prior knowledge and apply it to current
situations to develop a new meaning to it. Encoding specificity
emphasizes that learning is better if the learned materials closely
resemble the situations where the learning will be applied. Finally,
elaboration of knowledge means information will be better understood and remembered if there is an opportunity for expansion.
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All the three components are actively practiced in PBL. The case
activates the students' prior knowledge and provides opportunity
to render a new meaning to it. The case also simulates the real-life
situation and allows learning to take place in the context where it
would be applied. Elaboration takes place in the form of discussion,
question and answer that are expected of a PBL session (Albanese,
2001).

Objectives and Outcomes of PBL
For the Student
In PBL, students generate learning issues that guide their individual study. Students take an active role in generating learning issues,
deciding how they will study them and evaluating what they have
learned.
Benefits of PBL
Problem-solving
Self-directed learning
Lifelong learning
Resource identification and evaluation
Critical reasoning
Creative thinking
Transfer of learning to real-life situation
Incorporation of social and ethical aspects of medicine
Cooperative and collaborative learning
Group leadership and communication skills
Identification of own strengths

Essentially, PBL promotes motivation, making students more
engaged in learning because they feel ownership and empowerment of the solution development process. PBL also promotes
metacognition (the skill of learning) and self-regulated learning.
Students are required to decide on their own learning strategies
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during each phase of PBL process and compare with and share
these strategies against fellow students' and mentors' strategies.
PBL allows the learners to evaluate their own learning and adjust
the learning strategy if necessary. PBL promotes reduced reliance
on rote memory and greater reflection on the material they learn
and how they learn it (Engel, 1991; Gwee, Lee, and Koh, 2001).

For the PBL tutor
PBL brings benefits to the tutors as well. The role of the tutors in
PBL is vastly expanded, not contracted, to become a facilitator of
learning. They are entrusted to motivate the students, nurture their
learning process and model their behavior and thinking for the rest
of their professional life. PBL provides excellent opportunities for
tutors to build rapports with their students and become a partner
in their learning. Tutors are required to learn about the many fundamental aspects of medical education that would not have been
possible otherwise. Thus, they become more adept in tutoring skills
and develop greater appreciations for active and interactive form of
learning. Finally, non-expert tutors also broaden their own knowledge base and remain current with medical science.

Conclusion
PBL is a more holistic approach to education. Although it requires
more comprehensive faulty development and training, PBL is more
likely to meet the needs and demands of medical students, the profession, and society.
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The PBL Process

Even if we are the only species that 'teaches deliberately' and 'out
of the context of use', this does not mean that we should turn this
evolutionary step into a fetish.

Bruner, 1996
In the earlier chapter, we recognized the PBL as a student-centered
learning process where the teachers act as a facilitator. In this chapter, we advance our discussion on the practical aspects of PBL,
especially its actual implementation.
Our tasks are to
• Discuss how PBL is practiced
• Discuss the essential features of various sessions in PBL
PBL is a method in which students are first presented with a problem that triggers a learning process by discovery (Barrows and Tamblyn,
1980). The responsibility of acquiring knowledge is 'given' to the
students. Usually two to three small group discussion sessions of
2-3 hours each with a learning period of 4-7 days in between are
allocated to each problem. In each group five to ten students work
together with one or more tutors (facilitators). The small group
219
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session is known as tutorial. PBL sessions progress sequentially
with meeting of the case-writer with the tutors, formation of the
small group, and the tutorials.

Meeting with Case Writers
Typically, PBL cases are presented as a written patient case. The
cases are developed by a group of case-writers who may or may
not act as PBL tutor for the cases. Prior to PBL sessions with students, tutors are given the problem case along with a tutor guide
and given opportunity to meet the case-writers.
The objectives of the meeting with the case-writers are several.
• To identify the learning issues of the case
• To provide case-writers' perspectives including the rationale
of choosing the case
• To clarify obscure points in the case, if any
• Provide feedback to the case-writers on how to improve the
case in future
The session is especially important for non-expert tutors as they
have the opportunity to 'know' the case better. After the meeting
with the case-writer, the tutors meet the students for actual PBL
session.

Setting the Pace and Tone of the New Group
This important session sets the tone for the rest of the PBL tutorials
by creating a comfortable setting that is conducive to learning. A
properly functioning tutorial group rarely forms spontaneously.
The group passes through a maturation phase before becoming
fully functional (Chapter 12). The tutor plays a critical role in this
formative phase and ensures creation of a group where learning is
a spontaneous and pleasurable activity.
The tutor should adopt several strategies to create a proper functioning group. The tutor ensures that everyone is sitting in such
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a way that all members have eye contact with each other. There
should be an introduction of group members revealing a little bit of
personal information to get everyone into a more relaxed mood. If
the tutor is not familiar with all the students, then he should either
memorize everyone's names or get name-cards displayed.
Subsequently the tutor clarifies the roles of the students that include identification of the learning issues and learning resources.
Then the students are reminded of their responsibilities for running
the session. Students nominate a scribe for taking down notes on
the board and another for keeping track of the learning issues generated. The students are also encouraged to designate individuals
who will be responsible for following up on these issues in session
two. The students are encouraged to nominate different people for
these responsibilities at other sessions.

Strategies for Tutor During Small Group Formation
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure everybody has eye-contact with each other
Allow introduction of group members
Address everybody by name
Clarify the roles and responsibilities of the group members
Assign a group leader and a scribe

Thus, the preferred atmosphere is an informal and relaxed one
but not so much that it leads to somnambulism. Neither should the
session be a 'free-for-all' where everyone is talking at the same time
and no one is listening. Conversely, it should not be such that no
one speaks up for fear of being ridiculed or having to ask permission from the tutor!

Session One
Session one heralds the actual start of work with the problem. There
are six fundamental steps in working with a problem:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Defining the problem
Activating prior knowledge
Brainstorming
Generating hypotheses
Formulating learning issues, and
Identifying learning resources

Session one starts with the presentation of a clinical case where
the current health status of a patient is described. The case preferably includes some patient pictures or records as well. Students
then discuss and seek further information as necessary and try to
clarify and define what the problem is. A medical dictionary should
be available so that definitions of unfamiliar terms are agreed upon
by the whole group.
As the students listen to the information given about the case,
they activate prior knowledge and develop hypotheses to explain
the problem. The group brainstorms by asking 'what', 'why' and
'how' types of questions. Each student should participate actively
in proposing, defending, criticizing, and refining the hypotheses
as more information about the case becomes available. As the list
of possible hypotheses is generated, the students become aware of
gaps in their pre-existing knowledge. This leads to formulation of
learning issues relevant to the case. Therefore, the students decide what knowledge they already have and what else they need
to know (learning issues) in order to clarify their understanding of
the case presented. The tutor may intervene and make sure that all
the important learning issues are covered.
At the end of session one, the students assign tasks to the group
member to follow up on the learning issues generated. Then they
identify learning resources that can be used to do so. These resources may include content experts such as doctors, scientists and
others, and printed materials such as textbooks, published articles
and reputable internet websites.
Therefore, in session one the essential elements are active discussion and analysis of the problem, generation of hypotheses on the
mechanism(s) underlying the signs and symptoms, critical analysis
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of further knowledge required to understand the case, and identification of the resources for acquisition of such knowledge to be
applied to the case in the second session.

Session Two
After a break of a few days when the students have obtained sufficient information on the learning issues identified in session one,
the group reconvenes. In session two, there are three important
tasks facing the students. First, the students determine the accuracy and validity of the information they have obtained. Thus, they
review and discuss the effectiveness, appropriateness and quality
of the resources they have used.
Secondly, they have to apply the new knowledge to the problem and integrate this new knowledge. So they review, share and
evaluate their newly-acquired knowledge and information. They
re-analyze the problem in the light of their new knowledge and
where necessary, critique, refine and re-formulate their original hypotheses. They integrate and apply their new knowledge toward
understanding the problem. They are encouraged to bring the
knowledge that they have acquired in the form of published work,
diagrams a n d / o r notes and try to develop major concepts or principles that are relevant to the problem case.
Finally, the students complete an assessment of their own performance and the tutor's during the PBL sessions. Generally, the
students self-assess themselves first followed by peer assessment.
The group's responsibility also includes assessment of the tutor and
the case.
In self-assessment, they need to be aware of gaps in their
knowledge base, what they know, what they do not know and
what they need to know. Peer assessment ensures the growth
of the student within the group and emphasizes the cooperative
nature of PBL. The tutor provides assessment or feedback that
encourages students to explore different ideas, evaluate individual
interaction in the group, and reflects the cognitive growth of the
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students. This last activity is important in allowing students and
tutors to practice self and peer assessment as well as communication skills.
In summary, the most important points that we have learned
are
• The PBL can be structured as (a) meeting with the case-writer,
(b) helping to form a functioning group, and (c) working and
resolution of the case
• Each of the sessions has defined objectives and tutors are responsible to ensure that these objectives are met
• Self-assessment and peer assessment within the group ensure
sustainability and progressive growth of the group
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The Tutor and the
Case-Writer

[The PBL tutors] set the stage for learning and present themselves
as models of the learning process. In so doing, they exercise an unprecedented and unparalleled influence on students. PBL sessions
reflect the tutor's imagination, creativity, personality, and temperament. These sessions succeed or fail in direct proportion to the
tutor's preparedness and training for the task, organizational abilities, interpersonal skills and sensitivity to students.

Mayo WI> Donnelly MB, Schwartz RW, 1995
The tutor's role in PBL is changed from that of someone who provides knowledge to that of helping the students to acquire knowledge, that is, from a teacher-centered to a learner-centered mode.
Thus, a student-centered PBL session is one where the students
play active roles. However, this does not mean that the PBL session
is a tutor-inactive one.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Elaborate on the roles and responsibilities of PBL tutors
• Discuss the practical skills necessary to effectively run a PBL
group
• Discuss the essential steps of PBL case writing
225
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After completion of this chapter, we should be able to work effectively as PBL tutor and have the necessary knowledge and skills
of writing suitable PBL cases.

The Tutor's Roles and Responsibilities
The role of the tutor during PBL session is multifaceted. He acts
as a resource who is available to the students and also guides the
students in the PBL process. He has to strike a balance between intervening too much, especially if he is a content expert, and thus undermining the students' self-confidence and the necessity to make
comments or ask probing questions that guide the students in an active learning process. Thus, a tutor is a facilitator who encourages
analysis, synthesis and evaluation of data. He encourages questioning and keeps the discussion focused on the problem. He also has
to help in group assessment.
The characteristics of a good tutor can be viewed in three
domains—knowledge, skills and attitude. In terms of knowledge,
a good tutor should know the goals of the curriculum, the learning
objectives of the module that he is tutoring in, the available learning
resources, principles of assessment, and group dynamics. His set of
skills should include facilitating learning, problem-solving, critical
thinking, group dynamics or conflict resolution and assessment of
the students individually and as a group. In order to be successful,
the tutor should have the correct attitudes. He should be comfortable with the PBL philosophy and adopt a positive attitude toward
PBL as a teaching method. He should shift his mindset from being
a 'sage on centre stage' to the 'guide on the side'.
Just as we expect the students to develop and practice selfdirected learning, the tutor needs to acknowledge that he does not
know everything as well. As responsible educators, some PBL
should be applied to the tutors too. So a tutor should try to learn
more about the process and how to improve his tutoring skills
which explains why you should read this chapter!
Unlike a lecturer, the PBL tutor's responsibilities now include
being a facilitator, a resource person and the coordinator of the PBL
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sessions. As the tutor is a facilitator, he should not be dispensing information as an expert but again he should not just be a cheerleader.
He should still have some authority within the group discussion
but not be authoritarian. PBL should be seen as a cooperative session with reflection and critical discussion as part of the educational
process. So, the tutor is not redundant. Rather, he is an integral and
active but subtle participant in the PBL session.

Practical Skills
Intervening

appropriately

When should an effective tutor intervene? He should do so
to ensure that the students are approaching the problem in an
appropriate manner and are not wandering too far from the learning objectives. He has to ensure that the students can clarify the
assumptions and assertions they are making about the case. He
should indicate any gaps in logic that are apparent. In intervening,
the tutor should also tolerate wrong hypotheses suggested by the
students as discovery, because wrong hypotheses are part of the active learning process that PBL is meant to encourage. Finally, he has
to ensure that the students reflect on their performance as individuals and as a group during PBL sessions although this intervention
should become less necessary as the group gains experience in the
PBL process.

To be Effective, the Tutor Should Do the Followings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give up the role of the expert
Intervene at appropriate times
Facilitate the group discussion by asking probing questions
Encourage brain-storming and problem-solving
Foster critical thinking
Encourage sharing of knowledge (without lecturing)
Encourage student collaboration
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• Foster communication skills
• Develop his own skills in self and group assessment
The Tutor Should Not
•
•
•
•

Lecture
Dominate the group discussion
Act as a content-expert
Be authoritarian

Asking probing questions
The effective tutor asks questions at the appropriate time and utilizes variety of questions and questioning techniques to help the
group meet the objectives. In Chapter 15, we have a detailed discussion on question types and techniques; here we provide examples
of questions that can be used during PBL.

Examples of Questions That Can be Used by the Tutors in PBL
Non-Directive Questions
•
•
•
•
•

What is going on here?
What do you mean?
What do you think?
Why do you say that?
How do you know?

Directive Questions
• What other evidence exists?
• Is that a learning issue?
Directive But Non-Specific Questions
• What processes could have caused this problem?
• What are the mechanisms involved here?
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The PBL Case-Writer
Profile and role
The case-writer is a very important part of the PBL team. He has
to determine which cases to use to illustrate learning issues clearly
so that the objectives can be achieved. Ideally, the case-writer is
part of a team comprising a clinician with a basic scientist to ensure
integration of the problems. The role of the case-writer is to prepare
a problem with feedback from colleagues and other PBL tutors. He
also has to prepare a tutor guide. After using the problem in a PBL
session with students, the case-writer has to obtain feedback and
improve further on the problem and tutor guide for the next batch
of students and PBL tutors.

The PBL case
There are several characteristics of a good problem case. It should
be at an appropriate level of complexity and at the same time refer
to previous knowledge that the students already have. It should
allow the students to achieve the learning objectives of the curriculum. The problem should lead to analysis and synthesis of previous
knowledge with new knowledge.
Thus, the easiest problem to construct should be relating to a
plausible common clinical situation. It should be motivating and
interesting so that it encourages independent and lifelong learning.
The problem should contain enough diagnostic materials and introduce basic principles of therapeutics. Overall, the problem must be
written in a logical, clear, and concise manner. Wherever possible,
normal reference values should be included when results of investigations are given.
The case should not require more than 90-120 minutes of
discussion time during the two tutorial sessions and the interim
self-learning period of a few days. There should also be minimum
overlap with the lectures (if the PBL is part of a hybrid curriculum
where lectures are also being given at the same time).
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To make the case integrative it should highlight several issues or
decisions which span and integrate various disciplines. It should
link the basic and clinical sciences and raise social and ethical issues. The case should be interesting enough to trigger active learning. The students should be provoked into enquiry and discussion
which motivate them to seek information and then internalize this
information. Thus, a good case should be able to capture the interest of the students and tailored to the audience. There should be
an element of puzzle, a surprise or emotional content. Multi-media
or audio-visual descriptions could be used for illustration. There
should be flexibility and freedom to learn within broad guidelines
(the learning objectives should be given but remain flexible). The
case should lead the students to formulate reasonable hypotheses
and learning issues.

Characteristics of A Good Case
•
•
•
•

Appropriate degree of complexity for the level of students
Motivating and interesting
Contains elements that refer to students' prior knowledge
Leads to the students being able to fulfill the learning objectives of the course
• Leads to integration of basic and clinical science to the
practice of medicine
• Well written, clear, and concise

The steps in writing a PBL case
In practical terms, the first step is to choose an appropriate case. To
do this, the case-writer needs to look at the whole course schedule
and the sequence of topics to be covered. Then he can choose several cases that cover one topic but which can be integrated with
several disciplines. It is wise to have a few possibilities in order to
create a bank of cases to avoid recycling the cases more frequently
than once every three to four years. This way the students do not
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lose interest and of course, the senior students cannot then share
case information with their juniors so readily.
The second step is to choose a good case that fulfills the learning/educational objectives of the course. Such a case usually
demonstrates clinical features that the students are required to recognize and promote understanding of the scientific basis. Then, the
case-writer starts gathering the necessary information such as case
notes, laboratory test results, and radiology and pathology reports.
The case includes enough data to make it interesting but not too
much to confuse the students especially the younger ones who may
get easily confused with redundant information. Modifications of
the case may be necessary to make it interesting and to direct the
students to fulfill certain course objectives. But modification should
not jeopardize realism. Finally, it is always prudent to seek advice of the colleagues, especially those from other disciplines, to
review the case for its clarity and ability to fulfill the objectives of
the course.

The tutor guide
The case writer needs to prepare a tutor guide with additional information on the case and some sample probing questions together
with the list of learning objectives that the case is trying to achieve.
This guide is, as the title suggests, to help PBL tutor who are not
content experts to facilitate the PBL sessions in a competent manner. Interestingly, many PBL tutors also find themselves learning
from these guides.
This guide should contain the followings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full description of the problem
All the diagnostic materials
Glossary for specific terminology
The phenomena that need to be explained
List of important concepts with short explanations
The limits of the problem
A list of possible questions
A hypothesis scheme
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The tutor guide may include issues that need to be avoided so
that the students do not get distracted from the learning objectives
for that particular case.

Reviewing and improving the case
Once a tutor guide is created, the case-writer should preview the
case with all the tutors who will be facilitating that particular PBL
to clarify any unclear sections. The experienced PBL tutors can tell
if the case contains information that is misleading or is likely to confuse the students and how to make cases more interesting. After the
case has been used with students, the case-writer should actively
seek feedback from the tutors and students to improve the case for
the next group of students.

Steps in Problem Writing
• Select a case that fits the curricular objectives
• Compile the necessary information (case notes, X-rays,
laboratory test results)
• Prepare a tutor guide
• Consult colleagues for improvement of the case write-up
• Meet with all the tutors for a discussion and to make
amendments if necessary
• Obtain feedback from the tutors and students
• Make necessary amendments before reusing the case

In summary, the important points that we have learned are
• The tutors play an active role in PBL by moderating, facilitating, and directing the group to achieve the learning objectives
• The practical skills of the tutors include judicious use of questions and questioning and recognizing the appropriate moments for interventions
• PBL cases should incorporate curricular goals and learning
objectives
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• Feedback from the students and tutors is essential for continuous improvement of the case
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Student Assessment in
PBL

Elaborating an assessment plan that respects PBL principles, is reliable and valid, and has no negative steering effect remains a challenging task.

Nendez and Tekian, 1999

Student assessment in medical education, especially in the early
years of the course, has relied almost exclusively on fact-oriented,
multiple-choice or short-answer examinations. However, PBL is a
process by which we expect the students to become a self-directed
learner and efficient in learning, reasoning, and informationseeking. Student assessment should similarly be designed to reflect
these traits and not merely for testing factual knowledge.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Discuss the goals of student assessment in PBL
• Propose a framework for student assessment in PBL
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Goals of Student Assessment in PBL
The goals of student assessment in PBL are similar to the general goals of assessment but should be aligned to the objectives of
PBL. Thus, the assessment system should provide feedback to both
teachers and students on the degree to which the PBL objectives
have been achieved. These methods should assess the skills that
the student is expected to have learnt. Therefore, rather than just
assessing mastery of content knowledge alone, the process skills
of PBL such as problem identification, problem-solving and application of knowledge should be assessed. Finally, in the spirit of
the self-directed learning approach, student assessment should be
done both informally (frequently so as to enable prompt remedial
action by the student/tutor) and formally (at the end of the course)
in order to give the student feedback and more opportunities for
improvement.

Special Objectives of Student Assessment in PBL
•
•
•
•

Assessment of problem identification and problem-solving
Provision of feedback to the students and tutors
Application of knowledge into practical situations
Contribution to group process

Assessment During Tutorial
An effective informal assessment of the contribution made by both
students and tutors can be done at the end of the PBL sessions when
the self-, peer- and tutor-led assessment can take place. Since these
are informal, they are less threatening and there is a higher chance
improvement. Less frequent formal assessment with a checklist or
form can be made at the end of the semester/term. A sample of
such an assessment form is shown at the end of the chapter. The
form is designed to assess the student's attitudes and performance
during tutorial sessions.
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Objective Examinations
Content knowledge can still be assessed in the usual way by using
various methods such as multiple-choice questions, modified essay
questions, essays and others. OSCE can be designed to test clinical
skills.

Assessing Process of PBL—Triple Jump
For assessing the individual's mastery of the PBL process, an assessment method called the "Triple Jump", as developed by the McMaster University, can be applied. Basically, this assessment method
mimics PBL sessions except that the sessions are done by an individual student with the examiner/tutor.
In the triple jump, the student is given a case and asked to discuss with the tutor/examiner his hypotheses (based on his prior
knowledge), analysis and other aspects of the case. Then the student has to identify and rank his learning issues. He is then given
the opportunity to go away to obtain the information he requires
for his learning issues. He then comes back and comments on what
he has learnt to his tutor/examiner. He is required to refine his
hypotheses in the light of his new knowledge and to critique his
sources of information. Thus, the student is assessed for the skills
that he is supposed to develop from attending the earlier PBL sessions.
In summary, the important points that we have learned are
• Student assessment in PBL should be aligned with the curricular goal
• Students should be assessed on those aspects of knowledge,
behaviors, and skills that PBL is supposed to promote
• Besides content knowledge, emphasis should be placed on the
students' ability to identify and solve problem, data gathering
and interpretation, and application of knowledge in practical
situations
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• Students should be assessed on their contributions to group
process as well
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Assessment of Student by Tutor
Name of student:

Name of tutor:

PBL Unit (s):

Date:

icale shown below
Please rate the following items according to the rating scale
below:r\
5
1
2
3
4
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
A. Responsibility
1. (S)he completed all assigned tasks to the level
appropriate for the PBL session.
2. (S)he participated actively in the PBL session.
3. His/her behavior facilitated the learning of others.
4. (S)he was punctual for each PBL session.
B. Information Processing
5. (S)he brought new information to the PBL session.
6. The information (s)he brought in was relevant to the
discussions.
7. (S)he used a variety of sources to obtain information
(textbooks, review articles, videos, etc.)
8. (S)he was able to reason well.
C. Communication
9. (S)he was able to communicate his/her ideas clearly.
D. Critical Analysis
10. (S)he justified the comments (s)he made.
11. His/her comments promoted understanding of the subject
by the group.
12. (S)he was able to think independently.
E. Self-awareness
13. (S)he is able to assess his/her own strengths and weaknesses.
14. (S)he is able to accept and respond to criticism gracefully.
Based on the above, his/her performance in the PBL sessions was
Below average •
Other Comments:

Average D

Good •

Outstanding •

2

3

4

5

• •
D •
D •
D •

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
a

1

D

• • • •

• • • • •
• • • a
• • • • a
D

• • • •

D

•

D D D D

•

D

D

• • •
• • D •

• •
• • •

D

D
D

•
•
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Implementation Options
ofPBL

... each department is responsible for some part of the education of a
medical student, but no department should forget that it is no more
than a part of the whole school which is responsible for the education
of a whole student and the fulfillment of the overall objectives.

Miller, 1961
We have explored what PBL is and the reasons for its wide adoption
in medical curricula in many schools.
In this chapter, our focuses are to
• Discuss how and when PBL has been and is being introduced
• Discuss the advantages and drawbacks of some of the strategies
• Identify the factors responsible for the successful implementation of PBL

PBL in New Medical Schools
There is a wide variety of ways that PBL is being implemented. Obviously, if a new medical school is being established, it would be
easier to have a complete curriculum that is presented in a PBL
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format. By this we mean that PBL is the way that the whole curriculum is delivered. The new leadership would use the same
paradigms and share the vision that PBL is the preferred way to deliver medical education. Then new faculty can be recruited who are
aware of, accept, and support the leadership's vision of the PBL curriculum. McMaster University in Canada and Maastricht University in the Netherlands are prominent examples of medical schools
that have implemented PBL based curriculum at the outset.

PBL in Existing Medical Schools
However, not many medical schools have the above luxury. In existing medical schools, there are many constraints. Existing faculty
may be resistant to the idea of giving up their role as conveyors of
information and becoming facilitators of learning. Their mindset
is still in a 'teacher-centered' rather than a 'learner-centered' mode
of education. Financial, manpower and space shortages may also
pose obstacles to the implementation of a full PBL based curriculum which can be demanding of such resources. Therefore, existing
medical schools have used a couple of strategies to incorporate PBL
into their curricula.

Parallel track
In the face of strong faculty resistance, one way is to set up a parallel
track where PBL is used for a group of students at the same time as
the traditional curriculum is being conducted for another group.
Hopefully as the two groups are tracked for performance which
can then show the superiority or at least the equivalence of the PBL
curriculum; the faculty may then be convinced to convert over to a
fully PBL curriculum. Of course, such an approach may lead to the
staff appearing to put in more time into the 'new' PBL curriculum
to the detriment of students in the traditional curriculum.

Pilot program
Another method that has been attempted in institutions with strong
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faculty resistance is to have a pilot program where just one course
is taught in a PBL format. This has been implemented at the Otago
Medical School in New Zealand with some success where the whole
department of clinical biochemistry changed their curriculum to using PBL. Unfortunately, a pilot program in only one department
or discipline can sometimes be unsuccessful because the students
continue to be under a lot of time pressure from the rest of the nonPBL curriculum. They may not have enough time to explore PBL
learning issues to greater and more satisfying depth. The successful planning and development of a pilot program or a parallel track
need to be seriously studied so that the reasons for the success can
be reproduced in other medical schools.

Complete shift to PBL curriculum
Very few medical schools have attempted to change completely
from a traditional curriculum to PBL. One medical school that succeeded in this task is the John A Burns School of Medicine at the
University of Hawaii. Here, the curriculum was converted to PBL
in 15 months starting from the introduction of several faculty leaders to PBL and the planning and training of existing faculty to the
full implementation of the PBL curriculum. The factors that contributed to this success have been identified. These include strong
leadership of the Dean, successful choice of a consultant to guide
the training of the faculty, involving all the senior administrators
in the planning process and reorganization of the school such that
all aspects of the curriculum became centralized and integrated
throughout the course rather than being controlled by individual
departments (Anderson, 1998).
In this model, there may be a short-term problem of the 'old'
and 'new' curriculum co-existing for a few years until the students
under the 'old' curriculum have graduated. For those few years,
the students in the 'old' curriculum may feel disadvantaged as the
faculty will spend more time in the implementation of the PBL curriculum.
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Hybrid

curriculum

Unfortunately, many medical schools do not have the luxury of
running a parallel track nor a pilot experiment. For these, the
compromise has been a 'hybrid' curriculum where PBL is used in
parts of the curriculum simultaneously with more traditional curriculum. Many medical schools in Asia have opted for this approach where PBL is used as a teaching/learning method while
reducing the number of but retaining traditional lectures, tutorials
and laboratory sessions.

Advantages
The experience at the Harvard Medical School has shown that the
hybrid curriculum can result in enhanced faculty and student enjoyment of the teaching and learning process (Armstrong, 1998).
Faculty members reported enjoying all aspects of their tutoring experience from training with colleagues to working with students.
Reviewing of the case-problems with the case-writers also provided opportunities for professional development. Students in the
new hybrid curriculum showed no differences in their biomedical
knowledge compared with the students in the traditional curriculum. However, the students in the new curriculum were better in
their communication skills with patients and perceived their curriculum as more challenging, stimulating, difficult, and relevant.
Some preliminary reports from a few Asian medical schools that
have implemented a hybrid PBL curriculum have also reported
similar experiences with their staffs.

Disadvantages
It is still premature to judge whether such an approach will work in
terms of students actually reaping the full benefits of PBL in becoming more independent, self-directed learners. Theoretically, there
are several disadvantages of such a hybrid curriculum, especially
if the PBL portion does not appear to be assessed in an appropriate manner. Thus students who are only assessed on their content
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knowledge via examinations such as essays and MCQ will view
PBL as secondary and only concentrate on acquiring knowledge
in the traditional way. Moreover, if the lecture and PBL materials
are overlapping, students may just use lecture materials when they
are supposed to be looking for sources of information on their own
during the PBL sessions, thus defeating the purpose of the PBL tutorials. The faculty may also slip back into their 'comfort zone' of
being information-providers rather than facilitators. Thus, continual re-training may become necessary.

PBL in Asian Medical Schools: Issues, Challenges,
and Options
A preliminary literature survey of the implementation of mainly
hybrid PBL-traditional curricula in several medical schools in Asia
has shown that they have adopted some characteristics that will
allow these schools to address some of the problems that have
emerged. Some of the reported difficulties in implementing PBL
in these schools include poor participation and difficulty in getting students involved in discussions due possibly to their Asian
reticence. One school reported that students felt that they were
compelled to speak as they were being assessed. Some students
reported not having enough confidence to seek information independently without guidance from their teachers. The students also
found it very time-consuming to seek information themselves as
they still had to cope with the requirements of the traditional curriculum of attending lectures. Some students had difficulty with
the language if the PBL discussions were conducted in English as it
was not their working language.
In order to overcome these difficulties, many of the schools realized that it would be prudent to start with careful planning and
preparation with strong support from academic administrators.
Otherwise, there will be a strong tendency for the faculty to point
to these difficulties as evidence for the deficiencies of the PBL sessions. Furthermore, they will use these difficulties to argue for the
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supremacy of the traditional curriculum and lobby for a return to
the traditional pedagogical methods.
Next, it is imperative that the students and faculty are given
training and pertinent information on PBL. The trigger problems
need to be designed carefully to make them relevant and interesting for the students. The language of discussion should also be one
that both students and facilitators are comfortable with. Ongoing
group monitoring and evaluation of the PBL process should then
be incorporated into the implementation of the PBL curriculum. If
these conditions are met, then the implementation of PBL should
have a fair chance of success.

More Research
While we cannot deny the advantages that the graduates from PBL
curricula seem to have, we are still not able to assess fully the
graduates from hybrid curricula. There are many challenges and
many questions to be answered. To what extent will PBL in a hybrid curriculum contribute to life-long learning? What is the best
way to assess students who are in a hybrid curriculum? How can
we know what is the optimal combination of different pedagogical methods that combine traditional teaching and more innovative learning methods? What are the strategies that will work best
when we are trying to transform existing traditional curricula and
incorporating PBL methods into them? How do we know when we
have succeeded—that is, what do we use as the benchmark and the
criteria for a successful hybrid program? We have more questions
than we have answers. Thus, it is imperative that more research is
conducted to try and address some of these concerns.
From the experiences of many medical schools, some criteria appear to be common to ensure successful implementation of PBL in
medical curricula. These include:
• Careful planning and preparation with strong support from
academic administrators
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• Training of the teachers/tutors/facilitators and students
• Careful design of trigger problems to make them relevant and
interesting
• Using language that the students are comfortable with
• Having non-threatening and comfortable surroundings for
PBL sessions
• Incorporating on-going group monitoring and evaluation of
the PBL process
• Using assessment methods that evaluate the skills obtained
from the PBL process
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Overview of Assessment
and Evaluation

We should assess what we teach and teach what we assess.

Anonymous
With this section on assessment and evaluation we have reached
the final phase of our learning cycle. This section deals with both
formative and summative forms of assessment. Our primary focus
will be student assessment, as this constitutes a very significant part
of our educational activities as medical teachers.
The chapters within the section are organized as follows. The
first chapter, 'Overview of Assessment and Evaluation', provides a
bird's eye view of the topic and presents the essential concepts in
brief. Some of these concepts are elaborated further in subsequent
chapters. The second chapter discusses formative and summative
assessment. The third chapter presents a detailed discussion on test
characteristics including validity, reliability, and related concepts.
The fourth chapter presents the road map to student assessment
and discusses the factors that need to be considered in planning
student assessment. This follows a series of chapters on individual
student assessment techniques such as multiple choice questions,
extended matching items, essay questions and their variations, oral
251
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examination, standardized patients, and portfolio. The final chapter discusses teaching program evaluation—a task that we are required to perform as well.
If you are familiar with the basic concepts of assessment and
evaluation, you may read straightaway the chapters that interest
you. Otherwise, we recommend that you start with the first four
chapters.
Although in this section we principally discuss these instruments from assessment viewpoint, many of these instruments are
powerful teaching and learning tools as well. Furthermore, almost all
the summative assessment instruments can be used, with appropriate adjustment, for formative assessment.
Assessment and evaluation are critical steps in educational process. The key questions that are addressed in this phase are whether
the learning objectives that are laid down at the first phase are met
and more importantly, how the information obtained from the assessment and evaluation process can be utilized to improve the
teaching and learning activities.
In this preliminary chapter, our tasks are to
•
•
•
•

Discuss definitions and concepts of assessment and evaluation
Highlight the broad purposes of student assessment
Identify student assessment as a learning tool
Determine the direction of student assessment

Concepts of Assessment and Evaluation
Assessment and evaluation are part and parcel of our daily activities. We compare, contrast, and make decision about various
choices and options in life. During dinner or lunch, we compare
one dish with the others and decide which one is the best for us.
Although, this decision making process appears fairly straightforward, in reality it entails a comprehensive process that factors in
many individual decision points—taste appeal, health needs, visual attractiveness, and affordability being among the major ones.
Our prior experience and needs of that particular moment also
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contribute to the decision. The end result of these interconnecting
and fairly complex algorithms is the decision about the worth of the
dish.
Similarly, during teaching we constantly make decisions. Generally these decisions fall into several categories; they may entail a
process such as educational activities within a small group or the effectiveness of a lecture; or a person such as a student, fellow faculty
member or myself; or a program such as an educational workshop
or a course.
In medical education, process, person, and program evaluation
are closely tied together. Moreover, the success of one may be the
yardstick of success for the other. For example, the success of the
course may well be linked to the success of students' performance.
A pathology course may deem to be successful if the students' performance in pathology examination meets the expectation. In other
situations, it is necessary to evaluate each component separately.
For example, we may want to know what teaching strategy during the course resulted in superior performance of the students.
Evaluation becomes far more systematic by identifying the most
important and priority component of the evaluation process.
The questions that are of interest to us can be remarkably variable. For example, for the educational process during small group
the relevant questions may be 'What are the activities that the students are embarking on to find solutions of the problem?' 'What is
the quality of their efforts?' Similarly, when we are assessing persons the questions may vary. 'Who are the better students in this
class?' 'Has this particular group of students achieved the necessary competency to be doctors?' Person focused assessment questions also include self-assessment. We may want to reflect back on
our own teaching and judge its value. 'Have I reached the target of
teaching?' 'Is there any room for further improvement?' Similarly,
if we are conducting an educational workshop the important question might be 'Has this workshop attained the intended purposes?'
'Is this workshop worth the efforts and resources?' Common to all
these is a systematic data-based judgment.
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To give it a more formal tone, therefore, evaluation is the process of systematic data collection, analysis, and interpretation for
the purpose of showing the value of a particular activity. More
specifically, educational evaluation is a careful, rigorous examination of an educational curriculum, program, institution, organizational variables, or policy (Walberg and Haertel, 1990). For each
of these categories, evaluation process may involve either understanding or improving the process already in existence—a formative evaluation. Or, the evaluation may entail passing a judgement
of its intended or unintended outcomes—a summative evaluation.
These two key concepts are elaborated on later chapters.
A related term is assessment. From the perspective of student
assessment it is the process by which teachers judge whether the
learning outcomes of the course are met. More comprehensive
definitions of student assessment emphasize holistic approach and
include '(a) systematic basis for making inferences about the learning and development of students. More specifically, assessment is
the process of defining, selecting, designing, collecting, analyzing,
interpreting, and using information to increase students' learning
and development.' (Erwin, 1991). In program evaluation, data from
the student assessment constitute only one of the many sets of data
required to make a meaningful decision. The assessment data are
considered along with other pieces of information such as program
objectives and information about the teaching methods.
In this book, we have used the term assessment mainly to denote student assessment. The term evaluation is used mainly for program evaluation.

Value of Needs Assessment
Needs assessment is the starting point of good assessment that
identifies the current status of the students or the program before
the commencement of actual educational activities. Thus, needs assessment is used to determine the existing knowledge base, future
needs, and priority areas that should be addressed. In this way,
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needs assessment can guide us to determine the areas that deserve
greater attention and the extent of that attention. Furthermore, it
allows development of a baseline to document progress of educational activities.
Basic Needs Assessment Questions
•
•
•
•

What is the existing status of the students' knowledge?
Do they already possess certain knowledge?
What else do they need to know?
What are the most important areas that we need to
address?

Needs assessment can be conducted in a variety of ways. It may
be done informally. For example, during clinical teaching, we may
ask students the categories of common disease conditions they have
not encountered yet. More elaborate needs assessment may include
administration of a formal pre-test questionnaire and similar instruments.

Assessor and Assessment Audience
The person involved in the process of assessment is the assessor. The
role, nature, and technical expertise of the assessor vary. Although
most medical teachers are required to play the role of assessor, the
more comprehensive assessment process often demands a level of
expertise beyond the comfort level of ordinary medical teachers.
Because of the complexity of the assessment process and the phenomenal importance of this in the educational process, many institutes engage specially trained experts. Frequently, they are educational psychologists and experts in educational measurement. They
are not content expert, but collaboration between them and content
experts (i.e. medical teachers) results in more meaningful and accurate assessment data.
The data obtained by the assessor are presented in a structured
way that contains the findings of the assessment process as well as
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recommendations for its usage. This is an assessment report. The assessment report contains a large body of important data that should
be properly utilized to improve the existing educational process.
Any information of value, be it positive or negative; formative or
summative, deserves proper attention. Thus, a good assessment report also recommends how the data generated from the assessment
should be utilized.
Guidance for Utilization of Assessment Data
•
•
•
•
•

Interpretation of assessment data
Potential confounding factors and shortcomings
Direction of their usage
Potential beneficial effects
Estimated extent of benefits

The assessment report also specifies who should be using the report i.e. the audience of the assessment process. The audience varies
depending on the purpose and scope of the assessment and may
include students, teachers, faculty administrators or professional
bodies.
A good assessment report specifies the assessment audiences
and caters the report to their needs. This crucial element ensures
that the recommendations are carried out properly and more importantly, that the information is not misused or misinterpreted.
Assessment Audiences and Their Interests
Audiences

Questions That May Interest Them

Student

•
•
•
•

How have I done in the examination?
How can I further improve myself?
How effective is the teaching module?
Is it adequate enough to meet the students' needs?

Professional
Organization

•

Has this student reached the required
level of competency to perform as a physician?

Faculty Administrator

•
•

Is the teaching program worth the resources spent?
Which one is the better performing teaching program?

Teacher
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Fundamental Steps in Assessment
• Decide on the broad purpose(s) of the assessment
• Focus on what are you assessing: program, student, or
teaching method
• Choose instrument(s) based on the purpose
• Decide how the data will be presented
• Decide who should be the audience of the information
• Recommend how the information should be utilized

The Broad Purposes of Student Assessment
Principle 1: The Primary Purpose of Assessment is to Improve Student Learning
Principle 2: Assessment for Other Purposes Also Supports Student
Learning
Principles and Indicators for Student Assessment
Systems, National Forum of Assessment
Why do we assess? What are the broad purposes of student assessment? The most important function of student assessment is to
determine whether the learning objectives that are set a priori at the
inception of program are met and to what extent. Student assessment also identifies areas of deficiencies in the student and educational program and suggests ways to correct those deficiencies. This
way, another important function of student assessment, support of
student learning, is fulfilled.
Support of student learning is often an explicitly stated objective during formative assessment and is widely accepted. It is
easy to understand and be convinced about the role of formative
assessment to support student learning. But how is summative
assessment with its primary focus on certification and competency
judgement linked with student learning? Is it a Utopian concept? Is
it really achievable?
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To meet this goal, the educational objectives must be set after detailed consideration of both the educational needs as well as certification and competency requirements. If we formulate educational
objectives in this way, learning and assessment become a closely
linked coupled activity and both are achieved simultaneously.
A well-constructed assessment process generates a rich variety
of data that can play a significant role in teaching program development and improvement. It provides information about actual
program effectiveness, identifies the better performing ones, and
points to mediocre ones. A good assessment also enlightens our
knowledge about educational principles, processes, and theories.

The Broad Purposes of Student Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine whether the learning objectives are met
Support of students' learning
Certification and competency judgement
Teaching program development and implementation
Accountability
Understanding the learning process

Directions in Student Assessment
As we have recognized earlier, the assessment is an integral component of overall educational activities and cannot be conducted in
isolation. We have also identified that assessment aims to improve
students' learning. Based on these philosophies, we propose several broad directions of student assessment that closely reflect the
overall teaching and learning philosophies.
• Assessment is driven by certification as well as learning needs
Assessment process should not be driven by the needs and
requirements of the credential process and certification alone.
Assessment should also take into account the learning needs
of the students and be designed and utilized in such a way
that it contributes to their learning.
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Both formative and summative assessment are important
Assessment process should not be solely based on summative assessment. There should be fair and proportionate representation from both formative and summative assessment.
Besides, good formative assessment is critical for successful
summative assessment.
Knowledge, attitude, and skills—all should be assessed
Medical education comprises of knowledge, attitudes, and
skills. Assessment process should test all three components
of education and should not be limited to the assessment of
knowledge only.
Emphasis should be on assessment of critical analysis and
problem solving
Assessment of rote memory, although easy, severely constrains implementation of good educational models. As we
promote and strive towards stimulating higher order cognitive abilities in our students, the assessment system should
also test these abilities and not be limited to recall and rote
memory.
All players should contribute to assessment
Assessment is not the exclusive domain of medical teachers.
Students, medical educators, faculty, and professional bodies
have important and legitimate interest in student assessment.
Collaboration and participation among these different groups
ensure that the assessment system remains credible and more
reflective of their needs.

Current Status

Preferred Directions

Driven by certification needs

Driven by certification and learning needs

Based on summative assessment
Assessment of knowledge only

Balanced contribution from formative
and summative assessment
Comprehensive assessment of knowledge,

Assessment of recall of facts

Assessment of critical analysis and problem solving

Contribution from teachers only

Contribution from all players

attitude, and skill
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Our aspirations are to create an assessment environment that is
pedagogically sound, reflective of learners' and societal needs, and
scientifically proven and reliable. We strongly believe an assessment system that strives towards these goals would also support a
nurturing learning environment.
In summary, the important concepts that we have learned in this
chapter are
• Assessment and evaluation is an integral component of learning; it is implemented in the context of overall learning and
teaching activity
• Good quality assessment not only satisfies the needs of certification but also contributes to students' learning
• It enhances our teaching activities and provides valuable information about the educational processes
• There is a need to implement several changes to make the assessment process more meaningful and in tune with newer
learning paradigms
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Formative and
Summative Assessment

In this chapter, we further expand our discussion on formative and
summative assessment—a pair of terms first introduced by Michael
Scriven in 1967. Although these terms are used in different contexts
and with different connotations, the distinction between these is often artificial and we regard these as complementary processes.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Describe formative and summative assessment as applied to
the educational process
• Determine the relationship between these two
• Recognize how the information obtained from one process influences the other

Formative Assessment
Formative evaluation is a method ofjudging the worth of a program
while the program activities are forming or happening. Formative
evaluation focuses on the process.
Bhola, 1990
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Formative assessment starts soon after the inception of the educational activities to either help learners achieve the learning goals
and objectives or to identify the deficiencies in program's content
and instructional processes. Data from the formative assessment
are primarily used to further improve educational processes. Thus,
this is a process focused assessment as opposed to outcome focused
summative assessment. As such, it does not specifically seek to answer whether a particular student has achieved a certain level of
competency or whether the overall program objectives have been
attained.
In medical education formative assessment is carried out with
several important predetermined objectives. Such objectives include assessing the learners as they progress through the course and
collecting information to provide feedback. From the program's
perspective, formative assessment is invaluable in determining the
corrections and alternations needed in order to improve the program. Formative assessment also helps to determine the nature and
extent of the required final assessment.
Therefore, both the learner and the program are investigated
through formative assessment. The target audiences are usually the
teachers or the organizers of the course and the learners.
Examples of formative assessment
• Providing feedback to the learners to determine their
weaknesses and to improve their learning
• Conducting interim analysis of a workshop to identify deficient areas and suggest remedial measures
• Self-assessment by the students with reflection and selfdiscovery

Summative Assessment
Summative evaluation is a method of judging the worth of a program at the end of the program activities. The focus is on the outcome.
Bhola, 1990
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Summative assessment is the most familiar form of assessment. The
final exit examination in medical school is a summative assessment
that certifies whether a particular student has reached the required
level of competency to become a doctor. The commonly encountered questionnaire form distributed at the end of a workshop is
another example of summative assessment. The common intentions are to ascertain whether the student has achieved the desired
competency level or whether the program has accomplished its intended outcomes.
Thus, in contrast to formative assessment, summative assessment is outcome driven with the objective of documenting the
achievements and worth of a student or program. Typically such
assessment is carried out at the end of student posting or at the end
of an educational program. Although, data from summative assessment are used to improve the upcoming educational activities, this
is not the primary intention.
The major objectives of summative assessment are to
• Determine whether a student has achieved a certain level of
efficiency
• Determine the extent to which original training objectives are
met, i.e. to determine the worth of the program
• Compare between multiple educational activities and to
choose the better performing one
For the students, summative assessment generally equates to
course grades. For program organizers or policy-makers summative assessment is useful in deciding a program's worth or merit.
Thus, it is often initiated and conducted by the decision-makers or
by the external bodies.
As the summative assessment requires passing a judgement
about the worth of some entity, the tone of summative assessment
is much more formal and specific. The information is generally subject to more rigorous analysis and quality assurance.
Examples of summative assessment:
• Grading students at the end of the posting
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• Collecting data on the impact of an educational program targeting the reduction of accidental falls from beds in the hospital
• Comparing lecture based teaching methods with interactive
small group methods in a university in promoting learning
Traditionally, summative assessment has received more attention in medical education. We often erroneously tend to equate
summative assessment with assessment in general, ignoring the
rich role of formative assessment in educational processes. Good
outcomes in summative assessment largely depend on the quality of formative assessment. A well-conducted formative assessment ensures that the student's performance continues to improve
throughout the program and results in favorable outcomes during
summative assessment (Fig. 1). Thus, it is strongly recommended
to conduct both formative and summative assessment.
Learning goals and objectives

I
Formative assessment

I
Identify the strengths and weaknesses

I
Suggest and implement remedial measures

I
Work towards achievement of the goals and objectives

i
Summative assessment to judge whether the original
goals and objectives are met
Fig. 1. The relationship between formative and summative assessment.

In summary, we have learned that
• Formative assessment is process-focused. It collects information from ongoing educational activities and feedbacks to further improve the learning and program effectiveness
• Summative assessment is outcome-focused. It documents
the student's achievement or program's worthiness and frequently entails some value judgment
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These two processes are complementary to each other and
data from formative assessment are vital for better outcomes
during summative assessment
Table 1. Comparisons between formative and summative assessment.
Formative Assessment

Summative Assessment

Point of initiation is during
the program

Point of initiation is generally
at the end of program or at a predetermined
time (e.g. mid-term examination)
Records the achievements

Collects and feedbacks the
strengths and weaknesses in
order to improve
Develops knowledge, attitudes,
and skills
Guides and directs towards
professional development
Generally recommended by the
professional bodies

Records existing knowledge, attitudes,
and skills
Summarizes the results of
professional development
Required by the professional bodies
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Characteristics of
Assessment Instruments

Assessment instruments have several important features that describe their applicability and utilities. The key terms that are used
in the description are validity, reliability objectivity and practicability. These technical terms are in common usage and important in
understanding the key concepts in student assessment.
In this chapter, our key focuses are to
• Discuss the concept of validity and reliability in the context of
student assessment
• Identify common pitfalls in student assessment that make the
assessment technique flawed

Validity
Validity refers to the extent to which an assessment instrument or a
test measures what it intends to measure. For example, if the purpose is to test the diagnostic decision making ability of the students,
the test should be constructed in such a way that it tests that particular ability. The test would be deemed to be of high validity if
it measures that particular trait and of low validity if it tests less
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important issues such as recall of facts. Similarly, if the objective of
a communication course is to assess student's interviewing skill, the
instrument should be designed to measure that specific ability. An
example of an assessment instrument with high validity to assess
this skill is standardized patient. Conversely, a paper and pencil
based test for this purpose is considered a low validity instrument
as this measures content knowledge but not the interviewing skill
of the student.
Thus, validity of a test item is specific for the particular content area
and for the specific purpose. A test item that is highly valid in one
situation may not be so in other situations. In the above example
of communication course, the paper and pencil based test may be
of certain validity if objective of the test is to assess solely student's
content knowledge in communication. It is of low validity, as discussed, if objective of the test is to assess the interviewing skill.
Validity of a test item is not an inherent characteristic of the test
instruments. It is a reflection of the results obtained by them and
may depend on interpretation of the results by the examiners. The
test instrument is valid if the results or answers obtained correlate
highly with the intentions of the test. This is often a matter of judgement by the examiners or experts.
The concepts of validity are further expanded into content validity, construct validity, face validity, and predictive validity.
Content validity: This important concept refers to the fact that the
test should assess the intended content of the course. Content validity ensures that knowledge and skills covered by the test items are
representative of the larger domain of knowledge and skills covered
in the course. For example, in a given course on infectious disease
the goal is to test students' knowledge about HIV. It is not possible to test everything on such a broad topic. So, content experts
or teachers determine what is important for students to know and
the degree of representation from each area within the topic (Fig.
1). As MCQ-based examinations provide greater domain sampling,
they can have higher content validity.
Construct validity: This refers to the compatibility between theory and methodology of the subject to be assessed and the type
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Fig. 1. The concept of content validity.

of assessment. In other words, construct validity emphasizes that
assessment techniques should be based on the nature of the content that they are supposed to measure. For example, a simulated
patient-based examination to test doctor-patient communication
skills has higher construct validity as it closely resembles the actual
situation.
Predictive validity: This refers to what degree a test item for a particular content area predicts the students' performance or knowledge in another content area or in another situation. For example,
we may want to know to what degree result obtained during a test
of anatomy of nervous system predicts the performance of the students during clinical years in understanding clinical manifestations
of cerebro-vascular accident.
Face validity: This denotes that the test item should appear to both
students and examiners as though it measures what it is supposed
to measure.

Reliability
Reliability refers to consistency of test scores and the concept of reliability is linked to specific types of consistency. Examples of how
different types of consistency determine reliability include:
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(a) Consistency of the results over time
(b) Consistency of the results between different examiners
(c) Consistency of the results with different testing conditions, including with different patients (i.e. classroom and patient's
bedside)
Unlike validity, reliability is an inherent quality of a test item.
Thus, internal characteristics of a test item either negatively or positively influence the reliability. For example, a clear unambiguous
question improves reliability by generating consistent patterns of
response from the students. Similarly, a longer test with multiple
items is more likely to have better reliability than a shorter test with
a limited number of items as the former 'evens out' possible inconsistencies of individual items.
The reliability of test items is a statistical concept and generally expressed numerically as reliability coefficient or standard error. Such as, there is 80% consistency (hence reliability) among the
experts in identifying the correct response of this question. The
measurement of reliability of test items is most commonly accomplished by establishing correlation by using test-retest over several
time-frames, with different examiners, or with different testing conditions. Comparison with equivalent test forms is also helpful.

Objectivity
Objectivity of a test item is a similar concept to reliability. This refers
to the degree of agreement between several unbiased and independent content-experts in choosing the correct answer. A question is
high in objectivity if all or nearly all examiners agree to the correct answer. Conversely, if there is significant disagreement about
the correct answer then the test item is considered to be low in
objectivity.

Practicability
Practicability refers to the overall ease of construction, administra-
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tion, scoring, and reporting of an assessment instrument. A highly
valid assessment instrument may not be very practical to administer. For example, standardized patients provide practical advantages over real patients as they are more easily available and do not
cause inconvenience to real patients.

Value
Value refers to the ability of assessment instruments to produce
meaningful and usable information. An assessment method that
is directly related to patient care is considered to be of high value.

Characteristics of Test Items
• Validity: The ability of the test to measure what it is supposed to measure.
• Reliability: The consistency of the test scores over time, under different testing conditions, and with different raters.
• Objectivity: The degree by which learned and independent
examiners agree to the correct answer.
• Practicability: The easiness and feasibility of the test to administer.
• Value: The utility of the test results in producing meaningful conclusions about educational processes.

The relationship between validity and reliability is complex. A
test item that is high in reliability may not be necessarily valid.
For example, 'What is the commonest chromosomal abnormality
in Down's syndrome?' is a question with a high degree of reliability with a standard answer. But if the focus of the test is to assess the core knowledge necessary for counseling the parents on
the risk of recurrence of the disease in future pregnancies, then this
question may not be high in validity. The students need to have
some other additional knowledge beyond knowing that simple fact.
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Nevertheless, a highly reliable test improves the validity and a test
that is not reliable is likely to be low in validity. Reliability is thus a
necessary but not the sole determinant of the question validity.
The relationship between validity reliability (consistency) and
objectivity, and practicability is more apparent in the following example.

Objective of the test: The students will be able to distinguish between the common causes of respiratory distress in a newborn
baby.

Format of the Test

Practical Clinical Examination:
Students observe a baby with respiratory
distress and make possible diagnosis
through history and physical examination
Modified Essay Question:
Students are given a paper case of
a baby with respiratory distress
and supplied with laboratory
investigations and x-rays
Multiple Choice Question:
Students are tested with series of MCQ on
their knowledge of the newborn with
respiratory distress

Validity

Reliability
and
Objectivity

Practicability

+++

++

+

++

++

+++

+

+++

+++

Errors in Test Items
There are few other terms that are used primarily to describe the
common mistakes in setting up test items.
Triviality: This is the situation when an assessment instrument
overly emphasizes esoteric, irrelevant, and less important topic.
A good assessment instrument tests all the important components
with logical representation from different components.
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Ambiguity: Ambiguity in question setting usually results from poor
instructions, faulty grammatical construct, or confusing terminology. An ambiguous question forces the students to spend unnecessary time in deciphering the meaning of the question. Both oral and
written forms of examinations are prone to ambiguity.
Unintended clue: This provides students leads as to the possible answers of the questions. Test-wise students can spot the embedded
clue easily and answer without having the necessary knowledge.
Trap question: This intends to misguide the students to a specific answer of choice by the examiners. In addition to being low
in validity, trap questions are notoriously low in reliability and
objectivity.
Conservatism: This reflects personal prejudice, hidden bias, or idiosyncratic opinion of the examiners. Examiner usually has a fixed
preference for a specific answer and tends to ignore all other plausible alternatives. The oral examination is particularly prone to conservatism.
Most of these faults in question setting can be avoided with
proper training, careful attention to details, and conscious avoidance of personal idiosyncrasies and biases. As the examiners may
not have the insight to these factors, it is vitally important to verify and solicit constructive critique from knowledgeable colleagues.
More specifically, no summative assessment instrument should be
used in the actual testing without independent verification and solicited review.

Ask Your Colleagues to Comment On
•
•
•
•
•

Relevance of the questions for the goal of the program
Relevance of the question for the students
Overall interest of the question
Ease of understanding the instructions
Identifying and agreeing with the correct answer
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Basic Qualities of a Good Assessment Instrument
• Based on the learning objectives
• Logical and balanced representation from the content
areas
• Commensurate with learners' level of understanding
• Acceptable validity and reliability
• Practical to administer
• Free from technical flaws

In summary, the important points that we have learned are
• Validity is specific for the given content area. The two important components are content validity and construct validity
• Reliability is an inherent characteristic of test items
• Triviality, ambiguity, clue, trap questions, and conservatism
compromise test quality and should be avoided
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Road Map to Student
Assessment

The planning for student assessment necessitates careful consideration of multiple important factors. In this chapter, we discuss these
factors and propose a 'road map'—a constellation of major decision
points in student assessment.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Analyze the critical steps in planning student assessment
• Propose a schemata for student assessment
• Identify the correct type(s) of assessment instrument for a
given purpose
Student assessment is a comprehensive decision making process
with many important implications beyond the measure of students'
success. Student assessment is also related to program evaluation.
It provides important data to determine the program effectiveness,
improves the teaching program, and helps in developing educational concepts. Moreover, results from student assessment are often the principal indicator for program's success.
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We take a systematic approach in analyzing the important factors to help us plan student assessment. This 'road m a p ' provides a deeper insight into student assessment and directs towards
identification of correct type(s) of assessment instrument for a given
purpose.

Factor One: Educational Objectives or
Domains
Three broad domains of education, knowledge (cognitive), skills
(psychomotor), and attitude (affective) are important definers of a
medical student's success. Any given assessment instrument generally emphasizes assessment of one domain over the others.
Instruments for knowledge assessment are more plentiful and
widely available and enjoy a higher degree of familiarity than instruments that assess skills and attitudes.
Many of the important tasks in medicine comprise significant
utilization of all three domains. Knowledge, attitudes and skills
are frequently integrated and inter-related and their separation is
artificial. For example, the task of diagnosis and treatment of a patient requires considerable contribution from all three domains. At
the very basic level, it entails knowledge about the disease process,
skills to perform clinical examination, and the right attitude to deal
with the patient. Assessment of all three domains yields richer and
more relevant information.
Unfortunately, in medical education there is an over-tendency to
confine student assessment to knowledge only. Attitude and skill
assessment or comprehensive assessment of all three domains is
less commonly done. The commonly used essay question and multiple choice questions emphasize assessment of knowledge. Fortunately, there are other assessment instruments, such as OSCE and
standardized patients, that can be designed to assess skills and attitudes in a representative and balanced way.
The key step is to clarify what is the most important domain
that we need to assess in this group of students for the given task.
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Knowledge is important but may not be sufficient for many tasks.

• What is the most important domain I am interested in
assessing?
• Am I interested in assessing knowledge only?
• Is it important to assess attitudes and skills as well?
• Does the task involve one single domain or is it a combination of two or more domains?

Factor Two: Level of Knowledge
A major objective in medicine is the accurate and consistent application of scientific knowledge in the context of patients and practice.
Application of learned knowledge into clinical practice is a gradual process. Miller suggested that 'clinical competence' follows a
natural progression (Fig. 1). Briefly speaking, in the first stage students know about the knowledge (knows). This is followed by understanding of the knowledge (knows how). Subsequently, students
demonstrate how the knowledge can be applied in a real situation
(shows how). Finally, the student practices the knowledge in real life
(does). (Miller, 1990).
Assessment instruments vary considerably in their ability to
address these different levels. Some of the commonly used student assessment instruments are severely handicapped in assessing higher levels. For example, MCQ are best in assessing the
level 'knows'. With careful attention MCQ can be used in assessing 'knows how' level as well. But MCQ do not assess the next two
levels. Performance in real life can be assessed by direct patient
related assessment strategies including portfolios or, in the case of
physicians, patient's medical records. But portfolio based assessment is not suitable enough to assess 'knows' and 'knows how.'
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Performance in real life: does
Example: Portfolio, Chart Review
Professional skills: shows how
Example: OSCE
Application of knowledge: knows how
Examples: Modified Essay Questions, Extended Matching Items
Factual Knowledge: knows
Examples: MCQ

Factor Three: Formative or Summative Assessment
Deciding the purpose of the assessment, whether formative or summative, helps us to choose the right instrument. While the majority
of assessment instruments can be used for both formative and summative assessment, they vary in their suitability.
Summative assessment is a formal process that often leads to
certification or pass/fail judgement. The stakes are much higher in
this form of assessment. Student assessment instruments that have
a very high degree of reliability, consistency, and validity are better suited for summative assessment. For example, traditional oral
examination is worthy as formative assessment, but lacks the requisite reliability and consistency to be a good summative assessment.
Conversely, MCQ and structured essay questions are used for summative assessment because of their higher degree of reliability and
validity.

Factor Four: Validity of the Instrument
Ideally student assessment should have a high degree of validity—
it should be able to measure what we intend to measure. As validity
of instruments is often specific to the domain, it is considered in the
context of the main purpose of assessment. Realistically speaking,
a high degree of validity, although desirable, may not be achievable
for all instruments and a reasonable degree of compromise is often
negotiated upon and practiced.
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Factor Five: Reliability of the Instrument
Reliability is a statistical concept related to consistency of test score.
A high degree of reliability is necessary especially for summative
assessment. The instruments with high degree of reliability include
MCQ, objective structured clinical examination, and structured essay questions. Reliability ensures transparency and fairness in the
assessment system as well.

Factor Six: Single Instrument versus Multiple Instruments
It is virtually impossible to meet these different needs and purposes
with a single instrument and to do so in an efficient and effective
manner.

Roeber on the futility of single instrument based student
assessment
We champion the holistic approach to medical education and aim
to groom students who are not only knowledge-savvy but also proficient in skills and possess the right attitudes required by the profession. It is entirely justifiable and expected that the assessment
system should reflect the philosophy as well. We strive towards
an assessment system that assesses critical thinking of the students
and pays due attention to other attributes.
The challenge is to assess medical students in accordance to
the above philosophy. The recurrent theme that emerges from the
above discussion is that there is no 'ideal' assessment instrument
to fit all the purpose. All assessment instruments have their own
strengths and weaknesses and are frequently useful for limited purposes only. Logically, medical schools frequently resort to selecting
a battery of assessment instruments rather than relying on one single
instrument. Each of the instruments fulfills specific purposes and
caters to specific needs. They complement each other and provide
a more comprehensive picture that would not have been possible
with one single instrument.
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Student assessment should not be limited to assessment of lower
order cognitive domains such as recall and rote memory. Neither should student assessment be confined to assessing knowledge component. A variety of student assessment instruments
are available that test different domains and different levels of application. Assessment instruments should be tailored to suit the
needs of the programs including learning philosophies and objectives. Existing and well-familiar instruments can be improved
and newer assessment instruments can be incorporated. There is
no compelling reason to restrict ourselves to an insufficient number of student assessment instruments. We gain substantially from
gradual exploration and incorporation of a wider range of student
assessment instruments.
Our task in the next several chapters is to familiarize with
several such instruments.
In summary, the cardinal points that we have learned in this
chapter are
• The purpose of assessment should direct the choice of instruments. Availability, familiarity, and convenience of the instrument should not direct the purpose of the assessment
• Instruments that are highly recommended for one purpose
may not necessarily be suitable for other purpose
• No single instrument has all the desired criteria; a reasonable
compromise is needed and judgement has to be made
• Instruments for summative assessment should have a high degree of validity and reliability
• Multiple instruments provide a more comprehensive picture
than any single instrument
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Road Map to Student Assessment
• What is the domain I am interested in assessing?
Knowledge
Attitude
Skill
• What is the level of competency?
Knows
Knows how
Apply

Does

• What is the purpose of assessment?
Formative
Summative
• What is the validity of the instrument for the intended
purpose?
Low
Medium
High
• What is the reliability of the instrument for the intended
purpose?
Low
Medium
High
• Is one instrument sufficient for the purpose?
Yes
No
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Range of Possible Instruments for Students Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Essay question
Objective questions
Oral examination
Objective structured clinical examination
Standardized and simulated patients
Encounter with real patients
Observations
Video and audio recording
Questionnaires and surveys
Log Book
Self-assessment
Portfolio
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Multiple Choice
Questions

Multiple choice questions (MCQ) are widely used in student assessment. The growing popularity of MCQ is in part due to its high
degree of objectivity and ease in analysis and reporting. The construction of good quality MCQ to assess analysis, problem solving
and other higher order cognitive abilities is a challenging but essential undertaking.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Identify the advantages and challenges of MCQ in student assessment
• Recognize situations where MCQ is an appropriate form of
test
• Analyze how MCQ can be constructed following the hierarchical pattern of learning objectives
• Identify features of good MCQ
• Evaluate quality of MCQ by using difficulty and discriminatory indices
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Road Map to Student Assessment
What does it assess?
Knowledge
Attitude
The level of knowledge
Knows
Knows how

Skill

Shows how

Does

Utility as summative assessment
Yes
No
Validity (content)
High
Medium

Low

Reliability
High

Low

Medium

Advantages
Well-constructed MCQ provide many advantages as an assessment
instrument.
• Broad content coverage: MCQ can test wide range of topics
of interests in a short period of time and in an efficient manner. The greater breadth and efficiency in domain sampling
improves the content validity and provides significant advantage over other forms of assessment instrument.
• Objectivity: Good MCQ are objective—they are not affected
by peripheral traits such as verbal or writing skills nor by examiners' preferences and idiosyncrasies.
• Ease of analysis: MCQ are easily marked. Good computer
programs are available to optically mark items flawlessly and
quickly.
• Evaluation of test items: MCQ can be analyzed before and
after the test to determine their effectiveness.
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• Banking of items: A large bank of MCQ can be created over
the years. Individual item can be easily changed to introduce
newer nuances of meanings and interpretations while maintaining the test confidentiality.
• Transparency: It is easy to provide clear, accurate information to the students about MCQ testing. Information about
the examination such as format of questions, relative weightage assigned to each content area, time allotment, and grading criteria can be easily conveyed to students.

Limitations
MCQ have several disadvantages and limitations as an assessment
instrument.
• Assessment of knowledge only: MCQ assess student knowledge
of a specific content area. In situations where attitude and skill
are important attributes, MCQ need to be supplemented by
other student assessment instruments.
• Restriction of choices: MCQ are closed ranged questions. The
students are forced to choose from the pre-selected choices
that are provided to them. Utilization of Extended Matching Item (EMI) alleviates this problem. EMI is discussed separately in later part of the chapter.
• Guessing: This is a serious problem with poorly constructed
MCQ. Many test-smart students are able to correctly answer
just by deriving clues from the question.
• Learning the techniques: After several years of administering
MCQ, students may become adept in recognizing patterns,
clues and learn the techniques of answering MCQ without
necessarily improving their content knowledge.
• Possible negative effect on learning: MCQ contain both correct and incorrect choices (usually more incorrect than correct
choices). Students may develop more sustainable impression
in their mind about incorrect choices and may remember those
in future.
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Poorly constructed MCQ tend to test knowledge recall and rote
memory. MCQ that measure higher level cognitive functions are
relatively difficult to construct. Examiners often resort to creating
items that are easy to develop but fail to assess higher cognitive abilities. This is a challenge that is surmountable with proper training
and practice.

Components of MCQ
A standard MCQ has a stem, a key, and several distracters. The stem
is the opening statement that presents the problem. The key refers
to the correct answer. Distracters are the wrong options in the MCQ.

Stem
The purpose of stem is to communicate the problem statement completely and succinctly to the students. It should not be too verbose
and should not contain repetitious words and catch phrases. And
for obvious reasons it should not contain clue for the answer.
Improvement of clarity in the stems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Present problem as precisely as possible
Ensure accuracy in grammar and sentence construction
Use familiar words from the course consistently
Avoid uncommon terminology and abbreviations
Avoid double negatives
Unless there is a specific pedagogical reason, avoid 'all of
the above' and 'none of the above' options

Distracters
Distracters are the options that divert unsure students from the correct answer. All the distracters should be uniform and the correct
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response and the distracters should appear the same. The uniformity is achieved by ensuring that all the options are of (a) same
length, (b) same level of difficulty, and (c) similar grammatical construct (e.g. either past or present tense).
Daily interaction with students is an excellent source of good
quality distracters.
Experienced teachers know the common
mistakes that students are likely to make and the sources of their
confusion. They can identify common deficiencies in students'
knowledge and faults in their reasoning process. Usually there are
recognizable and recurrent patterns of students' mistakes, confusions, and deficiencies. Experienced and astute teachers also know
the important 'must know' situations. All these factors can be utilized to construct good quality distracters.

Examples of MCQ With Hierarchical Cognitive
Objectives
From the previous sections we have learned that the assessment
of knowledge acquisition and comprehension is generally overrepresented in MCQ based examinations. Careful incorporation of
charts, diagrams, photographs, tables, and other visual materials
enhances variety but does not necessarily equate to assessment of
higher order cognitive abilities. It may appear counterintuitive, but
the difficulty of a question does not correlate consistently with testing of higher order cognitive abilities. For example, a MCQ may
be very difficult but still tests knowledge recall. Likewise, a MCQ
may not be that difficult but yet can adequately test higher order
cognitive abilities.
In the following paragraphs, our tasks are to examine ways
of constructing MCQ for various levels in the cognitive domains
including higher orders. Readers are urged to make frequent
reference to two earlier chapters (a) Classification of Educational
Objectives (Chapter Eight) and (b) Writing Educational Objectives
(Chapter Nine) to correlate between educational objectives and construction of MCQ.
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This patient scenario is for Question One to Question Five:
JK is an extremely premature baby with broncho-pulmonary dysplasia (BPD). She is on mechanical ventilator and receiving oral diuretics (chlorthiazide and spironolactone) therapy for her problem.
You are about to start Dexamethasone for BPD.

Question one
Cognitive level: Knowledge
Question objective: Recognize the side effects of Dexamethasone in
premature babies.
Test question: Which of the following is NOT a recognized side
effect of Dexamethasone therapy?
A. Weight loss
B. Hypertension
C. Infection
D. Hypoglycemia
E. Rickets
(Answer D)
Note: Students' task is limited to knowing and recognizing the side
effects of Dexamethasone. There is little or no comprehension necessary to answer the question.

Question two
Cognitive level: Comprehension
Question objective: Interpret the acid-base imbalances.
Test question: JK was mechanically ventilated. The analysis of arterial blood gas and electrolytes revealed the following parameters:
pH
PCO 2
P02
HCO3
Base excess

7.36
64 mm of Hg
61 mm of Hg
32 mmol/L
+ 11 mmol/L

Sodium
Potassium
Chloride

132 mmol/L
4.6 mmol/L
101 mmol/L
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Which of the following best describe JK's acid-base status?
A. Acute respiratory alkalosis, no metabolic compensation
B. Acute metabolic alkalosis
C. Normal acid-base status
D. Chronic respiratory acidosis, with metabolic compensation
E. Chronic metabolic alkalosis
(Answer: D)
Note: Students are required to understand (i.e. comprehend) the
acid-base imbalance. Simple knowledge recall is insufficient to answer the question. But the question falls short of getting the students to correlate laboratory findings with patient's clinical status—
a higher level characteristic of 'analysis'.

Question three
Cognitive level: Analysis
Question objective: Analysis of acid-base status and correlation
with patient's clinical status.
Test question: Which of the following clinical scenarios is the most
likely explanation of JK's acid-base status?
A. Chronic hypo-ventilation
B. Acute onset of pneumonia
C. Acute broncho-spasm
D. Renal insufficiency
E. Chronic over ventilation
(Answer A)
Note: This question requires interpretation of the laboratory values
and correlation with the clinical status. This is a step forward from
the previous question.

Question four
Cognitive Level: Application
Question objective: Calculate appropriate correction of electrolyte
imbalance.
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Test question: Several days later, JK's serum electrolyte shows the
following pattern
Sodium
Potassium
Chloride

118 mmol/L
5.7 mmol/L
83 mmol/L

You have decided to correct the sodium imbalance. Your target level
of sodium after the correction is 130 mmol/L. JK's current weight
is one kilogram. How much sodium (in mmol) JK will be needed to
bring up her sodium to the desired level?
A. 12
B. 7.2
C. 5.9
D. 3.6
E. None of the above
(Answer: B)
Note: This question requires application of a common formula for
the correction of sodium deficit to the patient's problem. In situations that require computation 'None of the above' as a final option makes the questions more discriminatory as the unsure student
does not focus on a set of answers that contain an answer. (Although the application level is lower than analysis it is placed here
for the smooth flow of the patient scenario).
Cognitive Level: Synthesis
Synthesis level requires proposition and development of something
new such as a patient's management or diagnostic work-up plan.
As such, the synthesis level is better assessed with open-ended
questions rather than restrictive response questions such as MCQ.

Question five
Cognitive Level: Evaluation
Question objective: Compare and choose a correct management approach from a variety of plausible alternatives.
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Test question: Based on JK's current electrolyte imbalance, you
have ordered some investigations. Pending the results of these
tests, what immediate management option is MOST suitable in this
situation?
A. Discontinuation of both chlorthiazide and spironolactone and
careful observation over the next 24 hours
B. Slow correction (over 24 hours) of serum sodium, correction of
potassium by administering IV lasix
C. Slow correction (over 24 hours) of serum sodium, discontinuation of both chlorthiazide and spironolactone
D. Slow correction (over 24 hours) of serum sodium and discontinuation of chlorthiazide
E. Rapid correction (over 6 hours) of serum sodium and discontinuation of both chlorthiazide and spironolactone
(Answer: C)
Note: The choices that are presented here are all plausible. The students have to judge and choose the best modality over the others.
Mere comparison without utilization of judgement does not
constitute an evaluation level question. Consider the following example:
Test question: You have decided to compare between inhaled
steroid and systemic steroid for the management of BPD in premature babies. Which of the following types of article is likely to
provide the best evidence for your question?
A. A published guideline
B. A systematic review
C. A randomized control trial
D. A case control study
E. Opinion from an expert panel
(Answer C)
In this example, although it requires comparison between the
choices, the question can be easily answered by simple memory recall. There is no judgement involved in this case. This is an example
of a pseudo-evaluation level question and is discouraged.
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In medical education, it is highly recommended that MCQ integrate concepts from basic science and clinical science. Recently, National
Board of Medical Examiners reiterated the importance of using clinical scenarios in both Step I (former basic science) and Step II (former clinical science) examinations. In the following examples, it
is readily evident how clinical vignettes are used in writing good
quality MCQ that tests many higher order cognitive abilities that
are highlighted above.

Good MCQ
A middle-aged male complains of difficulty climbing the stairs.
He describes weakness without pain in his right lower limb. He is
able to place his right leg on each step without experiencing any
problem, but has difficulty climbing the step, and must grasp the
hand-rail to pull himself up. Climbing the next step with his left
leg occurs normally. You also notice that his gait on a flat surface appears nearly normal; there is no weakness in extending
the right knee against a considerable load. You suspect damage
and/or malfunction in the
A.
B.
C.
D.

Obturator nerve
Tibial nerve
Superior gluteal nerve
Femoral nerve

E. Inferior gluteal nerve (correct option)
Poor MCQ
A glycolytic conversion of glucose to lactate:
A. Generates net gain of two NADH's for each glucose consumed
B. Requires the direct participation of molecular oxygen
C. Cannot take place in the cells lacking mitochondria
D. Is stimulated by a high intracellular concentration of
fructose- 2,6- bis-phosphate (correct option)
E. Involves a single dehydrogenase
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In most cases of sensorineural (inner ear damage) hearing loss:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Hearing improves with time
Surgery can correct the loss
Removal of the cochlea is recommended
High-frequency hearing is lost before low-frequency hearing
E. Amplifying incoming sounds will correct all perceptual
problem (correct option)

From: Jozefowicz RE Koeppen BM, Case S, Galbraith R, Swanson D, GlewRH. The Quality of In-house Examinations. Academic
Medicine. 2002. 77(2) 156-61. Used with permission.

Further Improvements in MCQ
Although MCQ offer objectivity and relatively wider domain sampling that is attractive for student assessment, their value is somewhat limited as they are considered as restricted option questions.
Students are required to choose a particular item from a range
of given selections. To alleviate the problem an alternate form
of assessment method is necessary where virtually all the possibilities are given as options. This format is known as Extended
Matching Item (EMI). In a way, EMI are practical alternatives
to open-response questions while maintaining the objectivity and
consistency (Case and Swanson, 1993).
EMI test the application of knowledge and allow easy incorporation of clinical vignette into basic science context. They also allow greater discriminatory power over limited choice MCQ as the
responses are widely distributed (Case and Swanson, 1994).
Let us consider the following example.
Content focus: Respiratory distress in newborn
Instruction: For each of the patient scenario below choose the most
likely diagnosis.
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Question 1: A new born baby is found to have grunting and tachypnea immediately after birth. The baby was born by normal vaginal
delivery after 34 weeks of gestational age. The mother had infrequent follow-up and suffered from uncontrollable diabetes during
pregnancy. The baby's chest x-ray shows ground-glass appearance.
His total white count is 18,000/ml, immature to total neutrophil ratio is 0.04.
Question 2: A four-hour old baby developed grunting and tachypnea. He was born by caesarian section after 39 weeks of gestational
age. His chest x-ray shows fluid in horizontal fissure in the right
lung. His white count is 17,000/ml, immature to total neutrophil
ratio is 0.08.
Options:
A. Pneumothorax
B. Pleural effusion
C. Tracheomalacia
D. Pneumonia
E. Hyaline membrane disease
F. Transient tachypnea of newborn
G. Septicemia
H. Anemia

I. Polycythemia
J. Hypoglycemia
K. Hypothermia
L. Ventricular-septal defect
M. Meconium aspiration syndrome
N. Coarctation of aorta
O. Broncho-pulmonary dysplasia
P. Tracheo-esophageal fistula

Note that the options include essentially all plausible causes of respiratory distress in newborn. The greater range of options allows
more discrimination than the limited choice MCQ (Case and Swanson, 1993 & 1994).

Evaluating MCQ
The worthiness of any assessment method includes the ability to
judge whether a particular student has achieved a minimum competency and to differentiate between better students from mediocre
ones. A test item that is too easy for anyone to answer or a test item
that is too difficult that nobody can answer is not helpful in achieving the above two goals. A test item should be difficult enough
to assess competency level and be of such quality that most of the
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knowledgeable students would be able to answer the questions
whereas the mediocre students would not. Difficulty and discriminatory indices are two objective ways of demonstrating the concept
and widely used in the evaluation of MCQ.
Difficulty index: This refers to how difficult (or easy) the test item
is to answer. This is the proportion between the number of students who answered the item correctly and the total number of students taking the examination and expressed as a fractional number
or percentage. For example, a difficulty index of 55% refers to the
fact that 55% of the students who sat for the examination were able
to answer the question correctly. Note that the higher the number,
the easier it is to answer. An ideal difficulty index is 50-60%, but
30-70% is acceptable in most situations (Guilbert, 1981).
Discrimination index: This determines how well a test item differentiates between knowledgeable and mediocre students. The discrimination index is calculated by following the steps below
• Step 1: Rank all the students in order according to their performance in the test.
• Step 2: Divide the group more or less equally in four quarters.
The lowest quartile (25%) is the low performing group and the
highest quartile (25%) is the high performing group.
• Step 3: Calculate the discrimination index using the following
formula
TLT

T

Discrimination Index — 2x

(1)

N
H = number of correct answers in High Group
L = number of correct answers in Low Group
N = combined number of students in both groups
The discrimination index can range from -1 to +1. The higher the
index the more likely the question will differentiate between 'high'
and 'low' students for that given group. Discrimination index of
.35 or above is considered excellent, index between 0.25-0.35 is acceptable, whereas any question with index of < 0.25 needs revision
(Guilbert, 1981).
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The evaluation process is further enhanced by systemic representation of essential information of each test item. A 3X5 card is
an easy way of cataloging such data. In the following example, A-E
refers to the options in the question and corresponding numbers are
percentage of answers. Besides providing a graphic and objective
overview of each of the question, this card also points to the most
and the least useful options. In this example, options A and B have
very little discriminatory power as both 'High' and 'Low' students
choose these options equally. These options need revision.
Target Student: Final Year
Subject: Pediatrics/Neonatology
Objective: Analysis of acid base imbalances in newborn and identification of the
clinical status
Correct answer: D
Difficulty Index: 76
Discriminatory Index: 0.30
Answers in High Group
A: 3% B: 5%
C: 2%
D: 88%
E: 2%
Answers in Low Group

A: 4%

B: 6%

C: 10%

D: 65%

E: 15%

Currently, there are many commercial software programs available that provide a comprehensive profile of test items.
In summary, the key points that we have learned in this chapter
are
• MCQ test knowledge (cognition) but are inefficient in assessing attitudes and skills
• MCQ can assess higher order cognitive functions
• MCQ are favored as they test large content area quickly with
a high degree of reliability and consistency
• Incorporation of clinical vignette and integration of basic and
clinical science knowledge are recommended in MCQ
• In EMI the number of options are much higher and include all
plausible ones
• EMI offer greater discrimination than limited choice MCQ
• Difficulty and discriminatory indices are used to determine
the effectiveness of MCQ and EMI
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Formal Training Improves Question Quality
A group of researchers assessed the quality of in-house multiple
choice questions from three US medical schools. They have used
blind assessment and predetermined criteria in a five point Likert's scale (Score 1= tested recall only and was technically flawed;
score 5= used a laboratory or clinical vignette, required reasoning to answer, and free of technical flaws). Questions written
by examiners without formal training in test writing had a mean
score of 2.03; whereas questions written by examiners with formal training in test writing had a mean score of 4.24. The authors
drew the valid conclusion that the quality of in-house examination can be significantly improved by providing question writers
with formal training.
Jozefowicz RF, et al. The Quality of In-house Examinations.
Academic Medicine. 2002. 77(2) 156-61.
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Essay Questions and
Variations

For many years, essay questions, especially the longer version, used
to be the main assessment tool in medical schools. It is still in use
in many parts of the world. Concerns about their lack of objective
scoring prompted medical schools either to gradually phase them
out or to receive less weightage during assessment. There are also
modified and structured essay questions more suitable for summative assessment.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Identify the features of different types of essay question
• Determine their proper applications and utilizations
• Construct and critically review examples of various types of
essay question
After reading the chapter, we should be able to compose different types of essay question suitable for student assessment.
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Road Map to Student Assessment
What does it assess?
Knowledge
Attitude
The level of knowledge
Knows
Knows how

Skill

Shows how

Does

Utility as summative assessment
Yes
No
Validity (content)
High
Medium

Low

Reliability
High

Low

Medium

Advantages
The major advantage of an essay question is its potential ability
to assess higher level cognitive functions. This is an open form of
question that can encourage students into critical thinking; they are
compelled to analyze underlying facts, synthesize and propose new
ideas, and provide reasons for the preferred choice.
An essay question also assesses the students' ability to collate
and organize information and ideas. Students are required to
present their ideas in a succinct and logical way that would make
sense to others. For the examiners, the advantage is that it is relatively easy to construct.
Advantages of Essay Question
• Good for assessment of higher order cognitive functions
• Promotion of critical thinking
• Presentation of loose ideas in an organized and logical
manner
• Ease of construction
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Challenges and Limitations
However, essay type question has several disadvantages and challenges, the most important of which is relative lack of reliability
and consistency in scoring. Significant inter-rater as well as intrarater variabilities are common during marking of essay questions.
In addition, if the scope of the question is not broad enough, essay
questions tend to test only a limited amount of knowledge from the
content and thereby compromise the content validity. These problems are more pronounced with longer type of essay questions and
can be remedied, but not completely eliminated, by creating several
shorter form of questions and with careful attention to creation of
model answers.
Limitations of Essay Question
•
•
•
•

Relative lack of reliability and consistency
Intra-rater and inter-rater variability in scoring
Limited content coverage
Limited content validity

Common misuse of essay type questions includes testing for
knowledge recall; ignoring fuller capabilities of these questions.
Frequent use of 'restricted response words' such as 'what', 'list',
'when' accentuates the problem. For example, 'What are the sideeffects of digoxin?' is a restricted response question that tests
knowledge recall. Words with higher cognitive value, such as 'compare and contrast', 'provide argument for', are preferred alternatives,
as they improve question quality significantly.
Students' acceptance of essay questions improves if they are
made familiar with this assessment method and the course preempts them about the expected questions and their answer forms.
Students may not know the meaning of many key operative terms
(e.g. propose, validate, evaluate, compare) in the questions or interpret them differently. The problem can be alleviated by using
similar question styles with key operative terms during the course.
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Classroom discussion should also reflect the expected questions
asked during examination.

Basic Categories of Essay Questions
Essay questions fall into two broad categories depending upon the
format and scope of the answer: (a) extended response and (b) restricted response.
Extended response questions allow students considerable
freedom and latitude to answer. The expected answers are nonrestrictive; divergent viewpoints are generally expected and encouraged. As such, extended response questions are more suitable
for assessment of attributes such as proposition, evaluation, and
synthesis.
Example: You are a committee member in charge of implementing 'Healthy Life-Style Campaign' in the community. As a health
care provider, propose a plan of actions to the committee to reduce cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in the community.
Restricted response questions limit the choice of responses and
set the boundary for the answer. Expected answers are somewhat
narrower in their scope and more convergent than the extended response questions. As there are certain limitations imposed on the
students in answering the questions, restricted response questions
are less efficacious for assessing higher order cognitive functions
compared to extended response questions.
Example: Describe the pharmacological management of a child
with acute asthma that you have seen in the out-patient clinic.
Argue in favor of your choice of the medications.
Generally speaking, the longer form of essay question allows
assessment of higher cognitive functions, but lacks reliability and
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consistency in scoring. With shorter forms of essay question, reliability and consistency can be improved but these come with
a compromise—the question becomes less efficient in assessing
higher cognitive functions.
In medical education, modified forms of essay questions are
in use as both summative and formative assessment instruments.
Short answer question (SAQ) and modified essay question (MEQ)
are examples of two such formats. Both SAQ and MEQ are semistructured objective assessment tools with better reliability and objectivity than the long essay question format. Structurally they are
more akin to restricted response questions and more convenient
for assessing specific content areas such as history taking, physical
examination findings, interpretation of laboratory and radiological
data, and patient management plan.

Short Answer Questions (SAQ)
SAQ have several advantages that make them attractive for both the
examiners and the students. SAQ can be used to cover broader content areas by asking several discrete and important questions about
the topic and thereby improving content validity. The scoring is
easier and better as the answers are specific and short. The reliability is improved with standard predetermined answers for each
question set by the examiners.
SAQ are generally constructed around a theme or patient scenario followed by several focused questions. These questions may
include key features, comparisons, mechanism of actions, side
effects etc. Each question bears separate mark that is clearly indicated in the question paper. The total duration of time for answering the question is usually comparable or shorter than long essay
questions.

Example
Question focus: Neonates and children with meningitis.
Question 1: What are the clinical features of neonatal meningitis?
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Question 2: What are the features in the cerebro-spinal fluid that
separate bacterial meningitis from viral meningitis?
Question 3: What are the complications of bacterial meningitis
in children?

Modified Essay Questions (MEQ)
A slight variation to the short answer question is the modified essay question. MEQ are constructed around a specific theme or a
patient scenario that is presented in the beginning. The questions
are revealed to the students in a sequential manner and more information about the case is revealed to the students in steps. The
sequence of information presented resembles real-life, thus bringing in realism and improving face validity. Just like real-life cases,
students may not revert back to earlier segments once the answer is
already completed. With careful attention, MEQ can be designed to
test problem solving and decision making ability of students.
Two other specific features of MEQ deserve special attention.
First, the stem of later questions may provide clues for answers to
earlier questions especially when a patient's scenario is presented.
Second, as the questions are connected to each other, there is a
chance that the students will be penalized repeatedly for the same
error.
Example of MEQ:
(Sample model answers are presented)
Instruction: This is a common clinical scenario in neonates. Answer
the questions as they appear. There may be more answers than has
been listed in the questions. If so, choose more important responses
first. Just like clinical cases, information will be provided to you
sequentially and you may not revert back to earlier sections.
You have TWENTY MINUTES to complete TWENTY QUESTIONS.
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All answers carry equal number of marks. Keep a steady pace so
that you can answer ALL the questions.
Questions 1-5
Tara is a new born baby. She was born by caesarian section at 36
weeks of gestational age because of persistent tachycardia noted in
a cardio-tocogram. She developed respiratory distress immediately
after delivery. Name five common causes of respiratory distress
that can give rise to Tara's problem.
(Model answers: Transient tachypnoea of newborn, pneumonia
and sepsis, peumothorax, meconium aspiration syndrome, hyaline
membrane disease, hypothermia, anemia, congenital cyanotic heart
diseases).
Questions 6-7
Her vitals are HR 134/min, RR 72/minute, and temperature 35.4 C.
Which of these values are considered abnormal for a neonate?
(Model answers: Respiratory rate and temperature)
Questions 8-11
List four signs of respiratory distress in newborn.
(Model answers: Tachypnoea, flaring of ala nasae, grunting, and
retractions.)
Questions 12-15
List four historical information about Tara's mother during her
pregnancy and labor that you need to help you narrow down the
diagnostic possibilities.
(Model answers: Diabetes, history of infections, prolonged rupture
of membrane, UTI, Apgar scores, amniotic fluid characteristics)
Questions 17-18
Tara's mother did not have any major illness throughout the pregnancy. Routine antenatal ultrasounds were normal. She did not
have any history of leaking amniotic fluid. Although she had fever,
dysuria, and increased frequency of urine for the last few days.
Tara's Apgar scores were six and eight at one and five minutes of
life. You have decided to treat Tara for possible infection. What are
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the features in full blood count that suggest infection in the newborn?
(Model answers: High or very low total white cell counts, elevated
immature to mature neutrophil ratios)
Questions 19-20
What are the antibiotics that can be used as an initial therapy for
presumptive sepsis in Tara?
(Model answers: Ampicillin and Gentamicin.)
END OF CASE
Before utilizing essay type question for student assessment, we
need to make sure this is the correct type of instrument for that specific purpose and there is no better alternative for that. Also, we
need to decide the better essay question format for the purpose—a
long essay question or several shorter alternatives. Whatever the
format of the questions, determination of model answers and scoring methods is imperative to improve consistency and reliability in
scoring.
In summary, the important points that we learned are
• Well-written essay questions are good for assessment of
higher order cognitive functions such as proposition, synthesis, and evaluation
• The main concerns are relatively low content coverage and relative lack of reliability and consistency in scoring
• Several short questions provide better content coverage and
make the scoring easier and more consistent
• Pre-determination of answers and grading criteria is essential
before using essay questions as summative assessment tools
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Oral Examinations

Oral examination format should continue only if there are efforts
by the Examining Board to "review, improve, and educate itself
... striving always for greater objectivity and ... validity"

Pope WDB
The oral examination has a long tradition in medical education as a
summative assessment instrument. It is still used by many schools
and professional certifying bodies while many others have dropped
it or modified the traditional form extensively. Others use oral examination as a form of formative assessment to aid in learning.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Discuss the advantages and shortcomings of oral examination
• Identify situations where oral examinations are appropriate
• Determine some ways to improve the validity and reliability
of this form of examination
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Road Map to Student Assessment
What does it assess?
Knowledge
Attitude

Skill

The level of knowledge
Knows
Knows how

Shows how

Does

Utility as summative assessment
Questionable
Validity
High

Medium

Low

Reliability
High

Medium

Low

Advantages
The oral examination provides several advantages that are not
readily available with other forms of examination. One of these
advantages that has a very high utility in medical education is the
assessment of 'clinical competence.' Assessment of clinical competence requires determination of a student's strengths in several
domains such as clinical reasoning and problem solving skills, ability to prioritize and evaluate competing management options, and
defending his own decisions. The oral examination, if administered
by a trained examiner, provides valuable insights into the student's
ability in these relatively abstract domains. Many other forms of
student assessment methods may not address these issues sufficiently.
The oral examination also allows face to face interactions between the examiners and examinee allowing on the spot assessment
of students' strengths and weaknesses in a particular area. It also
provides opportunity for immediate feedback.
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The oral examination also allows limited assessment of communication skills, linguistic ability and other aspects of interpersonal
relationship, although there are more valid and reliable instruments
available for these purposes.

Advantages of Oral Examination
• Allows assessment of
• Reasoning and deductive processes
• Problem solving
• Capacity to defend decisions
• Evaluation of competing choices
• Ability to prioritize
• Face to face interaction
• Provides flexibility to concentrate on one content area
• Explores students' viewpoints

Practice of these features during examinations requires a high level
of training and motivation of the examiners.
Oral examination as a form of formative assessment has substantial usefulness in medical education. Teachers find oral examination attractive as this allows insight into the students' reasoning and
decision-making processes and opportunity for feedback.

Limitations
The first and foremost objection to using oral examination as a summative assessment method is the lack of reliability and consistency
in scoring. The unreliability or inconsistency in the examination
potentially can originate from various sources including examiners, examinee, and the format. The oral examination is prone to
intra-rater and inter-rater variability. For example, there is significant 'halo effect' where an examiner's overall judgment of the candidate's competency is seriously flawed by external appearance or
other inconsequential attributes of the examinee. Lack of reliability
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also results from variations in question determination or case selection during the examination.
There is a poor correlation between the oral examination and
other forms of examination that are commonly practiced in medical
education. One of the possible explanations is that oral examination
tends to assess a different aspect of competency in students than the
other forms of examination—a point that is perceived favorably by
many. The content coverage in the oral examination also tends to
be limited, thereby compromising the content validity. Examiners
have insufficient time to assess the students' breadth of knowledge.

Concerns for Oral Examinations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of standardization and reproducibility
Limited coverage of content area
Lack of transparency
Prone to biases such as external appearances of the
students
Fear of manipulation and favoritism
Lack of record keeping of the examination process
High manpower resource utilization
Undue anxiety among the students

The above deficiencies are more pronounced in unstructured
oral examination. Both the validity and reliability can be improved
with examiners' education, standardization, and instilling structure
to the examination process.

Improving the Validity and Reliability of Oral
Examinations
Institutes and organizations that have successfully practiced oral
examination as a summative assessment instrument are able to do
so because of a high degree of institutional commitment to improve
the standard of student assessment and continuous appraisal of the
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examination process. Both the examiners and examinee need to be
aware of, in addition to fundamental aspects of assessment process,
the purpose of oral examination, specific attributes that the examination intends to test, and its shortcomings.
The structure of the oral examination can be modified to improve validity and reliability thereby reducing variability of examinations. The issue of lack of reliability and objectivity is addressed
by creation of a set of standardized questions with answer. The
questions are posed to the examinee in a random manner. Furthermore, uniform grading criteria need to be developed a priori to determine the accepted and unaccepted answers. The entire process
usually requires several rounds of discussion among the examiners
and pilot testing in simulated situations.
The issue of transparency and record keeping is addressed by
having clear instructions to the examinee regarding what they are
expected to face in the examination and how they would be judged.
Ideally a third examiner is employed to record the verbal interchange (both questions and answers) between the examiners and
examinee. Record keeping is strongly encouraged if the oral examination is to be used as a certifying examination.
Content validity of oral examination is improved with a longer
examination format and broader domain sampling. The longer examination format brings stability in the examination process and
makes it less variable.
To illustrate the level of commitment needed let us consider the
Canadian Anesthesia Society's certification examination that employs oral examination for the purpose (Kearney, 02). The oral
examination is supplemented by written examination. The oral
examination consists of two sessions. In each session, three examiners ask the candidate five standardized questions over one
hour. Two examiners ask the questions and third examiner records
the candidate's responses. All three examiners score the candidate on an anchored global scale in a blinded manner. The second session is similar to the first session but with a different set
of examiners (Kearney, 02). Note—the length of the examination
is two hours, usage of specific number of standardized question,
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use of predetermined rating scale, and blinded scoring. Also, as
the third examiner records the responses it addresses the issue of
record keeping and transparency. Analysis of this examination format points to several important aspects that we have discussed earlier. It also illustrates the high degree of training that is needed to
ensure the required degree of consistency, objectivity and validity.

Format of Oral Examination to Improve Validity and Reliability
• Consensus on the definitions of operative terms;
e.g. problem solving, critical reasoning
• Standard predetermined questions
• Predetermined model answers
• Pre-agreed rating scale
• Blind independent scoring
• Longer examination

Oral examination has an unquestionable beneficial role of assessing critical analysis, problem solving, and reasoning process. As
these attributes are essential elements of clinical competence, oral
examinations can be especially helpful in medical education. But
to use it as a form of effective and unbiased summative assessment
requires considerable institutional and individual commitment to
train examiners in this assessment form.
In summary, the key points that we have learned are
• Oral examination is useful to assess critical reasoning and
problem solving
• Unstructured oral examinations seriously lack the desired
level of validity and reliability as a summative assessment tool
• Oral examination is valuable for formative assessment
• Validity and reliability of the oral examination can be improved through faculty education and by instilling proper
structure
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Standardized Patient

Standardized patient or SP is one of the most significant innovations in medical education. Dr. Howard Barrows first used the term
'programmed patient' to describe lay persons who are trained to
simulate a patient. The original role of SP was as a convenient and
effective teaching tool to demonstrate physical findings in clinical
settings. Over the last two decades its uses have broadened considerably and SP has now become an integral part of both teaching and
assessment.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Identify the strengths and advantages of standardized patient
• Determine the implementation considerations of standardized
patient program
• Identify situations where standardized patient is an appropriate assessment instrument
After completing the chapter and with help of a few other additional resources that are listed in the reference section, you should
be able to develop 'Standardized Patient Blueprint' and effectively
act as a member of 'Standardized Patient Development Team.'
317
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Road Map to Student Assessment
What does it assess?
Knowledge
Attitude
The level of application
Knows
Knows how

Skill

Shows how

Does

Utility as summative assessment
Yes
No
Validity (Construct)
High
Medium

Low

Reliability
High

Low

Medium

The standardized patients are people, either real patients or
laypersons, who have been carefully coached and trained to portray
a patient in a standardized manner. Such portrayal is varied from simulating the entire patient to isolated attributes such as historical and
physical findings, body language, emotion, and personality characteristics. A similar term 'simulated patient' is often used as well.
Barrows proposed separate definitions to demarcate simulated patient and standardized patient. His suggested definition of simulated patient is a 'normal person who has been carefully coached
to accurately portray a specific patient when given the history and
physical findings.' He recommended reserving the term standardized patient 'as a broader umbrella for both simulated patients and
actual patients who have been carefully coached to present their
own illnesses in a standardized, unvarying w a y ' (Barrows, 93). We
will follow Barrows' definition and use the term SP patient to indicate both simulated patient and actual patients who are coached
and standardized.
Standardized patients come from all walks of life. Some of them
are professional or amateur actors; others are lay persons, while
a few of them are actual patients. Some of the medical schools
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have used medical students successfully as standardized patients.
Generally, a selected number of standardized patients receive additional training to assess the clinical skills of the students and provide constructive feedback during the encounters.

Why Do We Need Standardized Patients?
Assessment of clinical competence in the student is unique in
medicine. Assessment of clinical competence is recognized as
the most valid representation of the students' ability to master
medicine as this closely simulates what he is expected to do in real
life. Accordingly, the student assessment system should incorporate some assessment techniques to test students' ability in this particular area. The paper and pencil based assessment techniques fall
significantly short of assessing clinical competence. Mostly they
either test knowledge only or do not realistically portray clinical
encounters. Student assessment methods that involve patients are
more valid for assessment of clinical competence.
However, involvement of patients in the student assessment
poses a new challenge. Each patient is unique. The disease manifestations, physical and psychological profiles, and expectations from
the caregiver are a few of the many attributes that are essentially
unique to individual patient. From an assessment viewpoint, all
these personal attributes and idiosyncrasies are 'confounding variables' that make the assessment system less consistent, hence less
reliable. Standardization of patients counteracts the problem by
creating more uniformity and less variability in terms of disease
characterizations and portrayal. Moreover, standardization also involves uniform and predetermined grading criteria.
In short, the 'patient' component in the standardized patient improves the validity of assessment of clinical competence whereas
'standardization' enhances the reliability and consistency.

Uses
In clinical medicine, SP is effectively used to portray a full range of
clinical encounters including history taking, performing physical
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examinations, decision making exercises, and counseling. During
history taking, SP can demonstrate required body language, personality traits and a wide range of emotional status to add realism during the interview. A trained SP can convincingly portray
an astonishing range of physical examination findings (Barrows,
99). The possibility includes relatively simple findings such as neck
rigidity, various gait abnormalities, acute abdomen etc. With little imagination and ingenuity, other seemingly impossible findings
such as hypertension, jaundice, or dilated pupils can be demonstrated with confidence.
Besides demonstrating clinical examination findings, the SP can
be effective tools for teachers to get insight about students' decision
making and reasoning skills. SP can be of significant value to teach
and practice a wide range of counseling and communication skills.
The use of SP in student assessment is relatively new. The SP can
be used in conjunction with Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) where the students are required to act on a specific
problem like eliciting pertinent history of a diabetic patient or examination of lower limb. The SP can also be used as a stand alone
case during longer examinations where the students are required
to obtain a comprehensive history, perform physical examination,
devise a management plan, and counsel the patients.

Advantages
Properly trained SP provides many advantages for both clinical
teachers and medical students during teaching and assessment.
•

Validity
SP is a highly valid tool for student assessment. During a clinical examination SP can measure what a clinical examination
is supposed to measure—history taking, clinical skills, reasoning and decision making skills, and counseling.
• Reliability
The portrayal of patient problems in SP is standardized. Unlike real patients, standardized patients are trained to main-
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tain high degree of consistency from one encounter to another.
Objectivity
As the patient problems are standardized and uniform, it is
much easier for independent examiners to agree on the grading.
Availability
A common concern among clinical teachers is the lack of availability of patients to demonstrate particular condition in time
of need. A pool of SP allows clinical teachers to choose easily
from a wide variety of conditions.
Patient safety and privacy
There is increasing concern about exposing real patients to repeated examinations. Use of SP ensures that patients do not
experience unnecessary and often-prolonged examination by
the novice.
Acute and difficult cases
SP can effectively portray emergency situations and difficult
cases that are not commonly encountered by medical students
yet vital for them to know. Examples of such cases include
approach to unconscious patient, upper airway obstructions,
etc.
Feedback
A trained SP can provide immediate feedback to the medical
students after the encounter.

Strengths of Standardized Patient
•
•
•
•
•

Probably the most valid tool for assessment of clinical skills
Better reliability and objectivity than real patients
Easy availability
Protection of patient privacy and safety
Immediate feedback
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Implementation Considerations
There are several important implementation considerations for
using standardized patient. The preparation time is longer as it includes script writing, training of the standardized patient, and pilot
testing. It may take several sessions for someone to become familiar with the case and realistically portray the findings in a consistent
manner.
The budgetary need to run a successful SP program is a valid
concern. Encouragingly such monetary requirement is not high.
For example, hourly remuneration for standardized patients in the
US is about US $12-16. In Singapore, a few institutions have used
standardized patients for teaching purposes. They were paid approximately S$15 per hour.
Often times, concerns are raised about the SP's ability to demonstrate required range of physical findings. As discussed earlier, this
is not a limiting factor and the range of medical conditions that can
be successfully portrayed by the standardized patient is far more
numerous than most of us imagine. Furthermore, patients with
fixed medical problems or findings (e.g. cardiac murmur, facial
nerve palsy) can be trained to become standardized patients as well.
Beyond these logistic issues, another important consideration is
that SP is clinical encounter specific. As such, SP is not efficient
enough to assess a large body of knowledge. The SP is generally
supplemented with alternate assessment instruments that are more
efficient in testing larger body of knowledge.
The development of standardized patient is a team effort. Typically such a team consists of a scriptwriter (physician), medical education specialist, and a standardized patient trainer. Physicians
provide the scripts that can be based on real patients with necessary modifications.
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Implementation Considerations
•
•
•
•

Professional expertise and experience
Preparation time
Budgetary requirement
Limited domain sampling

In Appendix B, there is a Standardized Patient Blue Print that
can be used as a prototype for the development of other cases.
In summary, the important points that we have learned are
• Standardized patient is a valid and reliable way of assessment
of clinical competence
• Standardized patient provides many advantages over traditional paper and pencil based test in clinical competence assessment
• Wide range of acute and chronic, physical and psychological
characteristics can be accurately portrayed
• Standardized patient development team is recommended for
the successful implementation of standardized patient program
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Portfolio

Portfolio assessment in medical education is a relatively new concept. There is considerable interest in portfolio as this is widely believed to support student-centered and self-directed learning and
assessment. Portfolio is useful both as a learning and assessment tool.
We will discuss portfolio from both perspectives and demonstrate
its value as a process as well as an outcome.
In this chapter, our tasks are to
•
•
•
•

Discuss the definition, scopes, and purposes of portfolio
Identify the educational rationale for its uses
Determine the situation where portfolio is appropriate
Review the process of portfolio development

What is a Portfolio?
A portfolio is a repository of one's personal and professional goals,
achievements, and the methods of achieving those goals. According
to Hall, 'A professional portfolio is a collection of materials made by
a professional that records and reflects key events, learning experiences, and processes in that professional career.' The collection not
325
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only represents the pertinent events and experiences but includes
systematic and logical analysis and interpretation of those events
that bring meaning to the overall process and help the individual to
further his learning.
The hall-mark of portfolio as an educational process is incorporation of goal-setting and self-reflection. Goal-setting in portfolio, in
contrast to other educational processes, is learner initiated and determined. Faculty often helps the learner in developing goals and
may incorporate the goals and objectives of the program.
As reflection is an important concept in personal development
and especially in portfolio, we expand the idea further. Reflection,
in the context of educational process, is a deliberate and purposeful
activity. The individual embarks on self-discovery and analysis of
deciding moments in teaching and learning activities in order to
learn. Thus, 'Reflection relates to a complex and deliberate process
of thinking about and interpreting experience, either demanding or
rewarding, in order to learn from it.' (Atkins and Murphy, 1995).
Reflection is a process that progresses through different stages.
In the initial stage, the individual learner develops an awareness
of uncomfortable feelings (usually due to new, unfamiliar, or negative situations). This leads to examination of components of the
situation and exploration of alternative actions. Further reflective
process helps the learner to develop a summary of outcomes of reflection or learning. In the final stage, the reflective thoughts result
in actions (Atkins and Murphy, 1995).
The essential value of reflection as a learning tool is also highlighted and supported by Kolb's experiential learning. Although
the process of reflection is mostly discussed as a process of selfreflection, the process can be greatly augmented by the support of
faculty. Faculty can contribute to self-reflection of the learner by
way of communicating the values and demonstrating the proper
utilization of portfolio.
Goal-setting and reflection are two characteristics that distinguish portfolio from log-book and journal. A typical log-book contains a neatly organized collection of events and experiences. In
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log-books, the goals, requirements, and the process of achieving
the target is mostly predetermined by the faculty and there is little opportunity for personal goal setting and reflection. Portfolio
contains these events and experiences, but also includes learnerinitiated goal-setting and reflection.
Similarly, journals may incorporate goals for personal and professional development in a systematic manner; but such journal
entries are not corroborated by representative materials. Reflective
journal entry, however, if it is done in the context of personal and
professional development, is closer to the requirement of being a
portfolio. In fact, such reflective journal entries may form one of
many components of portfolio.

The Value of Portfolio
Educational values of portfolio are more obvious if we analyze it
from two different perspectives: portfolio as a process and portfolio as a product. Both the process of developing a portfolio and
the resultant product have significant beneficial effects on education (Winsor, 1998). These two, the process and product of portfolio, are equally important and somewhat interdependent. A good
process of portfolio development ensures high quality of the final
representation of the materials.

Portfolio as process
As a process, portfolio enhances the learning and can be used as
a self and collaborative assessment tool. The process of portfolio development is a powerful learning process by itself—engaging the
learner in the continuous process of goal setting, self-discovery and
self-reflection. This is a somewhat repetitious process where the
learner, with the help of faculty or teachers, identifies the priorities
and decides on the goals. Over time, however, he deeply engages
himself in discovery and reflection and monitors his professional
and personal development.
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• Self-assessment: Central to the development of portfolio is
the ability to set individual goals and self-reflection. Portfolio encourages self-assessment by identifying what has been
achieved so far, the relative efficacy and utility of various approaches to achieve the goals, and what is needed to be done
in future to maximize personal and professional development.
• Collaborative assessment: Collaborative assessment takes
place jointly by learners and teachers. Unlike other assessment methods, where teachers solely perform assessment, the
portfolio provides an opportunity for joint assessment.
• Documentation of progression of personal and professional
achievements: As the portfolio captures the key events, it
helps the learner to conveniently judge the progress he has
made over the course of time. Appreciation of one's own personal achievement is an effective motivational factor for continuing advancement.
In the process of portfolio development the individual does not
merely collect and collate representative materials. He also determines and sets the goals of his development, documents those
goals, and decides what evidence and artifacts need to be included
to collaborate his progression. Moreover, he also engages in an
intellectual exercise of priority setting and negotiation. Portfolio,
when it is developed and maintained throughout the professional
career, forms a baseline for monitoring career progression throughout the span of professional life.
The philosophy and the process of portfolio support selfdirected learning, continuing and life-long learning. These are also
the attributes that are most likely to succeed with adult learners.

Portfolio as product
The product of portfolio is the representative collection and documentation of the individual's attempts at self-fulfillment and development. Besides documenting what has been achieved and for
what purposes, it gives an enormous sense of self-satisfaction and
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feeling of achievement. This also constitutes a good reference point
for individual learners to communicate a chronicle of their professional development to their colleagues and mentors.
Portfolio is also used as an assessment instrument for students
and physicians. Portfolio is designed to include artifacts such as
feedback from patients, patient profile, number and nature of procedures that one performs. Such documentation, when corroborated by other performance reports, is often a requirement by
the professional bodies. For example, in UK Portfolio for Preregistration House Officers (PRHO) is promoted by General Medical Council to gather evidence of achievement of personal development plan and the Council's objectives.
As an assessment instrument, portfolio has a very significant advantage over other forms of student assessment instruments. None
of the assessment instruments that we have discussed so far determine whether students or practitioners actually utilize or apply
the learned knowledge in day-to-day practice. Portfolio can be designed to capture this vital piece of information. Although validity
and reliability of portfolio for this specific purpose are not well established, many institutes incorporate portfolio as a student assessment instrument to collect evidence for actual transition of knowledge, attitude, and skill into practice. Similarly, professional and
certifying bodies utilize portfolio as a quality assurance tool and to
determine whether a certain level of competency is achieved and
maintained by the practitioners.

Nature of Artifacts in Portfolio
Conceptually the materials in portfolio belong to one of the four
different types (Collins, 1991): (a) artifacts, (b) reproductions, (c)
attestations, and (d) productions.
• Artifacts: Artifacts are materials that are produced during the
course of normal work in which the learner is involved. These
materials are not produced for the specific purpose of portfolio. Examples include attendance records from teaching and
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clinic sessions, a project or research paper that the students
have written.
• Reproductions: Reproductions are materials, like the artifacts,
that also exemplify the typical nature of work. But, unlike
artifacts, these are not generally captured. Examples of reproductions include a video-recording of patient-student interactions, a video showing small group sessions that the students
have conducted, or records of patients seen or procedures performed.
• Attestations: Attestations are, as the name implies, are materials that endorse works, efforts, and achievements. This
category may include reports of students from the teachers,
reports of fellow students, peer review, and letters of appreciation from patients.
• Productions: Productions are materials that are developed
specifically for the portfolio. Examples of production include
personal or professional goal statements, narratives from reflections, essays of professional and personal philosophies.
The artifacts to be included should be representative of the work
done and do not need to be all-inclusive.

Representative Materials in Portfolio
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Goal statement
Personal and professional philosophies
Narratives from reflection
Academic programs attended
Letter of appreciation from patients
Peer review report
Preceptors' report
A video recording of patient-provider interaction
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Decision Making Exercise for Artifacts Inclusion
•
•
•
•
•

What are the artifacts to be included?
What are the reasons for their inclusions?
How are they related to the decided goals?
How much emphasis should be placed in one artifact?
What are their comparative values?

Organization of the Portfolio
Physically, a typical portfolio is a three-ring binder that is organized into professional goals, reflection, achievements, and further
goal settings. Each of these may be further compartmentalized into
broad domains such as clinical experience, teaching and learning,
and project and research. In the near future, personal digital assistant or similar hand-held electronic devices may replace bulky
paper-based portfolio.
Organization of portfolio and materials in it closely reflects its
primary purpose whether it is a learning tool or an aid to assessment. Although there is a considerable degree of latitude in deciding and choosing what to include and in what format, the decision must take into account the goal and purpose of the portfolio
development. Thus, a portfolio for learning purpose should place
more emphasis on the development of goal statements, reflection,
self-assessment, and discovery. If portfolio is developed to aid in
student assessment, more emphasis should be placed on the collection and representation of materials and records.
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Organization of Professional Portfolio
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Goal statement
Objectives
Personal and professional philosophies
Mentors and their role
The process of achieving targets
Criteria, time, frequency of assessment
Representative artifacts: patient care, research, teaching
and others
• Self-reflection and discovery
• Future plans, revised goal settings

The educational rationale of portfolio is solidly based on the philosophy of self-directed and learner-centered learning. The growing importance of the portfolio as a learning and assessment tool
in medical education is the direct result of its beneficial effects on
these forms of learning.
In summary, the key concepts that we have learned in the chapter are
• The portfolio is valued as a learning and assessment tool
• The critical factors of portfolio based learning are goal setting,
self-reflection, and discovery
• As an educational process it supports self-directed learning,
self and collaborative assessment, and progression of personal
and professional achievements
• As an assessment instrument, it captures whether the learned
knowledge is practiced in real life
• Content and organization of portfolio are very much dependent on the primary purpose and educational philosophies behind the development of the portfolio
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Teaching Program
Evaluation

You are responsible for quality assurance in your department. Recently there has been a series of medication errors
and the Head of Department requested you to design a
teaching program on medication safety. The ultimate goal is
to reduce the incidence of medication errors in the Department. You have conceptualized the teaching program. The
curriculum consists of a combination of theories on safety,
drug calculation, safe prescription techniques as well as behavioral modifications like creation of heightened awareness about safety and implementation of self-reporting of
errors. You face the problem of designing a suitable evaluation tool to demonstrate the effectiveness of your effort.
Teaching program evaluation in medical education presents with
a different set of challenges. The utility of such program is commonly gauged by some soft measures of outcome such as participants' general reactions about the program or the knowledge
gained from it. Although these outcomes are important, we should
not limit solely to these. When appropriate, we should try to judge
the program's effectiveness by demonstrating that the program has
resulted in real tangible benefits.
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In this chapter, our tasks will be
• Discuss Kirkpatrick's program evaluation model
• Demonstrate how the model can be applied to medical education
• Cite and review examples from the model
After completing the chapter, we should develop a firm understanding of how to conduct teaching program evaluation in a structured manner.
How should we judge the effectiveness of a teaching program?
What are the types of outcome parameter that we can measure? The
outcome of a teaching program has several dimensions. At the simplest level, the outcome is often demonstrated by the participants'
liking or disliking of the program. Other measures of success may
include participants' motivation, knowledge acquisition, and transfers of knowledge into practice. In a broader sense, the ultimate
outcome of a training program is something tangible and quantifiable. For example, in the above scenario the ultimate measure of
success would be a reduction of department-wise medication errors
or reduction in medication error related morbidity and mortality.
Knowledge about all these outcomes is important for the improvement and documentation of the program's success.
Donald Kirkpatrick (1994) proposed a four-level model for training program evaluation that provides a useful and understandable
structure for the educators. These levels are (a) level one: reaction,
(b) level two: learning, (c) level three: transfer, and (d) level four: results. These levels are interrelated to each other and progress from
a simpler level (level one: reaction) to a complex level (level four:
results). Information from the prior level forms the basis of evaluation for the next level. Evaluation ideally starts at level one and,
depending on available expertise and resources, advances towards
higher levels. Evaluation of certain levels in isolation can be done
and often practiced as well.
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Level One: Reaction
Level one assesses the participants' initial reaction to a training program. The focus is on participants' immediate satisfaction and perceptions of usefulness of the program.
Advantages of level one evaluation are (a) relative ease in designing and implementing the measurement instrument, (b) ready
availability of participants at the end of program, (c) utilization of
the least amount of resources and money, and (d) ease in analysis.
In addition, this is the only level that explicitly assesses learners'
motivations and attitudes. The information from the evaluation can
be utilized to improve and correct deficiencies of the program.
The major drawback is that level one only evaluates what participants think about the program. It is at best a measure of participants'
viewpoint and may not be reflective of overall effectiveness of the
program. For example, a boot camp training in the army may be
perceived as too rigorous and time consuming by the trainee but
its utility cannot be ignored. Despite all these drawbacks, level one
is the most common assessment level that is in use in educational
training. Time and resource constraints may allow only this level to
be evaluated.
Both the content and process should be assessed during level one
evaluation. Often times, content area receives inadequate emphasis in the evaluation instrument. Content area evaluation explores
participants' reactions to materials, content coverage, and relative
importance among different contents. Process area evaluation explores instructional methods such as effective use of audio-visual
materials, instructional skills and enthusiasm of tutors, and facilities within the classroom. Both content and process evaluation can
be used over the course of the program to determine the program's
evolution and anticipated maturity.
The most common way of performing level one evaluation is
to use familiar Likert's type scale where participants are asked to
point out their reactions to certain statements. Level one evaluation can be done using other qualitative methods such as a focus
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group where the group leader elicits and probes for more specific
comments about the course.
Examples of statements in Likert's scale for level one evaluation:

Process focused:
I was given sufficient information on the aims and methods of the
program before my arrival.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree

Content focused:
The materials on safe prescription habits were of good quality.
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree

Level Two: Learning
Level two assesses the amount of information that learners have
learned from the course and thus addresses issues beyond the learners' satisfaction and attitudes. Measurement at this level is relatively more difficult and laborious. In medical education, level two
evaluation assumes a significant role as knowledge acquisition is
often an explicitly stated goal of a teaching program.
Although it is the cognitive (knowledge) domain that is most frequently assessed in level two evaluation, psychomotor (skill) and
affective (attitude) domains can be assessed during level two evaluation as well. Assessing how well learners reconstitute and prepare
appropriate medication dosages often entails significant psychomotor learning. Similarly, if the program objectives include appreciation for safe prescription writing habits then assessing how the
learners' have changed their thinking would be an example of level
two affective domain evaluation.
Principal pre-requisite of level two evaluation is to have a proper
criterion for assessment. These are often derived from the program
objectives that have been developed during the design phase of the
program and constitute the benchmark against which learners are
assessed.
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Methods of level two assessment may include both individual
and group assessment. A common example is to devise a pretest
and post-test and demonstrate any change in learning before and
after the program. Evaluation can be done immediately or within a
short period after completion of the program.

Level Three: Transfer
Level three assesses transfer of knowledge, skills or behavior that has
been offered in the training program to actual real life. This assessment is based on the training program objectives as well. For example, after teaching safe prescription writing, as a program evaluator,
we might be interested in finding what proportion of the learners
are consistently compliant with the recommendations. Thus, level
three evaluation in effect assesses the strength of the program.
The tools for the assessment include observations, chart reviews
(as in this example), surveys, and interviews with colleagues and
fellow workers. Timing of the assessment varies but usually it is
done between six weeks to six months after the end of the program.
Program evaluator might also consider a follow-up evaluation to
assess whether participants are still practicing those prescribed recommendations.

Level Four: Results
Level four assesses the ultimate result of the training program. Examples of level four evaluation include the impact of the training
program in reducing cost of hospitalization for a specific condition,
increasing compliance with childhood vaccination, or preventing
accidental falls in a nursing home.
Level four is the most difficult level to measure. In order to
be successful, it needs meticulous planning, a proper methodology of measurement, and perhaps most importantly, determination of specific objectives that the training program are expected to
achieve. An explicitly stated criterion—'This program will reduce
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the incidence of medication errors in the department by 30% compared to baseline during the six months period following program
implementation' will definitely make outcome assessment easier.
Commonly used tools during level four evaluation include auditing, chart reviews, and surveys. The timing of evaluation depends
on the context of training program. Despite all the difficulties and
resource intensive processes, a good training program should include level four evaluation to document its real worthiness.
Table 1. Kirkpatrick's four levels of program evaluation.
Evaluation Level

What Does it Test?

Examples of Instruments

Level One: Reaction

• Participants' immediate
satisfaction
• Perception of usefulness
• Motivation

• Likert's scale
• Focus group
• Structured interviews

Level Two: Learning

• Acquisition of knowledge,
skills, and behavior

Pre and post test
Standard MCQ
Essay question

Level Three: Transfer

• Transfer of knowledge, skills,
and behavior into real life

Chart-reviews
Survey
Observations

Level Four: Results

• Ultimate and intended outcome

• Chart-reviews
• Survey

The correlation between all these levels may be variable. A good
evaluation in level one does not necessarily translate into higher
knowledge or skills acquisition in level two. Conversely, participants may evaluate a program poorly during level one but demonstrate acquisition of desired skills in level two. Nevertheless, good
evaluations in level one, two, and three increase the probability of
getting positive program impact during level four evaluation.
Information from program evaluation is valuable in program development and improvement. Such information also helps in program expansion, modification, and validation.
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In summary, the key points that we have learned are
• Teaching program evaluation can be conveniently structured
in four levels: reaction, learning, transfer, and results
• Each of these levels evaluates specific elements of the program
• An ideal program evaluation planning incorporates elements
from each of these levels
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Internet and Medical
Education

Information technology—the internet, for example—only gives us
access to information. To understand that information requires
knowledge. Applying that knowledge ethically requires wisdom.

Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew, Singapore
The wide use of the internet and e-learning has opened up
remarkable opportunities for medical educators. Potential applications for e-learning in medical education can range from content
development and delivery to student assessment. Increasingly, it
is realized that e-learning and learner-centered and self-directed
learning models can be in synergistic relationship in medical education.
In this brief chapter, our tasks are to
• Identify features of e-learning as applied to learner-centered
learning model
• Determine the promises and potentials of e-learning
• Discuss basic features in designing e-learning modules
We will not deal with technical issues. After completion of
this chapter, we should be able to develop a better perspective on
345
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e-learning and judiciously combine sound educational principles
into e-learning to further improve learner-centered learning models.

What is E-Learning?
Electronic learning or e-learning, as it is better known, is a merger
of educational process with electronic technology with the aim of
bringing efficiency and effectiveness to teaching and learning.
The learning component of e-learning is usually developed from
conventional teaching content with appropriate modifications to
make it better suited for electronic medium. Educational concepts
and principles that we have discussed in earlier chapters hold true
for e-learning as well. Thus, the contents that are developed with
sound educational principles in mind have a better chance of success.
The promise of the internet
• To center learning around the student instead of the classroom
• To focus on the strengths and needs of individual learners
• To make lifelong learning practical reality
The Power of the Internet for Learning; Report of the Web-Based
Education Commission to the President and the Congress of the
United States

E-learning in Learner-Centered Learning Models
As we strive towards learner-centered and self-directed learning
models, several key questions naturally surface. What are the
features of e-learning? What are the attributes of e-learning that
make such form of learning attractive to medical educators? Can
e-learning be matched harmoniously with the learner-centered
learning model?
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Before we answer these crucial questions we need to emphasize
that e-learning, just like any educational or commercial pursuits,
is prone to be influenced by many factors. Not every e-learning
activity promises to be an effective one. Many e-learning ventures
are mere content delivery vehicle that use electronic media for ease
of delivery. Our focus here is what an ideal e-learning platform can
provide to the learners and the promises that it holds.
As discussed in learner-centered learning model, learning is
a self and collaborative activity with support and direction from
the teachers and faculty. Learning is initiated and maintained by
the learner, who takes up the responsibility of determining his
own learning objectives, selects the learning materials and methods of learning, and takes substantial control over the monitoring
of progress of learning. The learner decides what is most important
for him to learn and how to carry out his own learning activities.
Accordingly, a successful learner- centered learning model provides
a balance between independence and support.
In most of the teacher-dominated and traditional model of learning, there is little autonomy for the learners to choose the topic of
learning let alone to decide the learning objectives, methods, and
materials. Teachers provide the content, usually in the form of
lecture that directs to the group rather than individual learner with
little option given to the learner. In other words, the educational activity is synchronous and insensitive to individual learner's needs
and preferences [Fig. 1(a)].
E-learning model is especially attractive to medical educators
as it promises to overcome the ills of teacher-dominated teaching
methods by allowing learners the option of selecting learning materials in their own time and in their own preferred way. They can
access the content any time and repeat the lesions as necessary from
their preferred location. They can also make use of a range of learning activities that best suit their needs and preference. They are also
able to monitor their progress and determine the success of their
learning endeavors [Fig. 1(b)].
Let us critically review a model of e-learning that is based on the
principles of learner-centered learning model and illustrate how the
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Fig. 1(a). Teacher-centered model.
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Fig. 1(b). Learner-centeredness in e-learning.

pedagogy and technology can unite in a meaningful relationship
(Fig. 2). In this model, an individual learner decides to embark
on a learning activity. He determines the most important priority area of his learning by taking a pre-assessment test. He gets a
personalized learning plan that highlights his strengths and weak-
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nesses in the topic and suggests several learning methods. He then
engages himself in an interactive learning process that is supported
by a range of learning activities and options including discussion
group, e-library, expert session, practice assignment, and external
link. Once he is satisfied with the learning activities he decides
to test his newly acquired knowledge from online learning selfassessment. He has an option to appear for a mock test. He gets
a customized achievement report with recommendations for future
learning.
Several important features of this model are worth further elaboration. Firstly, the learner is able to perform a need assessment on
his own to identify the priority area of study. Secondly, he is not
limited to one single learning activity; rather he has the option of
choosing one or several learning activities like the interactive patients, e-library, and practice assignment. Thirdly, he has the option
of self-evaluating his progress and changing strategies of learning
as necessary. Fourthly, the learning is supported; he is not left alone
in his pursuit of learning. He has tutor and other form of support
available to him. Fifthly, most of the activities can be delivered in
real-time and can be accessed from many places. Finally, he has
the opportunity of collaborative and social learning in the form of
peer- and tutor-supported discussion with the potential of creating
a virtual community of learners.

Features of e-learning in learner-centered learning
•
•
•
•

Personalized learning plan
Supported learning
Promotion of collaborative and group learning
Opportunity for self-assessment and monitoring of
progress
• Variation in learning activities
• Real-time operation
• Improved access
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Pre-assessment test

Interactive patient

Personalized learning plan

Practice assignment

Interactive Learning Process

e-library

Post self-assessment

Didactic session

Tutor feedback

Peer discussion

Mock test

Customized assessment report

Fig. 2. I n d i v i d u a l i z e d l e a r n i n g in e-learning e n v i r o n m e n t .

Design Considerations in E-Learning
The omnipresence of internet and electronic media poses many
challenges and opportunities for medical educators to better design their contents and instructional methods. Technology allows
interconnectivity between the content, easier access, superior and
faster search ability, provision of multiple learning methods simultaneously, and support of collaborative learning. A course can be
designed in such a way that the content is delivered in the form
of expository text, interactive text, image-rich text, or any of these
combinations.
The challenges are to convert the print and non-print content
to electronic format and conversion of bulk contents, sometimes
over several hundred pages, to more manageable smaller units. A
lengthy learning module would be too cumbersome for the learner
to browse and navigate. The developer of the course, the teacher,
may also find it very difficult to update and modify the content as
these involve tedious tasks of changing the entire format.
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Learning Objects in E-Learning Models
To overcome the above mentioned problems and to take advantages
of the best features of electronic media, the content development
and delivery in e-learning are often redesigned in the form of 'learning objects'. Learning objects are 'any digital resource that can be
used to support learning.' The main idea is 'to break the educational content down into small chunks that can be reused in various
learning environments.' (Wiley 2000). Learning objects, not to be
confused with learning objectives, are preferred by many as a convenient and efficacious instructional strategy to develop, deliver,
and manage learning in electronic media.
The elements that are incorporated in the learning objects depend on the needs and objectives of the course. It may include description of the content, learning objectives, contents, an assessment
plan, and internal and external links. The learning objects also contain a structured description or meta-data that allows the content to
be found easily by search.
The advantages of creating such smaller and more manageable
chunks are many. By breaking down the large content into smaller
components, different parts can be developed and maintained independently. Several teachers may form a group to work simultaneously and independently to develop the content. It also reduces
unnecessary duplication because a well-developed learning object
that is already in existence needs not be reproduced. All these factors reduce the human and financial resources for the development
and maintenance of the content.
Learning objects also fit nicely into contemporary philosophy of
curriculum planning that emphasizes reduction of the content load
for the learners and minimization of duplication of their learning effort. For example, a learning object on diabetic medications that is
used in pharmacology can be utilized during clinical years. Learning objects also bring variations in learning methods and provide
learners with greater choice.
The learning object, besides being smaller in size, also needs to
have several other features to make it more dynamic and educa-
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tionally meaningful.
• Self-contained: Learning objects contain all the major components that are necessary to carry out the learning independently. Typically, such learning objects contain description of
the contents, learning objectives, the actual contents, assessment plans, internal and external links.
• Non-sequential: The learning objects are stand-alone component that are able to meet the learning needs of the learner
independently. It may not be necessary for the learner to read
any other learning objects.
• Can be aggregated: The learning objects can be combined
together into larger contents. When several of the learning objectives are grouped, they provide a comprehensive representation of the topic of interest and can be modeled into course
format.
• Reusable: Learning objects are easily portable and can be used
for multiple contents and different purposes. A learning object that is developed for a specific topic can be used in other
contexts. For this characteristic, the learning objects are also
known as Reusable Learning Objects (RLO).
• Shareable: Learning objects are also shareable between different courses, across departments, and across institutes. It is
possible to create a common pool of the state-of-the-art learning objects that are shared among geographically diverse locations.
Let us consider an example to illustrate how the learning objects
can be used in our context. Suppose we are given the task of creating a learning module on diabetes mellitus. This large topic can
be broken down into many component parts such as physiology
of glucose metabolism, disease mechanism, pharmaco-therapy, nutrition and dietary intervention, and complications. Based on this,
several self-contained learning objects can be created. The content
of the learning objects may incorporate lecture note, pathological
slides, graphics, and clinical photographs. A learner, who is already well-familiar with physiology, may escape the learning object
on physiology and move on to the ones that he needs to learn. Al-
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though each of the learning objects can stand alone, when they are
combined together they would provide a broad picture of the topic.
Each of the learning objects can be reused in different contexts and
in different courses and thereby minimizing duplications. They can
also be shared across departments and institutes.
The meteoritic rise and equally precipitous fall of e-business
companies in the last decade teach us very significant lesions. The
successful e-business companies are built on strong business fundamentals. They never sacrificed their business fundamentals for ease
of technological wizardry. They have used technology to bolster
their existing strong business foundation. Conversely, the companies that have placed technology ahead of business fundamentals
perished rapidly.
If we are to extrapolate the experience of e-business, we can confidently infer that the success of the e-learning would depend upon
prudent application of technology on sound educational principles. The
factors that would determine the success of e-learning are the quality of the contents and soundness of the educational planning. The
technology would make those more effective and efficient, but will
not replace.
In summary, important points that we have learned are
• E-learning promises harmonious marriage with learnercentered learning models
• E-learning is supported and delivers multitudes of synchronous and asynchronous learning activities
• E-learning also encourages and promotes collaborative and
group learning by creation of virtual community of learners
• Learning objects are smaller and more manageable selfcontained components of a large content and one of the preferred methods of curriculum planning in e-learning
• Learning objects are reusable and shareable; they minimize
duplication and redundancy in curriculum structures
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Research in Medical
Education

There is a widely held view among clinicians, medical researchers
and medical teachers that evidence to support (or reject) educational
approaches is not available. This may be true in some areas but
not in others. In the area of teaching and learning communication
skills in medicine, Aspergen (1999) identified 180 pertinent papers
including 31 randomized studies.

R.M. Harden et al, 1999
It would be naive to assume that our understanding of medical education has reached a plateau phase and we know everything that
we need to know about teaching and learning in medicine. Just as
medical research, medical education progresses with the generation
of executable ideas, creation of working hypothesis, and testing and
retesting the hypothesis to prove its worth. We are still at the formative phase of medical education research and our knowledge is
evolving. As expected, the more we know about medical education,
the more we will identify new issues that have not been addressed
previously. The need for rigorous research is even more crucial than
ever before.
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In this chapter, our tasks are to
• Identify the nature of research in the context of medical education
• Propose a framework for research in medical education
• Discuss how major research initiatives have benefited medical
education
• Identify selected priority areas in medical education research
Besides orienting the readers to broad and emerging fields of research in medical education, this chapter also provides insights into
the similarities and differences between pure biomedical research
and medical education research. We will focus more on descriptive
and qualitative research for two basic reasons: (a) we are less familiar with these forms of research, and (b) they are very valuable in
educational research.

Nature of Research in Medical Education
Medical education research bears many similarities with the more
familiar biomedical research. The concepts and principles of
research are equally applicable to medical education. Thus, the
fundamental steps of hypothesis generation, random and equal allocation of subjects, reduction of variability between the groups,
blinded observation, uniform outcomes measures, and sound statistical analysis are much sought after and implemented in medical
educational research whenever possible.
Like biomedical research, the three broad methodological
categories of medical education research are: (a) observational
and descriptive, (b) co-relational, and (c) experimental. Descriptive research usually involves observation and data collection
about study subjects in their natural state without any intended
or unintended intervention. Co-relational research seeks to determine the relationship between outcome variables and specific
groups. The intervention is unintended and allocation is nonrandom. Experimental research, the highest echelon of biomedical
research, involves some kind of standardized intervention that is
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'administered' to the group. Ideally, the allocation of study subjects
to a group is random and the subject and evaluator of the results
are blind.

Observational and descriptive research
An observational study often capitalizes on the examination of
study subjects in their natural environment without any intervention and artificial restraint. The benefits of observing subjects in
their natural state are well-recognized. Humans act and behave
differently when they realize they are being observed. The naturalist and animal conservation scientists are acutely aware of the
fact and frequently apply similar approach in observing animals in
the wild. Observational study may also involve survey interviews,
audio-video recording and others.
Data from the observational study can be qualitative, quantitative or semi-quantitative. A good example of qualitative research in medical education comes from seminal research by Irby
(Irby, 1994). The primary research question was to identify the
components of knowledge that effective teachers in medicine need
to have. The author observed six distinguished clinical teachers
in medicine and identified six domains of knowledge essential to
teaching excellence: knowledge of subject matter, knowledge of
learners, knowledge of general principles of teaching and learning,
and knowledge about the content specific instruction. What was
impressive about the findings is the remarkable congruence among
these distinguished teachers and it is reasonable to conclude that
other effective clinical teachers would share the same knowledge.
The findings of the research also allowed the author to propose a
framework of medical teacher's knowledge.
An example of descriptive research with quantitative data comes
from Amin (Amin, 2000). The author studied the recent graduates of National University of Singapore in order to identify their
learning preferences. The author used Rezler's Learning Preference Inventory and determined that a very high proportion of subjects preferred concrete learning over abstract learning. There was
no statistical difference between respondents' preference between
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teacher-centered and student-centered and between interpersonal
and independent categories. The findings from the study are similar to other studies enhancing its validity.
Observational studies are valuable in exploring multiple aspects
of human nature such as reaction, emotion, preferences and other
forms of subjective variables. A naturalistic approach is preferred
if the trait under study is susceptible to observation and other form
of intrusion. In medical education, observational and descriptive
research are widely practiced to explore learners' preference, characteristics of group interactions, determination of effective teaching
traits, and assessing the applicability of particular learning theories.

Co-relational

research

Co-relational research attempts to establish a relationship between
observed outcome differences among two or more groups of study
subjects. The conditions under which the two groups operate are
different; but there is no proper randomization. Although the
strength of evidence from co-relational research is not as robust as
randomized control trials, this research does provide quality data.
Frequently, the nature of the study may not allow any random allocation and blinding.
Weinholtz et al studied correlation between clinical teachers'
behavior and learners' rating of teaching effectiveness (Weinholtz,1986). They have found that elements of teaching behavior
(e.g. questioning and assessing) vary with many factors including
educational level of learners, context of teaching (e.g. interview,
examination, patient presentation, and discussion) and site of the
teaching (bedside, hallway, and conference room). The study is important in demonstrating that learners' rating of teaching effectiveness is not unyielding and depends on many contextual variables.

Experimental

research

The key component of experimental research is the deliberate administration of an intervention to the study group. In educational
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research such intervention commonly entails a teaching or learning
program either applied to the teachers or the students. Examples
of such intervention are a communication skill course to determine
whether the students are better communicators after attending the
course and an interactive lecture to document whether the format
results in better reasoning skills among the students.
To illustrate further let us consider the following example. Jozefowicz et al studied the quality of in-house multiple choice questions from three US medical schools (Jozefowicz et al, 2002). The
authors employed blind raters to assess the quality of the questions. Questions written by examiners without formal training in
test writing were of poorer quality compared to questions written
by examiners with formal training in test writing. The authors drew
the valid conclusion that the quality of in-house examination can be
significantly improved by providing question writers with formal
training.
Proper randomized control trials, a form of experimental research, in medical education are comparatively fewer in number
than clinical research. Nevertheless, RCT in medical education is
practiced and promoted although double-blind observation is almost impossible to attain for reasons that are discussed later.

Difficulties with Interventional Research
Experimental and interventional research, although ideal, is inherently difficult to conduct in medical education. There are several practical and valid reasons for this difficulty (Norman and
Schmidt, 2000; Norman, 2002). Firstly, the hard measure of evidence that we are familiar with (e.g. morbidity or mortality rate)
is lacking in education. Hard measures that are available in medical education (marks in examination, pass or fail rate) are at best
surrogate evidence of real outcome. Secondly, proper randomization and double blinding are challenging to practice as both
the provider of the therapy (teacher) and subjects (students) are
intelligent enough to recognize the intervention. Perhaps, more
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importantly such interventions are ethically debatable. Thirdly, it
is difficult to achieve standardization in educational interventions
(e.g. curricular innovations, new instructional strategy); there is
no fixed dose for such interventions (Norman, 2002). Fourthly, effects of educational interventions are easy to be diluted. Students
are intelligent enough to recognize the weakness of their education
and resort to alternate methods to rectify the deficiencies. Also, as
teaching and learning involves simultaneous practice of many varied type of activities (self-study, group discussion, tutorial), it is impossible to separate the effects of one particular educational activity
from myriads of other educational activities.

Value of Qualitative Studies
One of the strategies to overcome these problems is to rely on qualitative research methodologies. Educational research literature is
full of rich variety of qualitative or semi-qualitative research. Physicians, who are mostly used to quantitative studies, are generally reluctant to give credence to qualitative studies. Fortunately this is
changing for the better. Detailed discussion on the properties and
methodologies of qualitative research is beyond our scope. Nevertheless, there are several important considerations worth mentioning.
Qualitative research in medical education is a valid and acceptable way of conducting research. The data from qualitative studies
often build up the conceptual framework, hypothesis generation,
and solidify the theoretical underpinnings that are further studied and validated by quantitative methods. Perhaps most importantly, there are certain aspects of educational research that cannot
be studied by quantitative studies. In such a situation qualitative
study is not merely a valid alternative; rather it is the methodology
of choice. For example, naturalistic observation entails observation
of the subjects in their natural environment with minimum interventions. Such un-intrusive approach is invaluable in identifying
learning traits and preferences and group dynamics that would not
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have been otherwise possible. In future, we expect to see many innovative high quality qualitative researches in medical education.

Secondary Researches in Medical Education
Apart from the primary quantitative and qualitative research, secondary research, such as systematic review and meta-analysis, has
a prominent role in medical education. Systematic reviews have a
special role in medical education as proper randomized control trials with single research question have not reached a critical level
yet to merit a meta-analysis.
Systematic reviews are conducted in medical education to
determine the current status of knowledge about a subject, consolidate findings from completed research to draw valid conclusion, develop concepts and theoretical framework, and identify the
knowledge gap. Another factor that favors systematic review in
medical education is that the information from qualitative studies
cannot be fitted into meta-analytic model and systematic review
provides a nice avenue for consolidation and inference.
The methodological principles of systematic review in medical
education adhere to stringent criteria including development of
valid research question, sound standard for literature search and
information filtering, and valid framework for consolidation of filtered information into results. The process of systematic review can
be simplified and structured. This usually begins with identifying
a topic that is 'ripe' for review i.e. there is enough interest in the
topic and a diverse research available in sufficient number to merit
a review. Next, a thorough reading is done and expert opinions are
sought to identify the key issues that would be of interest to medical
educators. This leads to generation of a few, usually three to five,
research questions. The next step is to read all the articles and mark
the sections of the articles that are related to each of the research
question. The sections are collated together under each research
question to create a 'library'. The collated information is scrutinized
further and eventually synthesized to create a meaningful answer
for each research question (Amin et al, 2000; Gordon, 1993).
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Amin et al conducted a systematic review to consolidate the
research findings of three decades on 'morning report'—a form of
case-based discussion of new admission cases that are practiced
universally in North American residency programs. They followed
the above steps and identified three key questions: (a) the purpose of morning report, (b) the teaching and learning methods
during morning report, and (c) the educational benefits from such
intervention. The review allowed the authors to answer the questions and provided them with substantial insights into the educational process in morning report. Equipped with these insights
and after examining the examples of more promising interventions,
the authors proposed a framework for morning report that would
be likely to bring better educational outcomes (Amin et al, 2000).
This example illustrates how the scope of secondary research is expanded to include practical recommendations to improve the educational process.
The utility of meta-analysis is unquestionable but the results are
restrained by marked variations in almost all aspects of research
including research questions, population, interventions, and outcomes. In medical education research such variability is even more
striking and as expected, there are very few meta-analyses.

Framework for Research
How do we establish a relationship between qualitative, interventional, randomized control, and secondary researches? How does
the research progress in medical education? Let us consider a hypothetical situation; we are to embark on a research to determine
whether training the teachers on bedside teaching results in better educational outcomes in the students. We face an immediate
problem of determining the nature of clinical teaching. Is it a homogenous entity with every teacher following the same teaching
method? Or, is it a combination of wide ranging teaching activity? Answers to these questions most likely would come from some
form of observational studies; perhaps clandestine and unobtrusive video recordings of clinical teaching. Unless we know about
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these preliminaries, it would be impossible to agree upon a particular type of educational intervention that we may want our teachers
to be trained on. The qualitative study would be likely to determine
varied teaching activities (e.g. directive, question and answer format, practical hands on demonstration) that are employed by the
teachers.
The next stage would involve identifying the teaching activity,
either in isolation or in combination, which holds the promise to be
successful. Evidence for this would come from comparisons of relative effectiveness between teachers who consistently practice one
modality of teaching. For example, teacher A consistently practices
the didactic method while teacher B consistently practices question and answer format during clinical teaching. A co-relational
study to document the educational outcomes between the students
of teacher A and teacher B would help us to identify which of the
educational activities, didactic or question and answer format, is
more successful. Suppose, we find that question and answer format
results in superior outcome. The final evidence would come from
a randomized trial with an intervention in the form of training the
teachers on proper question and answering technique.
This simplified model illustrates how the educational research
may progress. Qualitative studies are imperative in new situations
to understand educational processes and to generate credible hypotheses. A co-relational study provides support in favor of one
intervention over the others and is helpful in situations where a
randomized trial is still premature or not pragmatic. The final evidence comes from randomized control and other forms of interventional trial. A systematic review consolidates the existing findings,
proposes new concepts and theories, and identifies new research
questions based on existing literature.

Priority Research Areas in Medical Education
Priority research areas in medical education are many and depend on the needs and the mission of individual institutes. Needbased research is a pragmatic approach for a budding medical
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education researcher or for a newly established medical education
unit. Whereas hypothetical or theory-based research is more appropriate for mature researcher and established medical education
units.
Need-based research directly answers the questions related to
individual or institutional needs and is of immediate interest to the
faculty and the administrators. Funding and other administrative
support for such research is easier to secure as the research directly
contributes to institutional development.
The foundation and theoretical modeling of such research is already in existence in the literature. A new researcher may not need
to invest valuable resources and time to develop an entirely new
theoretical framework. Similarly, if the research demands comparison with other educational models, it is likely that such models
are already in existence. Examples of need-based research include
creation of learning profiles of the students, establishing the relationship between students' admission scores and the final outcome, demonstrating the effectiveness of a new teaching module,
and comparisons of students in two different curricular models.

Collaboration in Medical Education Research
The prolific and ever expanding nature of medical education research speaks for the creation of a common repository of research
literature for ease of access and dissemination. Best Evidence
Medical Education (http://www.bemecollaboration.org/) is an
initiative that has been undertaken to collect and review best evidences and research findings in medical education. The proposed
Medical Education Outcome Commission envisions creation of a
repository for measures and instruments that would also provide
uniform recommendations to conduct quality studies with measurement instruments (Bordage et al, 1998).
The research in medical education has contributed significantly
in our understandings of teaching and learning in medicine. Medical education research is not merely academic and esoteric in
nature. On the contrary, the vast majority of the studies and pub-
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lications address issues that are practical and of immediate interest
to medical teachers.
In summary, important points that we have learned are
• Research in medical education is generally similar to biomedical research with few notable differences
• Qualitative research is valid and useful in examining new issues, generating range of hypotheses, and proposing newer
concepts and premises
• Interventional study with randomization and double-blinding
is difficult to achieve in educational research
• Systematic reviews consolidate qualitative or semiquantitative data and effective in dealing with heterogeneous
researches
• Need-based research is more feasible and fitting for budding
individuals and medical education units
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Appendix A
Calgary-Cambridge
Observation Guide
Calgary-Cambridge Observation Guide is an actual example of
communication skill training session that has been well-validated
and widely used. Calgary-Cambridge Observation Guide divides
communication in medical settings into two broad categories: (a)
interviewing the patient and (b) explanation and planning. Each of
the categories has several components. For example, interviewing
the patient is further divided into (a) initiating the session, (b) gathering information, (c) building relationship, and (d) explaining and
planning.
Several features of the observation guides are noteworthy. First,
the guide is need-based; the sessions are structured according
to need of the moments. Therefore there are separate guide for
'Interview' and 'Explanation and Planning'. Second, the sessions
progress sequentially from one part to another. Finally, these
guides can be used as checklists for assessment and to provide feedback to the learners.
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Calgary-Cambridge Observation Guide One
Interviewing the Patients
Initiating the session
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Greets patient and obtains patient's name
Introduces self and clarifies role
Demonstrates interest and respect, attends to physical comfort
Identifies and confirms patient's problem list or issues
Negotiates agenda: taking both patient's and doctor's perspective into account

Gathering information
Exploration of problems
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Encourages patient to tell story
Appropriately moves from open to closed questions
Listens attentively
Facilitates patient's responses verbally and non-verbally
Uses concise, easily understood questions and comments
Clarifies patient's statements
Establishes dates

Understanding the patient agenda
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Determines and acknowledges patient's ideas
Explores concern
Determines patient's expectations for each problem
Encourages expression of feeling and thought
Picks u p verbal and non-verbal clue

Structuring the consultation
18. Summarizes at end of specific line of inquiry
19. Progresses from one section to another using transitional statements
20. Structures interview in logical sequences
21. Attends to timing and keeping interview on task
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Building relationship
22. Demonstrates appropriate non-verbal behavior
23. If reads, writes notes or uses computer does in a manner that
does not interfere with dialogue or rapport
24. Accepts legitimacy of patient's view and non-judgmental
25. Empathizes with and supports patient
26. Deals sensitively with embarrassing and disturbing topics and
physical pain
27. Appears confident and reasonably relaxed
28. Shares thinking with patient when appropriate to encourage
patient's involvement

Explaining and planning: closing the session
29. Gives explanations at appropriate time
30. Gives information in clear, well-organized, complete fashion
without overloading patient
31. Checks patient's understanding and acceptance of explanation and plans
32. Encourages patient to discuss any additional points and provides him/her opportunity to do so
33. Closes interview by summarizing briefly, contracting with patient regarding next step for patient and physician

Calgary-Cambridge Observation Guide One
Explanation and Planning
Explanation and planning
Providing the correct amount and type of information
1. Initiates: Summarizes to date, determines expectations, and
sets agenda
2. Assesses patient's starting point: asks for patient's prior
knowledge early, discovers extent of patient's wish for information
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3. Gives information in assimilable chunks and checks for understanding
4. Asks patient what other information would be useful
5. Gives explanation at appropriate times: avoids giving advice,
information or reassurance prematurely

Aiding accurate recall and understanding
6. Organizes explanation: divides into discrete sections and develops a logical sequence
7. Uses explicit categorization and sign-posting
8. Uses repetition and summarization
9. Uses concise and easily understood statements, and avoids or
explains jargon
10. Uses visual methods of conveying information: diagrams,
models, written information and instructions
11. Checks patient's understanding of information given: asks patient to restate in own words; clarifies as necessary

Incorporating the patient's
shared understanding
12.
13.
14.
15.

perspective—achieving

Relates explanation to patient's illness framework
Provides opportunities and encourages patient to contribute
Picks up verbal and non-verbal clues
Elicits patient's beliefs, reactions and feeling

Planning shared decision making
16. Shares own thought: ideas, thought processes and dilemma
17. Involves patient by making suggestions rather than directive
18. Encourages patients to contribute their ideas, suggestions,
preference, belief
19. Negotiates a mutually acceptable plan
20. Offers choices: encourages patient to make choices and decisions to level they wish
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21. Checks with patient: acceptance of plan and address of
concern

Options in explanation and planning
If discussing opinion and significance of problem
22. Offers opinions of what is going on
23. Reveals rationale for opinion
24. Explains causation, seriousness, expected outcome, short and
long-term consequences
25. Checks patient's understandings of what has been said
26. Elicits patient's beliefs, reactions, and concerns

// negotiating mutual plan of actions
27. Discusses various options
28. Provides information on action and treatment offered: (a)
name (b) steps involved and how it works, (c) benefits and
disadvantages, and (d) possible side-effects
29. Elicits patient's understandings, reactions, and concerns about
plans and treatment including acceptability
30. Obtains patient's view of need for actions, perceived benefits,
barriers, motivation
31. Takes patient's lifestyle, belief, cultural background and abilities into consideration
32. Encourages patient to be involved in implementing plans, to
take responsibilities, and be self reliant
33. Asks about patient's support systems, discusses other support
available

If discussing investigation and procedures
34. Provides clear information on procedures
35. Relates procedures with treatment plan
36. Encourages questions and expression of thoughts regarding
potential anxieties and negative outcome
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Closing the session
37. Summarizes session briefly
38. Contracts with patient regarding next steps for patient and
physicians
39. Discusses safety nets appropriately and explains possible unexpected outcome
40. Checks that patient agrees and is comfortable with plan and
asks if any correction, questions or other items to discuss
(Published with permission: Kurtz S, Silverman J, and Draper J.
Teaching and Learning Communication Skills in Medicine. CalgaryCambridge Observation Guide. Appendix 2. Page 226-31. Published
by Radcliffe Medical Publishers. Oxon. UK. Professor Kurtz has
also given kind permission.)

Appendix B
Example of Standardized
Patient Case Script
Basic Particulars
Case write-up team: John Doe MD (Clinician)
Mary Goh (SP Trainer)
Zubair Amin MD MHPE (Medical Educator)
Date:

30th September, 2002

Objectives: Approach to a patient with hypertension and cerebrovascular accident. The students should be able to
a) Generate differential diagnosis of patient's condition by
appropriate history and physical examination
b) Propose a plan of investigations
c) Suggest a plan of management appropriate for the patient
d) Demonstrate appropriate interview and counseling techniques
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General instructions to the standardized patient
• Strictly adhere to the facts
• The historical or physical examination findings that are not
present in the script should be taken as negative
• Do not over-dramatize
• Stay in the role from beginning to the end
• Limit to presenting complaints
• Patient should ask questions about illness, management plan,
medication, and prognosis

Standardized Patient's Particulars
Name: Adrian Tan
Age: 45 years
Race: Chinese
Gender: Male
Smoking: Occasional, half-a-pack a day
Drinking: Social drinking only
Medication: None on regular basis, occasionally taken
blood pressure pill
Allergy: None
Education: Graduate
Activity: Sedentary life style. Participate in community activities on regular basis
Diet: Average
Dress: In hospital gown with under-garments
Position: Lying on the bed
Built: Average
Language efficiency: English and Chinese
Other special attribute: None
Marital status: Married with two children
Occupation: Administrative officer
Economic status: Middle class
Prior medical history: Told to have high blood pressure
during a health fair. Did not pursue further.
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• Support system: Lives with wife; owns a HDB three bedroom apartment
• Family history: Father had a history of hypertension and
died of stroke at age 66. Mother is well.

Presenting Scenario
• Settings: Accident and Emergency Room
• Chief complaint: "I don't know what happened to me. I was
in my office. I had a long meeting and after that I tried to
take some rest in the couch. When I tried to get-up I found I
couldn't do it. After several minutes my colleagues noticed
that I was not able to move my right side."

Presenting History
Onset: The onset of this episode was sudden. Patient was in the
office in his couch taking some rest after a long day of work. When
he wanted to get-up, he realized he could not do so. His friends
helped him to get out of the couch and brought him to the A&E. His
friends also noticed that he was not moving his right side. Initially
Mr. Tan did not realize his weakness, although he had some funny
feelings in his affected side.

Location and nature of motor impairment
Limbs:
• The right side of the body
• Both the upper and lower extremities are affected
• Weakness involves both proximal and distal muscles groups
(arm, forearm, and hand)
• Unable to shrug the shoulder on the right side
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Face:

• Right side of the face is weak
• When he tries to talk, the face deviates to the left
• When ask to protrude the tongue, it deviates to the right
The weakness is generally limited to the right side of the body
and ends in the midline.
The motor strength is 2 / 5 on the right side both in upper and
lower extremities. Patient is unable to initiate a hand-shake and
when offered he lifts up the right hand with the left. He is unable
to make a strong grip with right hand. The motor strength on the
left side is unaffected. Facial expression suggests obvious embarrassment.
Deep tendon reflexes are diminished in the right side of the
body; biceps, triceps, brachio-radialis, patellar and ankle all show
diminished reflexes. The deep tendon reflexes are preserved in leftside.
Babinski's sign is positive in the right side and negative in the
left side.
Eye-movement is not affected in either side
Shoulder shrug is weak on right-side
Cerebellar functions are intact on left side and unable to demonstrate on right side

Other characteristics
The impairment is unremitting in nature with no progression or
improvement since the onset. There is no identifiable precipitating
factor. There is no alleviating or aggravating factor. There is no
radiation to other parts of the body. There is no pain. This is the
first episode.

Location and nature of sensory

impairment

Diminished pinprick and crude touch on right side of the body especially on right upper extremity and right trunk up to the midline.
In the right lower extremity the sensation is diminished but less so
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than the upper extremity.
Vibration and awareness of joint movement and position are diminished on right upper extremity but preserved on the right lower
extremity. Left side is unaffected.
There is diminished sensation on the right side of the face; sensation is relatively preserved on the forehead. Left side of the face
is unaffected.
Body language, posture, and emotional

state

•
•
•
•
•

Appears sad and confused
Sits with right shoulder lagging
Co-operative with physicians
Needs help in standing and ambulation
Unable to lie-down from sitting position and sit-up from lying
position without help
• Bowel and bladder function is continent but the patient is very
worried about this

Memory and cognition
• Both short and long-term memory are intact
• Able to remember events in the past
Speech and language
• Lacks fluency
• Speech appears slurred
• Content of the speech is appropriate
Mental status

examination

• Normal and appropriate for the situation
Other physical examinations and vitas signs (to be provided to the
students)
• Heart rate: 82 beats/minute
• Respiratory rate: 16 breaths/minute
• Oxygen saturation: 98% on room air
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• Blood pressure: 142/96 mm of Hg (students perform on their
own. Blood pressure reading can be manipulated by recalibrating the machine.)
• SP will have normal respiratory, cardiac, abdomen, musculoskeletal, and skin examination.

Appendix C
Further Resources
For the interested readers, we have compiled a list of internet resources on medical education. Access to these representative sites
further directs to many other web addresses.

Professional Medical Education Organization
1. Association of American Medical Colleges;
www.aamc.org
2. The American Board of Internal Medicine;
www.abim.org
3. Ambulatory Pediatric Association;
www.ambpeds.org
4. Best Evidence Medical Education;
www.bemecolloboration.org
5. World Federation for Medical Education;
www.sund.ku.dk/wfme
6. The Network: Towards Unity for Health;
www.the-networktufh.org
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7. The Association of Program Director in Internal Medicine;
http: / / apdim.med.edu/
8. Royal Society for Physician and Surgeon of Canada;
www.rcpsc.edu

Educational Data Bases
1. Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC);
www.eric.ed.gov
2. PsycINFO;
http://www.apa.org/psycinfo

Medical Education Discussion Group
1. MED-ED: List-serv system with primary interest in application of electronics in medical education. The site is maintained
by AAMC.
http://www.aamc.org/meded/software/start.htm
2. DR-ED: Listserv system maintained by OMERAD (Office of
Medical Education Research and Development at Michigan
State University, College of Human Medicine) as a mean of
information and resource sharing for medical education. DRED is open to anyone involved in medical education. Messages posted to DR-ED should be limited to discussions and
information related to medical education.
Send an e-mail message to Listserv@list.msu.edu. Leave
the subject line blank, and in the body of the message type:
SUBSCRIBE DR-ED firstname lastname. Replace firstname
lastname with your own first and last names.
Web address: http://www.msu.edu/unit/omerad/DR-ED/
3. Problem-Based Learning:
Send an email to listproc@sparky.uthscsa.edu with the following message 'subscribe pblist' followed by 'first name last
name'
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Medical Education Journals
1. Teaching and Learning in Medicine;
http://edaff.siumed.edu/tlm/
2. Academic Medicine;
www.academicmedicine.org
3. Medical Education;
www.mededuc.com
4. Medical Education Online;
www.med-ed-online.org

Faculty Development Resources
1. Center for Instructional Support;
http: / / www.uchsc .edu / CIS /
2. Residents' Teaching Skill Web Site;
http://www.ucimc.netouch.com/
3. The American College of Physician;
http://www.acponline.org
4. University of California, Department of Education;
http://www.gse.uci.edu/
5. University of Hawaii, Faculty Development Program;
http: / / www.hawaii .edu / icmsig / learn.html#FacDev
6. IMSA Center for Learning and Instruction;
http:/ / www.imsa.edu/team/cpbl.htm
7. University of Delaware Problem-Based Learning;
http://www.udel.edu/pbl/
8. Maricopa Center for Learning and Instruction;
http://www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/pbl
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Appendix D
Glossary of Terms
There are number of terms that are commonly used in medical education. General readers in medical education quite often find the
terms difficult to understand. In this chapter we introduce selected
medical education terms. The terms are selected based on their relevance and importance. Some of the terms discussed in this chapter
are covered in detail in the book, while several other terms are not
discussed or discussed briefly. The terms are discussed in relation
to the concepts of medical education and in line with the spirit and
philosophy of the book. The general educational terms are modified and concepts are simplified. When there are several definitions
of the same term we have chosen the one that closely resembles the
purpose of the book.
Accreditation
Accreditation is a regulatory process whereby a professional
a n d / o r governmental body assesses a particular educational institute or program to ascertain whether it has met the accepted level
of standard.
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Affective domain
This concerns attitude, belief, or value of a person. It is the combination of action and inclination that express our feelings towards
the others. Example: attitudes towards terminally ill patients.
Aim
Aim is the final outcome that a teaching or educational program
is expected to achieve.
Answer
Answer is defined as 'any response that fulfills the expectation
of the question.'
Assessment
Assessment is the systematic process of making inference about
the learning and development of the students. It includes ongoing or formative assessment as well as end of rotation summative
assessment. Assessment is linked with learning objectives.
Basic Science Years
It is the preliminary one to two years in medical schools when
basic sciences such as anatomy, physiology, and biochemistry are
introduced on the assumption that they form the foundation for
the future clinical years. Basic science years are also known as preclinical years. The demarcation between basic science and clinical
years is criticized as being artificial and there is a greater call for
integration.
Bedside Teaching
Bedside teaching refers to history taking, physical examination,
and clinical reasoning exercise that are carried out with real patients. Typically the teaching takes place in the inpatient or in the
ambulatory clinic beside patient's bed and under direct observation
and supervision of the preceptor.
Bedside Manner
This refers to the expected professional behavior and attitude of
the physician in dealing with the patient. It includes such attributes
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as cultural and social sensitivity, politeness, and confidentiality in
dealing with patient problem.
Brainstorming
Brainstorming is an active learning strategy that capitalizes individual learner's ability to generate a range of ideas and thoughts.
The brainstorming session is carried out in a group situation where
the learners activate prior knowledge and work on solving a specific task or problem.
Clinical Competence
Clinical competency is a holistic and comprehensive concept
that dictates the level of mastery that a medical student or a physician is required to attain to deal with clinical problems effectively. The concept encompasses various traits including knowledge, physical examination skill, data gathering, interpretation,
decision-making ability, and interpersonal communications.
Cognitive Domain
This refers to 'cognition' or mental process and encompasses
many traits such as knowledge acquisition, conceptualization, information processing, data analysis, and problem solving.
Competence
Competence is the actual attainment of requisite knowledge, attitude and behavior, and skills.
Continuing Medical/Professional Education
Continuing Medical Education or CME is a continuous process
of learning and mastering new knowledge and skill throughout the
entire professional career. The need for CME arises with the changing and ever expanding nature of medical knowledge and own professional demand.
Curriculum
Curriculum is the total blue-print, a comprehensive academic
plan, which outlines the overall process of educational program.
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The curriculum contains description of learning objectives and
learning strategies to achieve those objectives, and a detailed assessment plan.
Domain
A domain of learning is the grouping of educational objectives
into a distinctly limited area of knowledge (Rubenstein and Talbot,
1992). By listing the objectives into similar category, it is possible to
simplify the learning tasks. For example, for a complex task such as
airway intubation, all knowledge related objectives can be grouped
together for ease of learning.
Educational Objectives
Educational objectives are brief description of what the learners are expected to achieve after attending an educational program.
Educational objectives are also described as learning objectives, as
opposed to teaching objectives, to emphasize that these objectives
essentially describe what the learner should be able to do after the
educational program.
Educational Needs
Educational needs describe the current status of the learner and
represent the gap between the present knowledge and skills of the
learners and where they should be at the end of the planned educational activities.
Evaluation
It is the systematic process of data collection about the educational program or activity with the aim of making better decisions. Evaluation processes include a measurement component and
a judgment or decision component (Guilbert, 1981).
Facilitator
Facilitator is the preferred term to describe the 'teacher' in
learner-centered learning model. The role of facilitator is to
'facilitate learning'—encourage and assist the learner to achieve
the learning objectives. This is a major advancement from the
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traditional role of the teacher where the teacher assumes a dominant role in the education.
Faculty Development
Faculty development is a systematic process of educating teachers about the science of medical education in order to improve their
teaching. As medical teachers are content expert without much
knowledge about educational processes, faculty development is essential before delegating the duty of teaching to them.
Feedback
Feedback is a communication technique in which teacher provides information to students about their progress in mastering certain skills or achieving learning objectives of the course. Feedback
is often viewed as a part of formative assessment process.
Flexner Report
It is one of the most significant reports on medical education
that changed the landscape of medical education. In 1910, Abraham Flexner published the report 'Medical Education in the United
States and the Canada'. The report, among other recommendations,
suggested incorporation of biomedical science with hands-on clinical training. It also emphasized greater accountability and need for
standards in medical schools.
Hybrid Curriculum
This refers to a compromised model of curriculum where PBL is
practiced alongside with more traditional instructional methods.
Learning
This is a process resulting in some modifications, relatively permanent, of the way of thinking, feeling, and doing of the learner.
Characteristics of learning include
• Results in behavior change in the learner
• Leads to relatively permanent change
• Results from practice, repetitions, and experience
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Learning is not the result of natural maturation process (Guilbert,
1981).
Learning Contract
Learning contract is a structured learning plan where the learners determine their own learning objectives, learning strategies, and
assessment methods based on their own needs and experience. This
is generally negotiated with and agreed upon by the faculty.
Learning Experience
Learning experience is the combination of many interconnected
activities that help the learner progress towards achieving specific
learning objectives. Learning experience can be varied and includes
formal activities such as lecture or other informal or semi-formal
activities such as self-reading, group discussion, brainstorming etc.
Learning Issues
In the context of PBL, learning issues are the most important and
relevant topics that deserve further learning by the learners.
Life-Long Learning
The concept emphasizes that the training of physician only begins at medical school and continues throughout the professional
career. It is the professional and moral responsibility of physician to
prepare for and carrying out learning effectively beyond the medical school.
Medical Educator
Medical educators are persons with special interest and expertise in medical education. They may be physician by training or
professional from other disciplines such as education, psychology,
and allied health sciences.
Metacognition
Meatcognition is the skill of learning. It refers to a learner's awareness of objectives, ability to plan and evaluate learning strategies,
and ability to monitor progress and adjust learning behavior to ac-
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commodate needs (Flavel, 1979).
Needs Assessment
Needs assessment is the systematic process of collecting data in
order to define the educational needs. Needs assessment is usually
carried out at the planning stage of educational activities and identifies the current status. Needs assessment may target individual
learners or a program.
Organ-Based Curriculum
It is a model of curriculum that attempts to bring integration
within the organ system by combining both pre-clinical and clinical disciplines. Although, the approach is deemed to be superior to
fragmented curriculum, it still fails to satisfy more through integration that is favored by contemporary medical education.
Portfolio
Portfolio as a learning process is one of learning strategies of
learner-centered learning. The learner is required to set own learning objectives, decides on the method to achieve the objectives, and
engage in several varied learning experiences. The process emphasizes systematic collection of artifacts and objects over the period of
learning to provide evidence of the learning progression. Portfolio
is also used as an assessment tool with the idea of capturing what a
student or practitioner actually does in real situation.
Problem-Based Learning
Problem based learning (PBL) is used to denote both curricular innovation as well as description of instructional model. PBL
is supported by small group activity. In PBL problem is presented
first, the group discusses the problem and, with the help of facilitator, identifies the learning issues. In next stage, the group reads
about the learning issues and presents those to the rest. There are
innumerable variations, adaptations, and innovations within the
basic framework.
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Professionalism
A set of core values or standards that every physician is expected
to have. The values reflect the expectations of the society professional bodies, patients, and peers. It emphasizes that the quality of
a physician is not limited to knowledge but includes other humanistic qualities such as empathy, respect, humanity, and sensitivity to
patients' belief system.
The components of professionalism include altruism, accountability, duty, excellence, honor and integrity, and respect for others
(ABIM, Project Professionalism).
Psychomotor Domain
This is the area of learning that often involves performing certain skills that require manipulation of instruments and equipment.
Examples: physical examination skills, insertion of IV canula.
Question
Question refers to anything that intends to elicit of an answer
regardless of grammatical form.
Closed-ended questions require selection of limited range of
choices. Open-ended questions allow much wider range of choices
to select from.
Reflection
Reflection is a deliberate and purposeful process when the
learner embarks on self-discovery and analysis of deciding moments in life in order to learn. Reflection is an important component
in Kolb's experiential learning model.
Self-Assessment
This is the process of assessing own learning including the assessment of the effectiveness of learning strategies, outcomes, and
identifying the better strategies for future usage. As an educational
process, self-assessment is highly valued as this allows learners to
take control of their own learning. It is an important component of
self-directed learning.
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Self-Directed Learning
Self-directed learning delegates the responsibility of learning to
the learner. Learners identify the needs for the learning, initiate the
learning process, decide on the learning objectives, determine the
learning strategies to achieve the objectives, and finally plan for
the assessment.
Skill
It is the ability to perform an educational task with an accepted
level of standard. Although, commonly understood as motor skill,
the term is used to describe psychological task (e.g. counseling
skill) as well.
Small Group
Small group is formed when few (usually 5-10 learners) work
together with the task of attaining common educational objectives.
The learning in small group is bolstered by group interaction.
Subject-Based Curriculum
This is an antiquated curricular model where the subject is
taught separately and in isolation. This model is superceded by
more integrated curricular models.
Sub-Skills
This refers to the individual component of skills within a complex skill. Sub-skills are utilized to teach complex task that may be
difficult for the learner to assimilate in whole. The method is used
commonly for teaching counseling and complex motor task.
Teacher-Centered Education
This is a teaching philosophy where the teacher is a dominant
partner in education with the role of providing instruction to the
students. The learning is learner-passive and insensitive to learners'
needs and preference.
Teaching
Teaching is the interaction between teacher and student under the teacher's responsibility in order to bring about expected
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changes in student's behavior. The purpose of teaching is to facilitate learning.
Teaching helps students
• Acquire, retain, and be able to use knowledge
• Understand, analyze, and synthesize knowledge
• Achieve skills
• Build attitudes (Guilbert, 1981)
Teaching Scripts
Teaching scripts are short clinical vignette that are highly organized and stimulus driven and contain anticipated internalized
information about the learners, the goal of the session, specific
teaching points for the given topics, and possible learning strategies. These teaching scripts help teachers anticipate learners' actions in advance and enable them to respond quickly during an
instructional episode (Irby, 1992).
Tips on Using Technical Terms
If you intend to use these technical terms with others or during
educational workshop, we suggest following tips to convey easily
the underlying meaning.
• Explain that the terms are adapted to fit medical education
and may not be generalized to other disciplines
• Explain the concept first and then use technical terms. That
way, learners will be able to connect the concept with the term
and less likely to be alarmed at the beginning
• Allow sufficient time for the learner to assimilate the ideas especially when using the terms for the first time
• Use simple analogy that the learners can easily relate to
• Encourage the learner to create a list of terms that they have
encountered and set aside separate time to discuss those
• Explore the learner's understanding of the terms to get an insight about their thinking process
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